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In this thesis, we investigate the use of latent variables to model complex de-
pendencies in natural languages. Traditional models, which have a fixed parameteri-
zation, often make strong independence assumptions that lead to poor performance.
This problem is often addressed by incorporating additional dependencies into the
model (e.g., using higher order N -grams for language modeling). These added de-
pendencies can increase data sparsity and/or require expert knowledge, together
with trial and error, in order to identify and incorporate the most important depen-
dencies (as in lexicalized parsing models). Traditional models, when developed for
a particular genre, domain, or language, are also often difficult to adapt to another.
In contrast, previous work has shown that latent variable models, which au-
tomatically learn dependencies in a data-driven way, are able to flexibly adjust the
number of parameters based on the type and the amount of training data available.
We have created several different types of latent variable models for a diverse set of
natural language processing applications, including novel models for part-of-speech
tagging, language modeling, and machine translation, and an improved model for
parsing. These models perform significantly better than traditional models. We
have also created and evaluated three different methods for improving the perfor-
mance of latent variable models. While these methods can be applied to any of our
applications, we focus our experiments on parsing.
The first method involves self-training, i.e., we train models using a combi-
nation of gold standard training data and a large amount of automatically labeled
training data. We conclude from a series of experiments that the latent variable
models benefit much more from self-training than conventional models, apparently
due to their flexibility to adjust their model parameterization to learn more accurate
models from the additional automatically labeled training data.
The second method takes advantage of the variability among latent variable
models to combine multiple models for enhanced performance. We investigate sev-
eral different training protocols to combine self-training with model combination.
We conclude that these two techniques are complementary to each other and can
be effectively combined to train very high quality parsing models.
The third method replaces the generative multinomial lexical model of latent
variable grammars with a feature-rich log-linear lexical model to provide a princi-
pled solution to address data sparsity, handle out-of-vocabulary words, and exploit
overlapping features during model induction. We conclude from experiments that
the resulting grammars are able to effectively parse three different languages.
This work contributes to natural language processing by creating flexible and
effective latent variable models for several different languages. Our investigation of
self-training, model combination, and log-linear models also provides insights into
the effective application of these machine learning techniques to other disciplines.
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This thesis investigates the use of latent variable models to better model com-
plex dependencies among units of natural languages, such as words, parts-of-speech
(POS) of words, syntactic constituents, and word-aligned phrase pairs. Tractable
models for natural language processing (NLP) often make independence assump-
tions, such as Markov assumptions for language modeling [2], hidden Markov as-
sumptions for POS tagging [34], context-free assumptions for parsing [12], and syn-
chronous context-free assumptions for machine translation [40]. For traditional mod-
els that have a fixed parameterization, overly strong independence assumptions often
lead to poor performance levels. A common approach to mitigate this problem is
to incorporate additional dependencies and use higher-order models. For N -gram
language models, it is a simple matter to replace bigrams with trigrams or even
higher-order N -grams; however, these models then suffer from greater data sparsity
issues and require more training data and/or more effective smoothing methods to
obtain reliable parameter estimates [38]. For models like lexicalized parsing gram-
mars [31, 48], expert knowledge is often required, together with trial and error, in
order to determine and incorporate the most important dependencies. Moreover,
traditional models, when developed for a particular genre, domain, or language, are
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also often difficult to adapt to another, as a tremendous amount of effort would be
required to adjust the model parameterization to account for the change.
In contrast, latent variable models are able to capture complex dependencies
through latent variables in a data-driven way. Take factor analysis [5, 6, 11] for
example. A vector of mutually dependent continuous variables O = O1, · · · , Od
distributed according to a multivariate Gaussian distribution N (µ,Σ) can be ap-
proximated by a latent variable model:
O′ = WX + µ+ u
where X = X1, · · · , Xq (q < d) is a vector of mutually independent latent vari-
ables distributed according to a Gaussian distribution N (0, I), u is a noise model
N (0,Φ) with diagonal covariance Φ, and Φ and W are adaptive parameters. In





however, these variables are actually interdependent on each other and their joint




is a Gaussian distribution with mean µ and covariance matrix Φ + WWT . By
learning proper values of Φ and W on the training data, the latent variable model is
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able to capture the dependencies among O by approximating the covariance matrix
Σ of the true distribution with Φ + WWT .
Latent variable models are also able to flexibly adjust the number of parame-
ters based on the type and the amount of training data available to learn the most
important dependencies, as demonstrated by Petrov et al. [126] and Petrov [121]
for probabilistic context-free grammars with latent annotations (PCFG-LA) [106].
Building upon this previous work, we have created several different types of latent
variable models for a diverse set of natural language processing applications, in-
cluding novel models for part-of-speech tagging, language modeling, and machine
translation, and an improved model for parsing. The latent variable models are able
to capture dependencies which otherwise could not be captured using conventional
Markov, hidden Markov, context-free, and synchronous context-free assumptions,
and perform significantly better than traditional models. We have also created and
evaluated three different methods for improving the performance of latent variable
models. While these methods can be applied to any of our applications, we focus
our experiments on parsing with PCFG-LA grammars.
The first method involves self-training, a semi-supervised learning method to
utilize unlabeled training data in model training. In self-training, we first train
a model on some gold standard training data, then use it to automatically label
a large amount of unlabeled training data, and finally re-train a new model on
the combination of the gold standard training data and the automatically labeled
training data. In contrast to conventional models that only benefit from self-training
when the initial training data is small, our experiments on tagging and parsing show
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that latent variable models consistently benefit from self-training regardless of the
size of the initial training data, apparently due to the flexibility to adjust their model
parameterization to learn more accurate models from the additional automatically
labeled training data. Our self-trained latent variable parsers achieve state-of-the-
art parsing accuracies for a single parser on the English Penn treebank (91.5% F)
and the Chinese Penn treebank (85.2% F).
The second method builds upon the work of Petrov [122] that takes advantage
of the variability among latent variable models to combine multiple models using a
product model for enhanced performance. Since the product model is more accurate
than the individual component models, it is able to generate more accurate auto-
matically labeled data for self-training. The models trained with this automatically
labeled data are also more accurate, and in turn, can be combined into a product
model to achieve even greater parsing accuracies. We investigate several different
training protocols to exploit the complementary effects of self-training and model
combination for parsing with latent variable models. We conclude that self-training
and product models can be effectively combined to train very high quality parsing
models with accuracies of 92.5% F on the English Penn treebank and 89.6% F on
the English Broadcast News treebank.
The third method replaces the generative multinomial lexical model of PCFG-
LA grammars with a feature-rich log-linear lexical model to provide a principled
solution to address data sparsity, handle out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, and ex-
ploit overlapping features during model induction. We conclude from experiments
that the resulting grammars are able to effectively parse three different languages,
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with absolute improvements of 1% F, 1.7% F, and 2.7% F on English, Chinese, and
Arabic, respectively.
In summary, this thesis contributes to natural language processing by creating
high quality latent variable models for a diverse set of applications over several
different languages. Our investigations using self-training, model combination, and
log-linear models to improve latent variable models also provides insight into the
effective application of these machine learning techniques to other disciplines.
1.2 Structure of the Thesis
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:
• In Chapter 2, we describe the mathematical foundations of the latent variable
models studied in this thesis. We describe the development of Markov models,
hidden Markov models, and finally latent hidden Markov models, and then
discuss how latent variable models are able to capture complex dependencies
beyond the order of independence assumptions made by the other models.
Training and inference algorithms are also presented.
• In Chapter 3, we first review prior work on POS tagging, discuss issues related
to their strong independence assumptions, and then present our latent bigram
tagger to automatically learn dependencies from the training data. Our ex-
periments show that, compared to conventional bigram and trigram HMM
taggers, the latent variable tagger is significantly more accurate and is also
able to benefit much more from automatically labeled training data through
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self-training.
• In Chapter 4, we first review prior work on N -gram language models and
class-based language models and then present a latent language model based
on the latent bigram tagger in order to circumvent the strong independence
assumptions of the standard N -gram models. Our experiments show that
the latent variable approach effectively learns dependencies among words in
the training data, achieves significantly lower perplexity than a conventional
word bigram language model, and outperforms a strong word trigram language
model.
• In Chapter 5, we review prior work on two parsing models, a lexicalized parser
with a fixed parameterization and a PCFG-LA parser, and compare how they
perform across languages with varying amounts of training data. Our exper-
iments show that the PCFG-LA parser achieves greater accuracy and also
benefits much more from automatically labeled training data through self-
training. Our analyses show that the success of the latent variable models
comes from their ability to adjust their model parameterization to learn more
accurate models from the additional automatically labeled training data.
• In Chapter 6, we review the prior work that exploits the variability among
latent variable models through the use of model combination and then inves-
tigate several different training protocols to exploit the complementary effects
of self-training and model combination for creating effective PCFG-LA gram-
mars. Our experiments show that these two approaches can be effectively
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combined to train very high quality parsing models.
• In Chapter 7, we present a principled feature-rich log-linear lexical model to
address data sparsity, handle out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words, and exploit
overlapping features during model induction. Our experiments on three lan-
guages show that the resulting grammars are more flexible to train and achieve
greater accuracy than standard PCFG-LA grammars.
• In Chapter 8, we present a novel approach to induce latent syntactic categories
and use them as soft syntactic constraints for machine translation. Our experi-
ments show that this approach improves the baseline hierarchical phrase-based
translation system on both English-to-German and English-to-Chinese tasks.
• In Chapter 9, we summarize the contributions of this thesis and discuss direc-





In this chapter, we describe the mathematical foundations of the latent vari-
able models studied in this thesis. We describe the development of Markov models,
hidden Markov models, and finally latent hidden Markov models, and discuss how
latent variable models are able to capture complex dependencies beyond the order
of independence assumptions made by the other models. We also describe the learn-
ing and inference algorithms for latent variable models. Context-free grammars for
syntactic parsing and synchronous context-free grammars for machine translation,
which can also be enriched with latent variables, are briefly described in this chap-
ter, with more specific details presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 8, respectively.
Table 2.1 lists some key notation used throughout this chapter.
2.2 A Markov Model
Many language processing models operate on a sentence, which is a grammat-
ical unit of natural language consisting of a sequence of words. Let Σ be a finite
alphabet representing the set of words of a language. A sentence1 on1 can be viewed
as being generated by a stochastic process {Oi}. According to the chain rule, the
1We assume that a sentence on1 always ends with a special end-of-sentence word on = EOS OBS.
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Notation Meaning
λ The model parameter
O, X, or Z The random variable for a single observation, state, or latent state
o, x, or z The single observation, state, or latent state
{Oi} The observation process, similarly for {Xi} and {Zi}
oi The i-th observation, similarly for xi and xi
oji The subsequence of observations oi, · · · , oj, similarly for xji and zji
Σ The inventory of observations
X (o) The state inventory of observation o
Z(x) The latent state inventory of state x
Z−1(z) The state corresponding to the latent state z of a latent HMM
E = {Pe(·|·)} The emission probabilities of an HMM or a latent HMM
T = {Pt(·|·)} The transition probabilities of an HMM or a latent HMM
π = {Pπ(·)} The prior (latent) state probabilities of an HMM (or latent HMM)
α(·, ·), α(·, ·, ·) The forward probability (defined differently for different tasks)
β(·, ·), β(·, ·, ·) The backward probability (defined differently for different tasks)
SOS OBS The universal value for o0
EOS OBS The universal value for on
SOS STATE The universal value for x0
EOS STATE The universal value for xn
SOS LSTATE The universal value for z0
EOS LSTATE The universal value for zn
Table 2.1: Notation Table
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P(Oi = oi|Oi−11 = oi−11 ) (2.1)
in which the distribution of the i-th word oi depends on all of the preceding words.
This is appropriate for natural languages because sentences exhibit long-distance
dependencies [43]; however, it is not practical because a distribution conditioned
on the complete history cannot be estimated reliably given any reasonably sized
training data. Although tractable models that account for long-distance dependen-
cies exist [77, 109], the most widely used models are based on Markov indepen-
dence assumptions [78]. In the rest of this thesis, when clear from context, we will





P(Oi = oi|Oi−11 = oi−11 ) as P(Oi|Oi−11 ) for brevity.
Definition 2.2.1 A stochastic process {Oi} is said to be a Markov chain of order
m, where m is finite, if the process satisfies:
P(Oi|Oi−11 ) = P(Oi|Oi−1i−m) (2.2)
A Markov chain is said to be stationary if the probabilities P(Oi|Oi−1i−m) do not
depend on the index i. All of the stochastic processes discussed in this chapter are
stationary. Figure 2.1 depicts the generation process of a Markov chain.
2P(O1 = o1|O01 = o01) represents the probability of the first word.
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Oi−1 Oi Oi+1
Figure 2.1: The generation process of a Markov chain
Markov chain models are widely used in N -gram language models. When
modeled as a first-order Markov chain, the distribution of word oi in a sentence
is independent of everything else given the previous word oi−1. This is an overly
strong independence assumption that is unable to capture any dependency beyond
a word bigram. A common method to add more context is to use a higher order
Markov assumption; however, this greatly increases the data sparsity problem and
requires strong smoothing methods to obtain reliable parameter estimates [38]. We
next describe an alternative approach to capture dependencies among words using
the state process of a hidden Markov model.
2.3 A Hidden Markov Model
2.3.1 Definition and Properties
Definition 2.3.1 A first-order hidden Markov model (HMM) is a statistical Markov
model of two parallel stochastic processes {Oi} and {Xi}, where {Xi} is a first-order
Markov chain representing the hidden process and {Oi} is an observable process in
which each random variable Oi is independent of everything else when conditioned




Figure 2.2: The generation process of an HMM
from X (oi), the state inventory3 of oi.
Figure 2.2 depicts the generation process of an HMM. The parameter λ =
{π, T, E} of an HMM comprises three components: π represents the prior state
distribution Pπ(x1|λ), T represents the state transition probabilities Pt(xi|xi−1, λ),
and E represents the emission probabilities Pe(oi|xi, λ) of observations given a state.
To ensure proper boundary conditions, we assume that there is always a start-of-




1 ) always ends with
an end-of-sequence observation (or state) on = EOS OBS (or xn = EOS STATE).
When clear from context, we omit λ from the condition and write, for example,
Pt(xi|xi−1, λ) as Pt(xi|xi−1) and Pπ(x1|λ) as Pt(x1|x0) for brevity.
When modeled by an HMM, the joint probability of a word sequence on1 and










The joint probability of the word sequence on1 can then be computed by marginalizing
3It should be emphasized that each observation symbol has its own state inventory, which may
overlap with the state inventory of another observation symbol.
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over the states. Despite the assumption that the words are independent of each other
given their states, the words themselves are dependent on each other when the states










P(Xi−1 = xi−1|Oi−11 )Pt(xi|xi−1)Pe(oi|xi) (2.4)
In Equation 2.4, the history’s impact on the distribution of word oi is represented
by the conditional distribution of state xi−1, which generally depends on all of the
previous words4. As a result, an HMM is able to capture longer dependencies than
can be captured by a Markov chain model.
Another advantage of using HMMs over Markov chain models for modeling
sequences is that the states can be viewed as clusters that abstract common phe-
nomena from the observations (e.g., singular or mass nouns are clustered to a NN
tag), thus providing smoothing [90] to alleviate the data sparsity problem that is
common in many NLP applications. As we will show later in Chapter 4, an HMM-
based language model is significantly better than a word bigram language model
(first order Markov chain) at capturing dependencies among words, as measured
by perplexity, and it can even outperform a strong word trigram language model
(second order Markov chain).
The modeling capability of HMMs increases with the size of the state space
4If |X (oi−1)| = 1, then P(Xi−1 = xi−1|Oi−11 ) would be consistently 1 for the only state, and all
of the history information before oi−1 would be ignored.
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X (o) for each observation o; however, data sparsity could then become more severe
when the training data is limited in size. A higher m-th order (m > 1) HMM
is capable of capturing longer dependencies in general, but it can be equivalently
viewed as a first-order HMM with an expanded state inventory, in which each state
represents a concatenation of m states in the m-th order HMM.
2.3.2 Inference and Learning
Three natural problems [130] arise typically when using HMMs:
Likelihood Computation: given an HMM with model parameter λ = {π, T, E},
calculate the probability P(On1 = o
n
1 |λ) that sequence on1 is generated by the
HMM.
Inference: given an HMM with model parameter λ = {π, T, E}, find the most
probable state sequence x̂n1 that would have generated an observation sequence
on1 , i.e., x̂
n




1 |On1 = on1 , λ).
Learning: given the topological structure5 of an HMM and a collection of ob-
servation sequences T , find model parameter λ̂ = {π, T, E} such that λ̂ =
arg maxλ P(T |λ).
These problems have been extensively studied in the literature. For example,
see (Rabiner [129]) for applications tailored to speech recognition and (Cappé et al.
[25]) for a mathematical treatment of HMMs. We will next briefly describe the
algorithms for solving these three problems.




Given an HMM with parameter λ = {π, T, E} and an observation sequence on1 ,
we define the forward probability α(i, x) as the probability of observing subsequence
oi1 with oi being generated by xi = x, i.e., α(i, x) = P(O
i
1, Xi = x|λ). We also define
the backward probability β(i, x) as the probability of observing sequence oni+1 given
that xi = x, i.e., β(i, x) = P(O
n
i+1|Xi = x, λ). The forward probabilities can be




P(Oi1, Xi−1 = x




P(Oi−11 , Xi−1 = x




α(i− 1, x′)Pt(x|x′)Pe(oi|x) (2.5)





P(Oni+1, Xi+1 = x










′|x)Pe(oi+1|x′)β(i+ 1, x′) (2.6)
with base case β(n,EOS STATE) = 1. The likelihood of observing any sequence on1
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can then be computed easily from the forward probabilities:
P(On1 = o
n
1 |λ) = P(On1 = on1 , Xn = EOS STATE|λ) = α(n,EOS STATE) (2.7)
or from the backward probabilities:
P(On1 = o
n
1 |λ) = P(On1 = on1 |X0 = SOS STATE, λ) = β(0, SOS STATE)
2.3.2.2 Inference
The decoding process searches for the most probable state sequence x̂n1 given
an observation sequence on1 :

















This can be computed by the Viterbi algorithm [153]. We define the viterbi prob-
ability α′(i, x) as the joint probability of oi1 and its most probable state sequence
that ends with xi = x, i.e.,





1 , Xi = x|λ) (2.8)











1 , Xi−1 = x








1 , Xi−1 = x
′|λ)P(Xi = x|Xi−1 = x′)P(Oi|Xi = xi)
= max
x′∈X (oi−1)
α′(i− 1, x′)Pt(x|x′)Pe(oi|x) (2.9)
with base case α′(0, SOS STATE) = 1. The most probable state sequence x̂n1 can be
retrieved by back-tracing the decisions up to the computation of α′(n, SOS STATE):
x̂i−1 = arg max
x∈X (oi−1)
α′(i− 1, x)Pt(x̂i|x)Pe(oi|x̂i)
with base case x̂n = EOS STATE.
2.3.2.3 Learning
Given the topological structure of an HMM and a collection of independent
and identically distributed training samples T that are assumed to be generated by
an HMM, the goal of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is to find parameter λ̂
such that the likelihood of the training samples is maximized, i.e.,
λ̂ = arg max
λ
P(T |λ)
The likelihood function is unfortunately not concave with respect to the model
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parameter and there is no approach that guarantees an optimal solution. A com-
mon solution is to use the Baum-Welch algorithm [7], a particular instance of the
generalized expectation-maximization algorithm (EM) [50], to iteratively increase
the lower bound of the likelihood function (see (Borman [13]) for a short tutorial).
The EM algorithm iterates between the E-step and the M-step.
The E-step computes, Q(λ′, λ), the expected value of the complete log-likelihood
of the new model parameter λ′ with respect to the posterior distribution of the state
sequence xn1 given the observation sequence o
n






























































P(Xi = x|On1 , λ) log Pe(oi|x, λ′)
where the posterior state probabilities P(Xi = x|On1 , λ) and state transition proba-
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bilities P(Xi−1 = x
′, Xi = x|On1 , λ) can be computed from the forward (Equation 2.5)
and backward probabilities (Equation 2.6) as shown in Equation 2.11 and 2.12, re-
spectively:
P(Xi = x|On1 , λ)
=












′, Xi = x|On1 , λ)
=
P(Oi−11 , Xi−1 = x





P(Oi−11 , Xi−1 = x
′|λ)P(Xi = x|Xi−1 = x′)P(Oi|Xi = x)P(Oni+1|Xi = x, λ)
P(On1 |λ)
=
α(i− 1, x′)Pt(x|x′)Pe(oi|x)β(i, x)
P(On1 |λ)
(2.12)
The M-step finds the new model parameter λ′ that maximizes Q(λ, λ′). It






i=1 P(Xi−1 = x
′, Xi = x|On1 , λ)∑
on1∈T
∑n






i=1 δ(oi, o)P(Xi = x|On1 , λ)∑
on1∈T
∑n
i=1 P(Xi = x|On1 , λ)
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where δ(·, ·) returns 1 if the two operands are identical and 0 otherwise.
2.4 A Latent Hidden Markov Model
2.4.1 Definition and Properties
HMMs have been extensively used in sequence labeling tasks such as part-of-
speech tagging, in which words are the observations and POS tags are the states.
Given a sentence on1 and an HMM with parameter λ = {π, T, E}, the tagging pro-
cess finds the most probable tag sequence x̂n1 , which can be solved by the Viterbi
algorithm described in Section 2.3.2.2:








One problem of using HMMs for sequence labeling is that the joint process
{Oi, Xi} is Markovian, as shown below:
P(Oi, Xi|Oi−11 , X i−11 ) = P(Xi|Oi−11 , X i−11 )P(Oi|Oi−11 , X i1)
= P(Xi|Xi−1)P(Oi|Xi)
= P(Oi, Xi|Oi−1, Xi−1)
This means any history information about the joint process of {Oi, Xi} is ignored
in the prediction of future observation/state pairs when the value of the current
observation/state pair is known, which is a problem similar to using Markov chain
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models for language modeling. Just as latent variables can be introduced to Markov
chain models to capture longer dependencies, latent variables can also be introduced
to HMMs for the same purpose.
Definition 2.4.1 A latent hidden Markov model is an extension of a hidden Markov
model for statistical modeling of three parallel stochastic processes: {Oi}, {Xi}, and
{Zi}. {Oi} is the observation process, {Xi} is the state process. Each state x is
split by function Z(·) into a set of latent states such that P(X = x|Z = z) = 1 if
z ∈ Z(x) and 0 otherwise6. A latent state z can be mapped back deterministically by
function Z−1(·) to state x = Z−1(z). {Zi} is a first-order Markov process in which
each zi ∈ Z(xi) represents a latent state of state xi ∈ X (oi). Each observation oi is
independent of everything else given its latent state zi.
Figure 2.3 depicts the generation process of a latent HMM. The parameter
λ = {π, T, E} of a latent HMM comprises three components: π represents the prior
distribution of the latent states Pπ(z1|λ), T represents the latent state transition
probabilities Pt(zi|zi−1, λ), and E represents the emission probabilities Pe(oi|zi, λ)
of observations given the latent states. Latent HMMs are essentially HMMs for
modeling the joint process of {Oi, Zi} with the constraint that the latent states are
clustered into states, and the relationship between the {Oi} process and the {Xi}
process is mediated through the latent state process {Zi}. Such models were first
introduced in (Krogh [87, 88]) to describe HMMs in which states have shared labels
6It is possible to share latent states across different states; however, for the problems investigated
in this thesis, all states (e.g., the POS tags) have clear distinctions and so we choose to assign





Figure 2.3: The generation process of a latent HMM
and have been applied successfully to sequence annotation tasks in bioinformat-
ics [19, 89, 96]. Different from the prior work, the latent states in our model are
automatically induced from the training data as we will describe in Section 2.4.2.3.































Unlike HMMs, the joint process {Oi, Xi} modeled by a latent HMM is no longer
7In terms of the boundary condition of latent HMMs, we do not split the SOS STATE nor the
EOS STATE, and their only latent state is SOS LSTATE and EOS LSTATE, respectively.
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Markovian, as shown in the following equation:










P(Zi−1 = zi−1|Oi−11 , X i−11 )Pt(zi|zi−1)Pe(oi|zi) (2.13)
In Equation 2.13, like Equation 2.4, the history’s impact on the distribution of
observation/state pair (oi, xi) is represented by the conditional distribution of latent
state zi−1, which generally depends on all of the previous observation/state pairs
8.
As a result, a latent HMM is able to capture longer dependencies than can be
captured by an HMM.
2.4.2 Inference and Learning
Since the relationship between {Oi} and {Zi} in latent HMMs is essentially
the same as the relationship between {Oi} and {Xi} in HMMs, the inference and
learning algorithms of HMMs can also be applied to latent HMMs. However, in
sequence labeling problems using latent HMMs9, we are more interested in utilizing
process {Zi} to better capture the dependencies in the joint process of {Oi, Xi}.
Hence, we are typically interested in the following three problems:
8If |Z(xi−1)| = 1, then P(Zi−1 = zi−1|Oi−11 , Xi−11 ) would be consistently 1 for the only latent
state, and all of the history information before (oi−1, xi−1) would be ignored.
9When applied to POS tagging, the states are the POS tags and the latent states are the fine-
grained latent POS tags. It is the POS tags that we want to recover accurately from an input
sentence at decoding time, not the latent states.
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Likelihood Computation: given a latent HMM with model parameter λ = {π, T, E},






1 |λ) of observing sequence on1 with
state sequence xn1 .
Inference: given a latent HMM and its model parameter λ = {π, T, E}, find the
most probable state sequence x̂n1 given the observation sequence o
n
1 .
Learning: given a collection T of observation sequences {on1} accompanied by their
state sequences {xn1}, find model parameter λ̂ = {π, T, E} of a latent HMM
such that λ̂ = arg maxλ P(T |λ).
We will next briefly describe the algorithms for solving these problems.
2.4.2.1 Likelihood Computation
This problem is similar to the likelihood computation problem in HMMs. We
define the forward probability α(i, z) as the probability of generating oi1 and x
i
1, with
the latent state of xi being z ∈ Z(xi), i.e, α(i, z) = P(Oi1, X i1, Zi = z|λ). Similarly,
we define backward probability β(i, z) as the probability of generating oni+1 and x
n
i+1
given that the latent state of xi is z ∈ Z(xi), i.e., β(i, z) = P(Oni+1, Xni+1|Zi = z, λ).






1, Zi−1 = z






with base case α(0, SOS LSTATE) = 1. The backward probabilities can be com-






i+1, Zi+1 = z






with base case β(n,EOS LSTATE) = 1. The joint probability of (on1 , x
n
1 ) can be
then computed easily from the forward probabilities:
P(On1 , X
n
1 |λ) = P(On1 , Xn1 , Zn = EOS LSTATE|λ) = α(n,EOS LSTATE)
or from the backward probabilities:
P(On1 , X
n
1 |λ) = P(On1 , Xn1 |Z0 = SOS LSTATE|λ) = β(n, SOS LSTATE)
2.4.2.2 Inference
Decoding with latent HMMs is more complicated than HMMs (see (Matsuzaki
et al. [106], Petrov and Klein [123]) for related problems and solutions for context-
free grammars with latent annotations). Recall that decoding with HMMs refers to
finding the most probable state sequence x̂n1 given an observation sequence o
n
1 , i.e.,




1 |On1 = on1 , λ) (2.14)
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Decoding with latent HMMs could, however, involve any of the following three
different tasks:
1. Finding the most probable latent state sequence ẑn1 given the observation se-
quence on1 :




1 |On1 = on1 , λ) (2.15)
2. Finding the most probable latent state sequence ẑn1 given both the observation
sequence on1 and the state sequence x
n
1 :




1 |On1 = on1 , Xn1 = xn1 , λ) (2.16)
3. Finding the most probable state sequence x̂n1 given the observation sequence
on1 :











1 |On1 = on1 , λ)
(2.17)
Since the relationship between {Oi} and {Zi} in a latent HMM is essentially
modeled as an HMM, the first task can be solved by an algorithm similar to the
Viterbi algorithm for decoding with HMMs. The second task is similar to the first
task except that the search space is constrained by the state sequence, and it can also
be solved efficiently by a variant of the Viterbi algorithm. However, the third task is
intractable (see (Brejová et al. [17]) for a proof of its NP-hardness) because the search
space consists of combinatorially many xn1 sequences, each requiring summation over
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probabilities of combinatorially many zn1 sequences.
Several approximate solutions exist for the third task. One method is to
first extract the N -best state sequences using a HMM, and then select the one
with the highest probability with respect to the latent HMM. Another method
is to first extract the best latent state sequence (the task in Equation 2.15) and
then simply apply the Z−1(·) function to retrieve the corresponding state sequence.
Both methods have obvious limitations. The quality of the HMM directly affects
the accuracy of the first method, while the second method relies on the assumption
that the most probable latent state sequence dominates the probability mass of the
corresponding state sequence, which is not necessarily true.
Note that the most probable state sequence minimizes the expected 0-1 loss
of a hypothesized state sequence xn1 . x
n
1 has loss 0 if it is exactly the same as the
unknown reference x̄n1 and loss 1 otherwise, regardless of the number of errors on
the individual states:
x̂n1 = arg max
xn1









1 |On1 = on1 )
Instead of taking 0-1 loss on the entire state sequence, we can take it on the
individual states, i.e., the hypothesized state xi has loss 0 if it is identical to the
unknown reference state x̄i and loss 1 otherwise. This gives the following most
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probable state (MostProb-S) estimation:









P(Xi = xi|On1 = on1 )
The optimal state sequence x̂n1 under this decoding criterion can be calculated ef-
ficiently given the values of P(Xi = xi|On1 = on1 ), which can be computed in a
way similar to HMMs as in Equation 2.11. We define the forward probability
α(i, x, z) = P(Oi1, Xi = x, Zi = z|λ) as the probability of generating observation
sequence oi1 with the state and latent state at i being x and z ∈ Z(x), respectively,
and the backward probability β(i, x, z) = P(Oni+1|Xi = x, Zi = z, λ) as the proba-
bility of generating observation sequence oni+1 given that the state and latent state
at i are x and z ∈ Z(x), respectively. The forward probabilities can be computed
recursively as follows:





P(Oi1, Xi−1 = x
′, Zi−1 = z






P(Oi1, Xi−1 = x







α(i− 1, x′, z′)Pt(z|z′)Pe(oi|z)
with base case α(0, SOS STATE, SOS LSTATE) = 1. The backward probabilities
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can be computed similarly as follows:





P(Oni+1, Xi+1 = x
′, Zi+1 = z














′|z)PO(oi|z′)β(i+ 1, x′, z′)
with base case β(n,EOS STATE,EOS LSTATE) = 1. Once the forward and back-
ward probabilities are computed, P(Xi = x|On1 , λ) can be easily computed by:
P(Xi = x|On1 , λ) =





α(i, x, z)β(i, x, z)
P(On1 |λ)
where P(On1 |λ) = α(n,EOS STATE,EOS LSTATE).
We can take this one step further and take 0-1 loss on the individual transitions.
A transition between a pair of states (xi−1, xi) has loss 0 if it matches the unknown
reference transition (x̄i−1, x̄i) and loss 1 otherwise. This gives the most probable
transition (MostProb-T) estimation:









P(Xi−1 = xi−1, Xi = xi|On1 = on1 )
where P(Xi−1 = x




′, Xi = x|On1 , λ) =
P(On1 , Xi−1 = x






α(i− 1, x′, z′)Pt(z|z′)Pe(oi|z)β(i, x, z)
P(On1 |λ)
and the optimal state sequence x̂n1 can then be computed using dynamic program-
ming.
A problem with both of the MostProb-S and MostProb-T approaches is that
the summation is dominated by high probability states and transitions, and so the
method could effectively ignore the existence of low probability states and tran-
sitions, which are more likely to cause errors. When parsing using context-free
grammars with latent variables, Petrov and Klein [123] showed that it is better to
use product instead of summation to discourage low probability components. Ap-
plying the same idea to latent HMMs, we obtain the MostProb-S-P method based
on individual states:




P(Xi = xi|On1 = on1 )
and the MostProb-T-P method based on state transitions:




P(Xi−1 = xi−1, Xi = xi|On1 = on1 ) (2.18)
Our experiments show that the MostProb-T-P method is the most effective
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method of all of the tractable decoding methods described above, and thus it will
be used in Chapter 3 for POS tagging.
2.4.2.3 Learning
Given a collection T of observation sequences {on1} accompanied by their state
sequences {xn1}, the goal of maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) is to find param-
eter λ̂ of a latent HMM such that the likelihood of the training samples is maximized,
i.e.,
λ̂ = arg max
λ
P(T |λ) (2.19)
Similarly to HMMs, this objective function is non-concave and can be optimized
indirectly by the EM algorithm. Let λ be the current parameter. At each EM iter-



































P(Zi = z|On1 , Xn1 , λ) log Pe(oi|z, λ′)
Maximizing the above equation with respect to the new model parameter λ′
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′)δ(xi, x)P(Zi−1 = z


















i=1 δ(xi, x)P(Zi = z|On1 , Xn1 , λ)
The above EM training algorithm assumes a given set of latent states for each
state, but how are these latent states induced? The goal of using latent states is
to model dependencies of the joint process {Oi, Xi} that cannot be modeled by a
hidden Markov model, and so it is desirable to allocate more latent states to states
that occur in more complex contexts than others. When applied to POS tagging,
we split each POS tag into a set of latent tags. The fact that some POS tags such
as NN (normal noun) and VB (base verb) appear in more complex contexts than
others like IJ (interjection) suggests that using a fixed number of latent tags for all
POS tags would be too limited (under-training) for some POS tags and too much
(over-training) for others. Metrics such as the frequency of a POS tag, the number
of unique words associated with a tag, or the conditional entropy of a tag all relate
to the complexity of a tag’s context, and might be used to decide the number of
latent tags for a POS tag. However, they do not directly relate to the likelihood
score of the training data, which is the training objective.
Finding the latent states that contribute most to the improvement of training
likelihood is a hard task, because there is no way to accurately measure how a set
of latent states contributes to an increase in the training likelihood until a sufficient
number of EM iterations is carried out. The hierarchical split-merge (SM) approach
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taken in (Petrov et al. [126]) (for inducing latent syntactic categories in PCFG
grammars) gradually increases the number of latent categories while allocating them
adaptively to places where they would produce the greatest increase in training
likelihood. At each iteration, this approach first splits each current latent category
into two, followed by several rounds of EM to learn parameters associated with
the new latent categories. It then merges the least useful splits back (based on
an approximate loss in training likelihood if they are merged), again followed by
additional rounds of EM to re-adjust parameters. This approach was shown in
(Petrov et al. [126]) to significantly outperform a method that assigns the same
number of latent categories to each syntactic category [106]. We adopt the same
approach to induce latent states for latent HMMs and will next describe the splitting
and merging operations.
Splitting This operation splits each current latent state10 into two and initializes
the transition and emission probabilities associated with the new latent states.
Suppose latent state z is split into z1 and z2, and latent state z
′ is split into z′1
and z′2. The transition probabilities from zi to z
′








′|z) for i, j ∈ {1, 2}
where δ is a small random number between 0 and Pt(z
′|z)
100
. The emission prob-
10Except SOS LSTATE and EOS LSTATE.
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ability of observation o given latent state zi for i ∈ {1, 2} is initialized as:
Pe(w|zi) = Pe(w|z)
We could introduce some randomness into the emission probabilities as in
the transition probabilities, but it is not necessary because the randomness in
transition probabilities is sufficient to break the symmetry of model parameters
through iterations of EM training.
Merging This operation first calculates the approximate loss in training likelihood
if two recently split latent states are merged back to the original latent state,
and then merges a certain percentage of the splits with the least approximate
loss. Let xi−1, xi, and xi+1 be three consecutive states in a training example
(on1 , x
n
1 ), z1 and z2 be two latent states of state xi, and o be the observation
of state xi. The likelihood of the training example can be computed based on









Now consider merging latent states z1 and z2 into a single latent state z1,2.
Before merging, the transition and emission probabilities associated with zk
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where c(·, ·) and c(·) are the expected counts accumulated in the previous E-
step of the EM iteration. If we only merge z1 and z2 of state xi in a particular
training example into z1,2, and maintain all of the other latent states, the
transition and emission probabilities associated with z1,2 become:
Pt(z1,2|z′) =
c(z′, z1) + c(z
′, z2)
c(z′)




′) + c(z2, z
′)
c(z1) + c(z2)
for z′ ∈ Z(xi+1)
Pe(o|z1,2) =
c(z1, o) + c(z2, o)
c(z1) + c(z2)











Algorithm 1 Split-Merge Latent HMM Training Algorithm
Initialize λ based on the HMM estimated on the training data
for i = 1 to Nsm do
Do Splitting as described on Page 33
Run Ns iterations of EM
Do Merging as described on Page 34
Run Nm iterations of EM













αold(i, zk) ∗ βold(i, zk) + αnew(i, z1,2)βnew(i, z1,2)










For each pair of latent tags split from the same latent state, we accumulate its
approximate loss of log-likelihood across the training set and merge it back to
a single latent state if the approximate loss is less than 50% of the other split
pairs.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the procedure for training a latent HMM. The number
of split-merge iterations (Nsm) and the number of EM iterations after splitting (Ns)
and merging (Nm) are determined based on a development set.
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2.5 Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars and Latent Annotations
A probabilistic context-free grammar (PCFG) [43] is a probabilistic model that
describes the hierarchical generation process of a sentence.
Definition 2.5.1 A PCFG grammar G is a tuple: G = (V ,Σ,R, S, P ) where:
• V is a finite set of nonterminals representing different types of syntactic cate-
gories.
• Σ is a finite set of terminals, disjoint from V , representing the alphabet of a
language.
• R is a set of rewriting rules of the form X → γ, where X ∈ V and γ ∈ (V∪Σ)∗.
• S ∈ V is the unique root symbol that represents the whole sentence.
• P assigns a probability to each rule in R such that ∑γ:X→γ∈R P(X → γ) = 1.
A PCFG generates a sentence as follows. Starting from the root node with
nonterminal S, any node that is on the left hand side of a rewriting rule is replaced
with the right hand side according to the probabilistic distribution P, until all leaf
nodes are terminals, which constitute the sentence. PCFGs make a similar indepen-
dence assumption as in HMMs, i.e., the probability that a nonterminal is expanded
via some rule is independent of everything else given the nonterminal itself. It is
well-known that the independence assumption in PCFGs is unrealistically strong
that they are unable to effectively model the dependencies in the generation process
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of natural sentences. Matsuzaki et al. [106] addressed this problem by introduc-
ing latent annotations to the nonterminals, similar to the way that latent states are
introduced to HMMs in Section 2.4. The resulting grammar is called a PCFG gram-
mar with latent annotations (PCFG-LA). We will describe the details of PCFG-LA
grammars in Chapter 5 and then present a series of methods in Chapters 5, 6, and
7 to improve PCFG-LA grammars and obtain high quality parsing models for a
variety of languages.
2.6 Synchronous Probabilistic Context-Free Grammars and Latent
Annotations
Synchronous probabilistic context-free grammars (SPCFGs) [76] are an exten-
sion of PCFG grammars to model a pair of languages synchronously. SPCFGs are
formally defined as follows:
Definition 2.6.1 A SPCFG grammar G is a tuple: G = (V ,Σ1,Σ2,R, S, P ) where
• V is a finite set of nonterminals representing the same set of different types of
syntactic categories in two languages.
• Σ1 is a finite set of terminals, disjoint from V , representing the alphabet of
the first language.
• Σ2 is a finite set of terminals, disjoint from V , representing the alphabet of
the second language.
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• R is a set of rewriting rules of the form X → 〈γ1, γ2〉, where X ∈ V, γ1 ∈
(Σ1 ∪ (V ×N))∗, γ2 ∈ (Σ2 ∪ (V ×N))∗, and every (X,n) ∈ V ×N can occur at
most once in either γ1 and γ2 and whenever it occurs in γ1, it also occurs in
γ2, and vice versa.
• S ∈ V is the unique root symbol that represents the whole sentence.
• P assigns a probability to each rule in R such that ∑γ1,γ2:X→〈γ1,γ2〉∈R P(X →
〈γ1, γ2〉) = 1.
SPCFGs suffer from the same independence problem as in PCFGs and HMMs,
and can also be enhanced by introducing latent categories to the nonterminals.
However, this addition would dramatically increase decoding cost when applied to
hierarchical phrase-based machine translation systems. In Chapter 8, we will de-
scribe an alternative approach to introduce latent annotations to SPCFG grammars
to capture and enforce syntactic constraints for machine translation in an efficient
and effective way.
2.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we discussed the strong independence assumptions of Markov
models and HMMs and the problems that arise from making such strong assump-
tions. We then described how to address these problems by using HMMs and latent
HMMS. The inference and learning algorithms for HMMs and latent HMMs were
also presented. We also briefly discussed similar issues with PCFG grammars and
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SPCFG grammars and how they can be addressed by introducing latent variables.
In the next chapter, we will develop and evaluate a latent bigram POS tagger based
on a latent HMM.
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Chapter 3
POS Tagging with Latent Variables
3.1 Overview
Generative probabilistic part-of-speech (POS) tagging models typically make
an assumption that the assignment of tags to words is only dependent on local
factors and is independent of everything else given the local constraints. While
these models are practical and fairly effective, they are unable to utilize and benefit
from longer dependency constraints that are inherent in natural languages.
We model the intrinsic dependencies among words and tags using latent vari-
ables by splitting POS tags of a bigram HMM tagger into fine-grained latent tags
that are better able to capture contextual and lexical constraints. The proposed
approach has the ability to learn fine-grained latent tags at different levels of gran-
ularity, and so it is able to adjust the number of parameters based on the amount
of training data.
Our experiments on both Chinese and English show that the latent bigram
tagger significantly outperforms conventional bigram and trigram taggers. We also
observe that the latent bigram tagger is more effective than conventional models
when learning from additional training data that is automatically labeled.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 provides a short introduction
to POS tagging. Section 3.3 and 3.4 briefly review previous research on generative
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and discriminative POS taggers, respectively. Section 3.5 describes our approach to
building a bigram POS tagger with latent variables. Section 3.6 investigates the use
of self-training for POS tagging. Experimental results are presented in Section 3.7.
The last section concludes this chapter.
3.2 Introduction to POS Tagging
POS tagging is the process of assigning each word in a sentence with a POS
tag, e.g., NN for common nouns and JJ for adjectives. POS tagging is often a
prerequisite step for many natural language processing tasks such as named entity
detection [112], parsing [48], sentence boundary detection [98], and advanced systems
such as machine translation [75] and information retrieval [102].
POS tags are linguistic categories that are generally defined based on the
syntactic or morphological behaviors of words. The common POS tags in English
include noun, verb, article, adjective, preposition, pronoun, adverb, conjunction,
and interjection, and there are many more categories and subcategories. The set
of POS tags varies for different languages, as well as for different corpora of the
same language. For example, nouns in some languages can be further divided into
plural, possessive, and singular forms, and verbs in some languages can be marked
for tense, aspect, etc.
The challenge for POS tagging arises from the fact that many words have
multiple POS tags. Table 3.1 shows the breakdown of word types in the Brown
Corpus for English based on their degree of ambiguity in terms of POS tags [51]. It
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Degree of ambiguity Number of word types
Unambiguous (1 tag) 35340






7 tags 1 (“still”)
Table 3.1: Number of words by degree of ambiguity
is reported that over 10% of the (unique) English vocabulary words and over 40%
of the tokens (running words) in the Brown Corpus are ambiguous. Words in other
languages can be more ambiguous than in English. For example, more than 29.9%
of the vocabulary words in the Chinese Penn treebank (CTB) [161, 162] have more
than one POS tag [151].
Many approaches have been developed in the literature for POS tagging, rang-
ing from rule-based methods [60, 83, 154] that rely on a dictionary to provide the
possible POS tags for a word and hand crafted rules to decide what categories can
co-occur, to transformation-based learning methods [18] that start with some simple
initial assignment of tags and then incrementally learn rules to recover errors based
on the training data, and to probabilistic methods [15, 79, 131, 147, 151].
We will next briefly describe two popular types of POS taggers, HMM-based
generative POS taggers and discriminative POS taggers, discuss their limitations,
and present our latent variable tagger.
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3.3 HMM POS Tagger
Let Σ be the set of vocabulary words and X (o) be the set of possible POS
tags for each word o ∈ Σ. POS tagging using a hidden Markov model (HMM) can
be considered as an instance of Bayesian inference, wherein we observe a sequence
of words on1 = o1, · · · , on, and need to assign them the most likely tag sequence x̂n1 ,
i.e.,
















In a bigram HMM tagger, the joint probability of (on1 , x
n















The tagging performance of a bigram tagger is limited by its overly strong first-
order hidden Markov assumption. A common approach to address this problem is
to use a higher-order hidden Markov assumption. For example, the TnT tagger [15]







11Equation 3.1 is slightly different from the original TnT tagger, which used a bigram transition
at the right boundary. We assume X−1 = SSOS STATE.
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and the second-order HMM tagger developed by Thede and Harper [147] employs






P(Xi|Xi−1, Xi−2)P(Oi|Xi−1, Xi) (3.2)
In supervised tagging tasks, a corpus T of POS-tagged sentences are given
as the training data and the parameters of HMM taggers can be simply estimated
by normalizing observed counts on the training data according to the maximum




















in which δ(·, ·) returns 1 if the two operands are identical and 0 otherwise.
It is well know that maximum likelihood estimation suffers from the data
sparsity problem. The conditional probabilities are usually over-estimated for the
events observed in the training data and are under-estimated, actually set to zero,
for the events that are not observed in the training data but could occur in a test
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sentence. Data sparsity becomes more severe for higher-order models, and so it is
essential to utilize effective smoothing techniques. For example, the trigram tagger
of Thede and Harper [147] uses a log-based smoothing method to smooth transition
(and similarly emission) probabilities:




loga(x+ 1) + b
loga(x+ 1) + (b+ 1)
(3.7)
where a and b are two parameters that need to be tuned.
The smoothing method in Equation 3.6 does not handle out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) words and would still assign a zero probability to them. A simple approach
to model OOV words is to uniformly estimate the emission probabilities of those
unseen words based on the statistics of rare words in the training data; however,
this totally ignores the morphological properties of words that could otherwise be
informative of the POS types of OOV words, especially for inflected languages [138].
As reported in (Brants [15]), 98% of the words in the Wall Street Journal (WSJ)
part of the Penn treebank ending in able are adjectives (e.g. fashionable, variable)
while the remaining 2% are nouns (e.g. cable, variable). The English trigram tagger
in (Thede and Harper [147]) combines suffix and three binary features, i.e., whether
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the word is capitalized, whether the word is hyphenated, and whether the word
contains numbers, into a signature of the word and uses it to estimate the emission
probabilities of OOV words. Note that OOV words from different languages have
different characteristics and thus should be handled differently. For example, the
word formation process for Chinese words is very different from English words [120].
Indeed, the last characters in a Chinese word are, in some cases, most informative of
the POS type, while for others, it is the characters at the beginning. Furthermore,
it is not uncommon for a character in the middle of a word to provide some evidence
for the POS type of the word. In (Huang et al. [72]), we exploited this Chinese-
specific characteristic to estimate the emission probability of an OOV word based
on all of the characters and achieved improved tagging accuracy on Chinese.
3.4 Discriminative POS Taggers
Discriminative POS taggers model the conditional probability P(Xn1 |On1 ) in-
stead of the joint probability P(On1 , X
n
1 ) as in HMM models. In maximum-entropy
based models [131], the conditional probability is typically approximated as follows:
P(Xn1 |On1 ) =
n∏
i=1





where Hi represents the approximate history. The conditional probability P(Xi =
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Condition Features
oi is not rare oi = o & xi = x
oi is rare
p is the prefix of oi, |p| ≤ 4 & xi = x
s is the suffix of oi, |s| ≤ 4 & xi = x
oi contains number & xi = x
oi contains uppercase character & xi = x
oi contains hyphen & xi = x
∀oi
xi−1 = x
′ & xi = x
xi−2 = x
∗, xi−1 = x
′ & xi = x
oi−1 = o & xi = x
oi−2 = o & xi = x
oi+1 = o & xi = x
oi+2 = o & xi = x
Table 3.2: Feature templates
x|Hi = h) is modeled by a log-linear model of k features:









where X is the tag inventory, fi is a typically a binary feature function, and λi
is the corresponding feature weight. Table 3.2 lists the feature templates used in
(Ratnaparkhi [131]). The benefit of modeling conditional probabilities with log-
linear models is that one can encode any overlapping information about the pair of
(h, x) as features to help predict POS tags. For example, Toutanova and Manning
[148] improved the model of Ratnaparkhi [131] by incorporating features that better
handle capitalization for OOV words, disambiguate the tense forms of verbs, and
discriminate particles from prepositions and adverbs.
The feature weights λ1, · · · , λk of the probability distributions p̂ that best fit
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the training data can be obtained by maximum likelihood estimation:












p̃(x, h) log p(x|h)
p̂ = arg max
p∈Q
L(p) (3.10)
in which p̃ is the empirical distribution of (x, h) on the training data. Berger et al.




p̃(h)p(x|h) log p(x|h) (3.11)
under the following constraints:
∑
x,h




Maximum entropy models suffer from the label bias problem [14] that results
from the fact that the scores of transitions going out of a state are locally normalized,
causing a bias toward states with fewer outgoing transitions. Conditional random
field (CRF) models [79] avoid this bias by normalizing the scores of the entire state
sequence instead of each single state:
P(Xn1 = x
n











where fj(xi−1, xi, o
n
1 ) represents a feature involving states and observations and
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1 |On1 = on1 ) is a proper
distribution over all possible xn1 sequences given the sentence.
Despite the fact that discriminative models have the flexibility to incorporate
overlapping features, including long distance features that relate non-local obser-
vations to local states, they are still subject to strong independence assumptions
among the states in order to keep model inference tractable. For example, the
feature function fj(xi−1, xi, o
n
1 ) of the CRF model in Equation 3.13 is only able to
capture dependencies among neighboring states. Although approaches like discrim-
inative reranking [72] are able to use long distance features, they are still built upon
base models that suffer from using only local constraints.
3.5 Latent Bigram POS Tagger
In POS tagging, we are interested in modeling the dependencies among the
word/tag sequence (on1 , x
n
1 ), not the word sequence o
n
1 alone. When modeled by a
first-order HMM, the generation process of the word/tag pairs is Markovian and is
only able to capture dependencies among the neighboring pairs, as we have shown
in Section 2.4:
P(Oi, Xi|Oi−11 , X i−11 ) = P(Oi, Xi|Oi−1, Xi−1) (3.14)
The traditional approach to capture longer dependencies is to use a higher-
order hidden Markov assumption; however, higher-order taggers suffer from more
severe data sparsity issues and require more sophisticated smoothing methods to
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make them effective, which itself is a challenging task. Using a fixed order of inde-
pendence assumption is also not likely to be optimal because it may be too strong
for some parts of the model where the training instances are sufficient but too weak
for other parts of the model where the training instances are sparse.
In order to effectively model dependencies among words and tags, we develop a
latent bigram tagger that splits each POS tag x into a set of fine-grained latent tags
Z(x) and model the word generation process using a latent hidden Markov model
described in Section 2.4. In this model, the joint process that generates the word/tag
pairs is no longer Markovian. Instead, all word/tag pairs are now dependent on each
other:










P(Zi−1 = zi−1|Oi−11 , X i−11 )Pt(zi|zi−1)Pe(oi|zi) (3.15)
and the impact of the complete history (oi−11 , x
i−1
1 ) on the distribution of (oi, xi)
can be represented by the conditional distribution P(Zi−1 = zi−1|Oi−11 , X i−11 ) of the
latent tag zi−1. Note that if xi−1 has only one latent tag, P(Zi−1 = zi−1|Oi−11 , X i−11 )
would be consistently 1 for the only latent tag, and thus it would not be able to
capture any history information in (oi−11 , x
i−1
1 ). The number of latent tags split
from each POS tag directly affects the latent bigram tagger’s capability to capture
complex dependencies; however, it is also not desirable to excessively split the POS
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tags because this would then cause severe data sparsity problems (and over-fitting).
Ideally, we would like to allocate more latent tags to POS tags that have more
context variation in order to better capture those contexts. Figure 3.1 illustrates
the number (in logarithmic scale) of tokens and types (i.e., unique words) associated
with each POS tag in sections 0-18 of the WSJ Penn treebank [104]. In general,
frequent tags and tags associated with many unique words tend to appear in a
variety of different contexts and thus should receive more latent tags than others.
However, this is not always true. It is easy to observe that the tag frequency follows
the Zipf’s Law [101]. However, determining the number of latent tags based on
the tag frequency is not an appropriate strategy because a frequent tag may only
appear in a few simple contexts. For example, a period (.) always appears at the
end of a sentence, and thus there is no need to use more than a few latent tags to
capture the limited contextual variation. Solely relying on the number of unique
words associated with each POS tag is also not a reliable strategy for determining
the number of latent tags because a POS tag associated with only a small number
of frequent words (e.g., comma (,) or determiner (DT)) can appear in very different
contexts and thus would benefit from using relatively more latent tags.
The data-driven split-merge latent HMM training algorithm described in Sec-
tion 2.4.2.3 is able to adaptively allocate latent tags to cases that are most beneficial
at increasing the training likelihood and so is used to train our latent bigram tagger.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the POS tags for nouns (NN, NNS, NNP, and NNPS)12,
12NN stands for singular or mass nouns, NNS for plural nouns, NNP for proper nouns, and
NNPS for proper plural nouns.
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Figure 3.1: The number (in logarithmic scale) of tokens (blue) and types (red) for
each POS tag in the WSJ Penn treebank training set. The number of latent tags
induced by the split-merge training algorithm is also displayed below each POS tag.
verbs (VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, and VBZ)13, adjectives (JJ), prepositions (IN),
and determiners (DT) receive the most latent tags, while tags for interjections (UH),
symbol (SYM), and some others only receive one latent tag. This is consistent with
our discussion about which POS tags should be assigned the most latent tags and
which ones should not. For example, period (.) is the 8-th most frequent POS tag
in the figure but it receives only 4 latent tags, much fewer than the less frequent
POS tags such as the verb tags.
In our experiments, we always run 50 iterations of EM training after each
splitting operation and 20 iterations of EM training after each merging operation,
followed by 10 additional iterations of EM with smoothing, as described in the next
subsection.
13VB stands for the base form, VBD for past tense, VBG for gerund or present participle, VBN




As more latent tags are allocated using the split-merge training algorithm, the
modeling power of a latent bigram tagger increases. However, this would eventually
lead to over-fitting as EM is guaranteed to increase the training likelihood at each
iteration. In order to alleviate the over-fitting problem and support more latent
tags, we follow the approach introduced in (Petrov et al. [126]) to smooth the latent
tags split from the same POS tag. The smoothed emission probabilities P′e(o|z)
and transition probabilities P′t(z
















′|z) = ε2P̄t + (1− ε2)Pt(z′|z)
where the smoothing parameters ε1 and ε2 are tuned on the development set.
The above smoothing approach can alleviate the data sparsity problem that
arises when fine-grained latent tags are introduced based on the maximum-likelihood
criterion; however, it is not sufficient to address the sparsity issue associated with
rare words because their co-occurrence with latent tags is much harder to estimate
reliably. To handle this problem, we tie the emission probabilities Pe(o|z) of words
whose frequency is less than threshold τ into a single parameter Pe(unk|z) in pro-
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portion to the co-occurrence frequency of the word o and the corresponding POS






and tune Pe(unk|z) as a parameter in EM training.
3.5.2 OOV Handling
While the training algorithm to induce latent tags is language independent,
language dependent methods are needed to effectively handle OOV words. We ex-
periment with two languages, English and Chinese. For English, we estimate the
emission probability of an OOV word based on its suffixes, as well as several other
features such as whether the word is capitalized, whether the word is hyphenated,
and whether the word contains numbers [147]. However, this approach is not ef-
fective to handle Chinese OOV words for the reasons we discussed in Section 3.3.
Following (Huang et al. [72]), we use the geometric average of the emission proba-
bilities of all of the characters in an OOV Chinese word to estimate the emission





where n = |{ck ∈ w|P(ck|t) 6= 0}|. Characters not seen in the training data are
ignored in the computation of the geometric average. We back off to use the rare
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word statistics regardless of word identity when the above equation cannot be used
to compute the emission probability.
3.5.3 Decoding
As we discussed in Section 2.4.2.2, retrieving the most-likely POS sequence
given a test sentence is an intractable task for a latent bigram tagger, and thus
we must use approximate solutions or optimize on a different criterion. In our
experiments, we use the MostProb-T-P method of Equation 2.18 to return the POS
sequence that maximizes the product of the posterior probabilities of transitions
because it performs better than the other approaches.




P(Xi−1 = xi−1, Xi = xi|On1 = on1 )
3.6 Self-Training
It is always desirable to have more high quality training data to train more
accurate taggers; however, gold standard hand-labeled training data is often quite
limited, because human annotation is both expensive and time-consuming. Recog-
nizing that unlabeled data is often ubiquitous and can be obtained in large quantities
at a low cost, semi-supervised learning methods such as self-training are naturally
exploited for improving tagging performance. Self-training, as shown in Figure 3.2,
proceeds as follows: we first train an initial model on some gold standard training
















a new model on the combination of gold standard training data and automatically
labeled training data.
Early investigations of self-training on POS tagging have mixed outcomes.
Clark et al. [45] reported positive results with a small amount of gold standard
training data but negative results when the amount of gold standard training data
increases. Wang et al. [156] also reported improvement from self-training using a
trigram tagger with a small amount of gold standard data, but as we will show
in our experiments, the same tagger does not benefit from self-training when more
gold standard training data is available. The value of the latent variable approach
for tagging is that it can learn more fine grained tags to better model the training
data. Liang and Klein [94] analyzed errors of unsupervised learning using EM
and found that both estimation and optimization errors decrease as the amount of
unlabeled data increases. In our case, the learning of latent annotations through
EM may also benefit from a large set of automatically labeled data to improve
tagging performance. We will investigate self-training of the latent bigram tagger
and compare it with conventional bigram and trigram HMM taggers.
We next discuss two decisions associated with self-training. There are several
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ways to automatically label the unlabeled data for self-training. A fairly standard
method is to tag the unlabeled sentences with a tagger trained on gold standard
training data, and then combine the automatically labeled data with the gold stan-
dard data to re-train the tagger. This is the approach we choose for self-training. An
alternative approach is to use the latent bigram tagger trained on the gold standard
training set as the initial model and perform unsupervised training on the unlabeled
training data. The problem is that this would slow down the training process be-
cause the POS tags would need to be determined in addition to the latent POS tags
at each EM iteration.
Another important decision is how to combine the gold standard and automat-
ically labeled data when training a new tagger. Errors in the automatically labeled
data could limit the accuracy of the self-trained model, especially when there is a
much greater quantity of automatically labeled data than the gold standard training
data. To balance the gold standard and automatically labeled data, one could dupli-
cate the gold standard training data to match the amount of automatically labeled
data, which is what is done to self-train the conventional bigram and trigram HMM
taggers. In order to avoid redundant EM computations over the same data when
self-training the latent bigram tagger, we weight the posterior probabilities com-
puted for the gold and automatically labeled data, so that they contribute equally




We conduct experiments on two languages: Chinese and English. The Chi-
nese Penn treebank 6.0 (CTB6) [162] is used as the gold standard data in our study
on Chinese. CTB6 contains news articles, which are used as the primary source
of gold standard training data in our experiments, as well as broadcast news tran-
scriptions. Since the news articles were collected during different time periods from
different sources with a diversity of topics, in order to obtain a representative split
of train/development/test sets, we divide them into blocks of 10 files in sorted order
and for each block use the first file for development, the second for test, and the
remaining for training. The broadcast news data exhibits many of the character-
istics of newswire text (it contains many nonverbal expressions, e.g., numbers and
symbols, and is fully punctuated), and so it is also included in the training data
set. We also utilize a greater number of unlabeled sentences in the self-training
experiments. They are selected from sources similar to the newswire articles, and
are normalized [165] and word segmented [150].
The English experiments are conducted on the WSJ Penn treebank [104].
Following the data splits in (Toutanova et al. [149]), we use sections 0-18 for training,
19-21 for development, and 22-24 for testing. We also utilize a large number of
unlabeled sentences from the BLLIP corpus [35] for the self-training experiments.
Table 3.3 summarizes the data used in our experiments.
We evaluate the performance of the latent bigram tagger (denoted by Bi-
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Train Dev Test Unlabeled
Chinese
24.4k 1.9k 2.0k 210k
(678.8k) (51.2k) (52.9k) (6,254.9k)
English
38.2k 5.5k 5.5k 210k
(912.3k) (131.8k) (129.7k) (5,082.1k)
Table 3.3: The number of sentences (and tokens in parentheses) in our experiments






















Figure 3.3: The learning curves of the latent bigram tagger on the development set
gram+LA) compare it with a conventional bigram tagger without latent variables
(denoted by Bigram) and a state-of-the-art trigram HMM tagger (denoted by Tri-
gram) [72] that uses trigram transition and emission models together with bidi-
rectional decoding. Due to the randomness introduced in the split-merge training
algorithm, different random seeds produce latent bigram taggers with slightly dif-
ferent tagging performance. For each setup, we train 10 latent bigram taggers with
different seeds and select the tagger to evaluate based on its performance on the
development set. In Chapter 6, we will investigate methods to utilize the variability
among latent variable models for enhanced performance.
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3.7.2 Chinese Results
Figure 3.3 plots the learning curves of two versions of the latent bigram tagger
and compares them with the performance of the trigram tagger. The first version
(labeled as Bigram+LA:1) does not implement the rare word smoothing method
described Section 3.5.1, while the second version (labeled as Bigram+LA:2) does.
Both of the latent bigram taggers initially have a much lower tagging accuracy
than the trigram tagger, due to their strong but invalid independence assumption.
As the number of latent annotations increases, the latent bigram taggers are able
to learn more from the context based on the latent annotations and eventually
outperform the trigram tagger. The performance gap between the two latent bigram
taggers suggests that over-fitting occurs in the word emission model when more
latent annotations are available for training and sharing the statistics among rare
words alleviates the data sparsity issue. In the later experiments, we use Bigram+LA
to denote the latent bigram tagger with rare word smoothing.
Figure 3.4 compares the effectiveness of self-training (ST) for three models (the
latent bigram tagger and the conventional bigram and trigram taggers) when trained
using different amounts of gold standard training data. The entire unlabeled data
set is used for self-training. There are two interesting observations that distinguish
the latent bigram tagger from the other two taggers.
First, although all of the taggers improve as more gold standard training data
becomes available, the performance gap between the latent bigram tagger and the




























Figure 3.4: The performance of three taggers evaluated on the Chinese development
set, before and after self-training with different sizes of gold standard training data
ports an increased number of latent annotations that are able to learn more com-
plex dependencies. Second, the latent bigram tagger benefits much more from self-
training. Except for a slight improvement when there is a small amount of gold stan-
dard training data, self-training hurts the performance of the conventional bigram
tagger as the amount of gold standard data increases. The trigram tagger benefits
from self-training initially but eventually has a similar pattern to the bigram tag-
ger when it is trained on the entire gold standard training data. The performance
of the latent bigram tagger improves consistently with self-training. Although the
gain decreases for models trained on larger training sets because stronger models
are harder to improve, self-training still significantly improves tagging accuracy.
Table 3.4 reports the final tagging accuracies on the CTB6 test set for the
taggers trained on the entire gold standard training data. All of the improvements
are statistically significant (p < 0.005). The latent bigram tagger is significantly







Table 3.4: The token accuracy (%) of the taggers on the CTB6 test set
from self-training.
It is worth mentioning that we initially added latent annotations to a trigram
tagger, rather than a bigram tagger, to build from a stronger starting point; however,
this did not work well. A trigram tagger requires sophisticated smoothing to handle
data sparsity, and introducing latent annotations exacerbates the sparsity problem,
especially for trigram word emissions. The uniform extension of a bigram tagger to a
trigram tagger ignores whether the use of additional context is helpful and supported
by enough data, and it is unable to capture dependencies beyond the second-order
independence assumption. Furthermore, there is no mechanism to eliminate trigram
contexts that are not useful. In contrast, the latent bigram tagger is able to learn
different granularities for tags based on the training data.
3.7.3 English Results
Figure 3.5 compares the performance of the three English taggers using differ-
ent sizes of WSJ training data before and after self-training. The general observation
that the latent bigram tagger benefits more from self-training than the conventional





























Figure 3.5: The performance of three taggers evaluated on the English development
set, before and after self-training with different sizes of gold standard training data
ing only 4% of the training data, the latent bigram tagger scored at 94.03%, poorer
than 94.4% obtained by the trigram tagger. This is probably because we use a
simple smoothing method for the latent bigram tagger and the data is too sparse
to learn fine-grained latent tags without over-fitting. However, the accuracy of the
latent bigram tagger improves significantly to 95.98% after self-training, compared
to only 94.96% for the self-trained trigram tagger. Note that the accuracy of the
self-trained latent bigram tagger drops slightly when the size of the gold standard
training data increases from 4% to 8% of the WSJ training set. This is because the
performance of the latent bigram tagger is sensitive (due to over-fitting) to the num-
ber of latent tags when there is a small amount of training data and the split-merge
training algorithm may not get close to the optimal number of latent tags because
it increases the number of latent tags discretely14.
Table 3.5 reports the final results of the taggers on the WSJ test set. The










Table 3.5: The token accuracy (%) of the taggers trained on 4% and 100% of the
WSJ training set before and after self-training, evaluated on the WSJ test set
conventional bigram and trigram taggers benefit from self-training when initially
trained on 4% of the gold standard training data but they are hurt by self-training
when initially trained on the entire gold standard training data. In contrast, the
latent bigram tagger is able to consistently benefit from self-training. It should be
noted that the improvement from 96.98% to 97.05% obtained by self-training the
latent bigram tagger trained on the entire gold standard training data is impressive
given the fact that the inter-annotator tagging agreement rate on the WSJ Penn
treebank is only around 97% [104].
3.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have developed and evaluated a latent bigram tagger based
on the latent hidden Markov model. Our experiments on Chinese and English
showed that the latent bigram tagger achieves significantly better tagging accuracies
than the conventional bigram and trigram taggers and is able to consistently benefit
from self-training. We will further study self-training in Chapter 5 for parsing and
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analyze why it boosts the performance of latent variable models. In the next chapter,
we will develop and evaluate a language model that uses the latent bigram tagger
developed in this chapter.
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Chapter 4
Language Modeling with Latent Variables
4.1 Overview
A statistical language model is used to determine how likely a given word
sequence comes from a language. The most commonly used word N -gram language
models suffer from severe data sparsity problems and require effective smoothing
methods to obtain reliable parameter estimates. Class-based language models are an
alternative that clusters similar words into classes to reduce data sparsity; however,
clustering removes much of the lexical information and tends to results in worse
performance than the word N -gram models.
We develop a latent language model that is able to capture the contextual
dependencies among words using latent variables. In this model, each word is as-
sociated with a set of latent tags that are induced automatically from the training
data. Different uses of a word under different contexts are represented by different
latent tags and similar uses of different words are represented by their shared latent
tags. The latent variable approach is able to flexibly adjust the model parameteriza-
tion to learn dependencies at different levels of granularity and so is able to achieve
better performance than conventional N -gram models.
The rest of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 provides some
background information on language models. Sections 4.3 and 4.4 briefly review
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previous work on word N -gram language models and class-based language models,
respectively. Section 4.5 describes our approach to building language models with
latent tags, and Section 4.6 describes a special instantiation of latent language mod-
els based on POS tags. Experimental results for the POS-based latent language
model are presented in Section 4.7. The last section concludes this chapter.
4.2 Introduction to Language Modeling
A language model assigns a probability mass to any word sequence on1 =
o1, · · · , on of a language:
P(O1 = o1, · · · , On = on) (4.1)
and it is the backbone of many applications such as speech recognition [78], machine
translation [20], optical character recognition [74], spelling correction [81], handwrit-
ing recognition [142], and information retrieval [128]. A typical use of a language
model in these applications is as a component in a noisy channel model. Taking
speech recognition for example, the goal is to find the most likely word sequence Ŵ
given acoustic input A, which can be expressed as follows:
Ŵ = arg max
W






P(W )P(A|W ) (4.2)
in which the conditional probability P(A|W ) is computed by the acoustic model and
the probability P(W ) is assigned by the language model.
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P(Oi = oi|Oi−11 = oi−11 ) (4.3)
where each oi in the conditional distribution is the future word to predict, and o
i−1
1
is the complete history for estimating the distribution of oi. The prediction of oi is
most accurate given the complete history oi−11 ; however, it is impossible to reliably
estimate probabilities conditioned on the complete history. This problem is usually
addressed by defining some mapping function H(·) that maps the observed history





Since language models are generally integrated with other models in various
different applications, the best way to compare performance of different language
models is to directly evaluate their performance on the application of interest. For
example, recognition word error rate (WER) [114] is the performance measurement
used to evaluate most modern speech recognition systems15, and thus different lan-
guage models can be compared on the WER of a speech recognition task. Alter-
natively, perplexity is a task-independent metric that measures a language model’s
ability to predict the next word, and it has been found to correlate well with in-
15There are alternative evaluation metrics, e.g., see (McCowan et al. [108]).
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domain task performance [39]. The perplexity, PPL(on1 ), of text o
n
1 for a language
model is calculated as:
PPL(on1 ) = 2
Entropy(on1 ) (4.5)








where Entropy(·) measures the average number of bits to encode a word in a text
with the language model. An improved language model can better predict words in
a sequence and thus can encode each word using fewer bits. It should be noted that
a language model with a lower perplexity does not necessarily perform better on a
specific task. As noted in (Rosenfeld [135]), a reduction of 10% ∼ 20% in perplexity
is noteworthy, and often (but not always) translates into some improvement in
application performance.
In the next two sections, we briefly describe previous research on word N -
gram language models and class-based language models, and discuss the problems
associated with these two approaches to motivate our method of using latent vari-
ables. Note that there are many other language modeling approaches, and we refer
readers to (Goodman [58]) for an excellent review of statistical language modeling
techniques.
4.3 N -gram Language Models
In a word N -gram language model, the history equivalence classes are defined
as H(oi−11 ) = o
i−1
i−N+1, following the (N − 1)-th order Markov assumption that the
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prediction of word oi is independent of everything else given the preceding (N − 1)
words. Hence P(On1 = o
n





In particular, when N = 2 (or N = 3), it corresponds to the bigram (or trigram)
language model.
Let c(·) represent the count of an event denoted by · in the training data.
The maximum-likelihood estimates of the conditional probability P(Oi|Oi−1i−N+1) of
an N -gram language model can be computed based on the statistics in the training
data:




Although the Markov assumption greatly reduces the amount of history to
model, N -gram language models still suffer from severe data sparsity problems.
Maximum likelihood estimation usually over-estimates the probabilities of N -grams
observed in the training data while under-estimating the probabilities of unobserved
N -grams. In particular, it assigns a zero probability to unobserved N -grams, and
as a result, any word sequence that contains novel N -grams would receive a zero
probability from the language model, which is undesirable in real world applica-
tions [158]. Even in bigram language models, there could be a significant number
of bigrams in the test set that do not occur in the training data. It was reported
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in (Rosenfeld [135]) that a third of the trigrams (i.e., consecutive word triplets) in
news articles of a test set selected from the same domain as a training set with 38
million words are not observed in the training set, and furthermore that the vast
majority of the observed trigrams occurred in the training set only once. The prob-
lem becomes more severe for larger N values. A common solution to this problem
is to apply smoothing techniques to allocate some of the probability mass of the
observed N -grams to unobserved N -grams. See (Chen and Goodman [38]) for a
comprehensive review of smoothing techniques for language modeling.
In order to provide a concrete example of how smoothing works, we next
describe one of the best performing smoothing methods, the modified Kneser-Ney
(KN) smoothing method from (Chen and Goodman [38]). The KN-smoothed N -









0 if c = 0
D1N if c = 1
D2N if c = 2
D3+N if c ≥ 3
(4.10)
This smoothing method subtracts a discounted value (controlled by DN(·) based
on N -gram counts) from the counts of the observed N -grams and recursively inter-
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polates the resulting N -gram probability with lower-order smoothed probabilities.
The weighting parameter γ(oi−1i−N+1) is chosen so that the conditional probability










Special care is also taken to estimate the smoothed unigram probability PKN(O)
based on the observation that words that occur frequently in the training data do
not necessarily occur more often with a new history in the test set. For example,
although the word Francisco occurs a lot in the training data, it usually only ap-
pears in San Francisco and it is less likely to appear in other contexts in the test
set. Taking this into account, Kneser-Ney smoothing estimates unigram word prob-






where c1+(·, o) denotes the number of different words that precede word o in the
training data.
There are different ways to determine the discounting parameters DN . In
modified Kneser-Ney fixed smoothing, these numbers are calculated based on the
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D1 = 1− 2Y
N2
N1
D2 = 2− 3Y
N3
N2
D3+ = 3− 4Y
N4
N3
where Ni is the number of unique N -grams that occur exactly i times in the training
collection. In modified Kneser-Ney held-out smoothing, these values are tuned on a
held-out development set.
A problem associated with N -gram models is that given a fixed set of training
data, some N -grams are abundant enough to support a higher N value to achieve
more accurate prediction of words, while some other N -grams are sparse, or even
unobserved, so that a smaller N value would be preferred (as in these smoothing
approaches) in order to retain reliable probability estimation. A fixed N -gram model
does not have the flexibility to model dependencies with different granularities. The
common practice is to choose a reasonably large value of N depending on the amount
of training data and rely on smoothing techniques to handle the sparse N -grams.
Other approaches include variable-length N -gram models [84, 116] and class-based
language models that we describe next.
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4.4 Class-based Language Models
N -gram language models directly model dependencies among individual words.
An alternative approach is to cluster words into classes, and then model dependen-
cies among words and classes. For example, Thursday and Friday tend to appear
in similar contexts, and thus clustering them together to one class would enable
the use of observed patterns of one word in the training data to help model novel
but similar contexts of the other word in a test sentence. The class-based language
model defined in (Brown et al. [21]) has the following form:
P(Oi|Oi−11 ) = P(Oi|X (oi))P(X (oi)|Oi−11 )
≈ P(Oi|X (oi))P(X (oi)|H(Oi−11 ))
= P(Oi|Xi)P(Xi|X i−1i−N+1) (4.13)
where X (·) is a many-to-one mapping that maps each word oi to a class xi, and the
word history equivalence function H(·) maps the complete history to the preceding
(N−1) classes. If a word can have multiple classes, i.e, X (·) maps a word to a set of









When N = 2, this reduces to a first-order HMM described in Section 2.2. The
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conditional probability, P(Oi|Oi−11 ), of word oi given the complete history oi−11 , can










P(Xi−1 = xi−1|Oi−11 )Pt(xi|xi−1)Pe(oi|xi) (4.15)
where the impact of the complete history oi−11 on the prediction of word oi is repre-
sented by the conditional distribution P(Xi−1 = xi−1|Oi−11 ) of xi−1.
Class-based language models use a smaller number of contexts and are less
affected by sparsity. The classes can be induced automatically based on statistical
distributional similarities as in (Brown et al. [21]) or chosen to represent linguistic
categories such as POS tags [4]. However, in spite of the benefits of class-based
language models, their performance has often not been on par with word N -gram
language models. Compared to a word trigram language model, Brown et al. [21]
reported an 11% relative increase on perplexity using a class-based trigram language
model with automatically induced classes. Bangalore [4] reported a 24.5% relative
increase on perplexity using a POS-based trigram language model when compared
to a word trigram language model. In general, these models must be combined with
word N -gram models to achieve perplexity reduction.
The number of classes is very important for class-based language models. Ney
et al. [115] found in an experiment with statistically induced word classes that, as
the number of classes increases, the perplexity on the test set decreases initially but
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then increases. There is a trade-off between generalizability and discriminability as
the number of classes increases. Similar to word N -gram models, the discriminative
power of class-based language models increases by using higher-order N -grams, but
they usually suffer less from data sparsity than their word N -gram counterparts.
Niesler and Woodland [116] obtained a lower perplexity with a trigram POS-
based language model than a bigram POS-based language model, and an even lower
perplexity when using a variable length POS-based language model with a proper
smoothing method. However, their best performing POS-based model still had an
11.3% higher perplexity than a word trigram model. This suggests that word classes
such as POS tags over-generalize words and mask much of the lexical information
that is often helpful for predicting the next word. Recognizing this problem, Heeman















P(Oi|Oi−1i−N+1, X ii−N+1)P(Xi|Oi−1i−N+1, X i−1i−N+1) (4.16)
where they model the joint distribution of words and their classes based on contexts
involving both words and classes. The probability of the complete sentence can then
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Significant improvements have been reported using this richer representation
of context. Using a trigram joint language model, Heeman and Allen [66] achieved
a 44.5% relative reduction in perplexity over a trigram POS-based language model,
and Heeman [65] achieved a 14.5% relative reduction in perplexity over a word
trigram language model. It should be noted that the enrichment of context in a
joint language model imposes an even greater data sparsity problem, and so these
successful investigations all used decision tree based approaches to effectively cluster
histories.
It is important to note that the use of stochastic classes in Equation 4.14
significantly differs from the use of deterministic classes in Equation 4.13. Using
deterministic classes ignores the fact that a word can have multiple distinctive us-
ages. For instance, it might be beneficial to cluster can together with might or could
when it is used as a modal word, but with bottle or cup when it is used as a noun;
however, such a difference cannot be captured by deterministic classes. In a bigram
class-based language model, the transition P(Xi|Xi−1) in Equation 4.13 only tells us
that the current word deterministically belongs to class xi and the model is unable
to capture anything from non-adjacent history oi−21 . In contrast, the assignment
of classes in Equation 4.13 is stochastic, and we show in Equation 4.15 that the
distribution of xi−1 depends on the complete word history o
i−1
1 . A different history
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would result in a different distribution of xi−1. For example, suppose oi−1 is can and
it occurs in the context of a noun, the distribution of xi−1 would be skewed toward
a noun rather than a modal verb, abstracting the history into a compact form that
is helpful for predicting oi.
Class-based language models utilizing stochastic classes often rely on POS tags,
which model different syntactic uses of words but not in a fine-grained manner. A
word can have different senses with the same POS. For example, bank can be a
financial institution or the raised ground bordering a lake or a river; it is a noun
in both cases. Different histories leading to different uses of a word cannot be
differentiated by POS tags when these usages share the same POS tag. Moreover,
even if the same word is used with the same sense, it would still be beneficial to
model the contexts in a fine-grained manner to improve word prediction. The joint
language model in Equation 4.16 is able to better predict words by adding lexical
cues; however, it is sill limited by the Markov assumptions and the fact that higher
order models have increased data sparsity.
4.5 Latent Language Model
We develop a language model with latent variables that is able to capture
clustering information among words, as well as distinctive uses of words in different
contexts. We call it a latent language model or an LLM for short. On the one hand,
words with similar usages are clustered into the same class so that data sparsity can
be controlled. On the other hand, different classes are introduced for words that
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have multiple usages so that it reduces the need for using higher order models to
capture contextual dependency. We focus on the conceptual ideas related to learning
latent classes in this section and will present a practical latent language model in








This model differs from the traditional class-based language models in that the
classes are induced automatically on the training data. Rather than using higher
order models to capture more complex dependencies, this model simply induces
more fine-grained classes. We also call the classes in this model states in order to
emphasize that this model is essentially an HMM. The set of states can be induced
using the following two operations given some initial states:
Splitting: A state occurring in a variety of different contexts may be split into several
sub-states. For example, a state corresponding to a set of nouns may be split
into two states, one focusing on plural nouns and another on singular nouns.
Similarly, a state that often follows one state whose emitted words are mostly
nouns and another state whose emitted words are mostly verbs may also be
split into two states, one for each type of word distribution for the preceding
states.
Merging: States that share similar contexts may be combined together. For ex-
ample, two states with similar distributions of emitted words P(Oi|Xi) and
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· · · A X R · · ·
=)
· · · A1 X1 R1 · · ·
=)
· · · A1 XY1 R1 · · ·
· · · B X S · · · · · · B1 X2 S1 · · · · · · B1 X2 S1 · · ·
· · · A Y R · · · · · · A1 Y1 R1 · · · · · · A1 XY1 R1 · · ·
· · · A Y T · · · · · · A1 Y1 T1 · · · · · · A1 XY1 T1 · · ·
Table 4.1: An example of learning contexts using latent tags.
In contrast, the merging operation merges states of words with similar patterns of
contexts together so that the associated parameters can be estimated more reliably.
Table 4.1 illustrates how a latent language model learns from contexts. On the
left are samples of word sequences involving words A, B, R, S, T, X and Y . Suppose
these word sequences occur equally frequently. A word bigram language model can-
not capture any dependency between A and R in word sequence “· · · A X R · · · ”.
Whether the word before X is A or B does not a↵ect the distribution of words after
X because the prediction of words after X is independent of everything else given
X in a word bigram model. This problem can be addressed by introducing states
to the words. In the middle of the table, we assign a unique state W1 to each word
W 2 {A, B, R, S, T, Y } and assign two states X1 and X2 to word X, one for each
context. In this latent language model, the presence of word A (or B) before word
X can influence whether the word following X is R (or S) because only X1 (or X2)
can follow A1 (or B1) and only R1 (or S1) can follow X1 (or X2). Observing that
states X1 and Y1 occur in similar contexts, i.e., preceded by word A and followed
by word R, it might be beneficial to merge these two states together as a new state
XY1, as on the right side of table. Merging states X1 and Y1 results in a more
robust model that is able to assign a non-zero probability to a novel word sequence
“· · · A X T · · · ”, which would otherwise receive a zero probability from the word
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Figure 4.1: An example of learning contexts using latent tags.
· · · A X R · · ·
=)
· · · A1 X1 R1 · · ·
=)
· · · A1 XY1 R1 · · ·
· · · B X S · · · · · · B1 X2 S1 · · · · · · B1 X2 S1 · · ·
· · · A Y R · · · · · · A1 Y1 R1 · · · · · · A1 XY1 R1 · · ·
· · · A Y T · · · · · · A1 Y1 T1 · · · · · · A1 XY1 T1 · · ·
Table 4.1: An example of learning contexts using latent tags.
In contrast, the merging operation merges states of words with similar patterns of
contexts together so that the associated parameters can be estimated more reliably.
Figure 4.1 illustrates how a latent language model learns from contexts. On the
left are samples of word sequences involving words A, B, R, S, T, X and Y . Suppose
these word sequences occur equally frequently. A word bigram language model can-
not capture any dependency between A and R in word sequence “· · · A X R · · · ”.
Whether the word before X is A or B does not a↵ect the distribution of words after
X because the prediction of words after X is independent of everything else given
X in a word bigram model. This problem can be addressed by introducing states
to the words. In the middle of the table, we assign a unique state W1 to each word
W 2 {A, B, R, S, T, Y } and assign two states X1 and X2 to word X, one for each
context. In this latent language model, the presence of word A (or B) before word
X can influence whether the word following X is R (or S) because only X1 (or X2)
can follow A1 (or B1) and only R1 (or S1) can follow X1 (or X2). Observing that
states X1 and Y1 occur in similar contexts, i.e., preceded by word A and followed
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similar distributions of following states P(Xi+1|Xi) may be merged together.
Suppose each word initially has a distinct state. The splitting operation splits
the state of words with complex contexts into multiple sub-states, each modeling a
certain type of context that enables n n-adja e t wor s to impact word prediction.
In contrast, the merging operation merges state of words with similar patterns of
contexts together so that the ocia ed parameters can be estimated more reliably.
Figure 4.1 illustrates how a latent language model learns from contexts. On the
left are samples of word sequences involving words A,B,R, S, T,X and Y . Suppose
these word sequences occur equally frequently. A word bigram language model can-
not capture any dependency between A and R in word sequence “· · · A X R · · · ”.
Whether the word before X is A or B does not affect the distribution of words after
X because the prediction of words after X is independent of everything else given
X in a word bigram model. This problem can be addressed by introducing states
to the words. In the middle of the table, we assign a unique state W1 to each word
W ∈ {A,B,R, S, T, Y } and assign two states X1 and X2 to word X, one for each
context. In this latent language model, the presence of word A (or B) before word
X can influence whether the word following X is R (or S) because only X1 (or X2)
can follow A1 (or B1) and only R1 (or S1) can follow X1 (or X2). Observing that
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states X1 and Y1 occur in similar contexts, i.e., preceded by word A and followed
by word R, it might be beneficial to merge these two states together as a new state
XY1, as on the right side of table. Merging states X1 and Y1 results in a more
robust model that is able to assign a non-zero probability to a novel word sequence
“· · · A X T · · · ”, which would otherwise receive a zero probability from the word
bigram model without smoothing.
The above example is illustrative of what latent tags can do, but in order to
achieve these benefits we need to solve the following two problems:
1. How can we induce the states by splitting and merging?
2. How can we learn emission and transition parameters associated with the
states?
If all of the words are initialized to share a single state, then the splitting and
merging operations described in Section 2.4 for hidden HMMs can be employed to
induce the states for latent language models. If each word is initialized with a unique
state, the same splitting operation can still be employed to split states. However, in
order to merge states of different words, we need to employ a generalized version of
the merging operation to merge states of different words together. Both approaches
are totally data driven but very computationally expensive. The initial state of the
first approach is very coarse and requires extensive splitting, while the initial states
of the second approach are very specific and require extensive merging. In the next
section, we exploit POS tags to provide some linguistic guidance for inducing the
states.
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4.6 POS-based Latent Language Model
In this section, we describe a POS-based latent language model, or POS-LLM
for short, that takes POS tags as the initial classes and learns fine-gained latent
POS tags based on a POS-annotated training corpus. Each training sentence on1 is




















where X (o) denotes the set of POS tags associated with word o.
Our goal is to learn a set of latent tags Z(x) for each POS tag x such that
each latent tag z ∈ Z(x) is a refinement of POS tag x and the probability of
the POS-annotated training corpus is maximized by a POS-based latent bigram
language model. Let zn1 represent the sequence of latent tags. The joint probability
of (on1 , z
n
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This POS-based latent language model is essentially a latent bigram tagger,
which is an instance of latent HMM, and can be trained in the same way as a latent
bigram tagger. The split-merge latent HMM training algorithm in Section 2.4.2.3
is able to split each POS tag into a set of fine-grained latent tags, each representing
a specific type of word usage that is helpful for word prediction. For example,
separating animal nouns such as cat, dog, or tiger from vehicle nouns such as car,
truck, or SUV is beneficial for predicting whether the following word is more likely
to be bite or battery.
4.7 Experiments
4.7.1 Setup
We evaluate the performance of the POS-based latent language model on the
POS-tagged WSJ Penn treebank [103]. We use sections 00-22 (∼1M words) for






















Figure 4.2: The perplexity of the POS-based latent language model with and without
smoothing on the training set over split-merge iterations. The perplexities of the
standard word bigram and trigram language models with modified Kneser-Ney fixed
smoothing are also included for comparison.
for testing perplexity. All words that occur no more than five times in the training
set are mapped to a special UNK token. For comparison, the SRI-LM toolkit [144]
is used to build standard bigram and trigram language models using the modified
Kneser-Ney fixed smoothing.
The POS-based latent language model is trained in the same way as the latent
bigram POS tagger, and we experiment with or without the smoothing operation
described in Section 3.5.1.
4.7.2 Results
Figure 4.2 reports the perplexity of the POS-based latent language model
with and without smoothing on the training set. Before splitting POS tags, this
model has a high perplexity of over 400. As the split-merge procedure proceeds, the




















Figure 4.3: The perplexity of the POS-based latent language model with and without
smoothing on the development set over split-merge iterations. The perplexities of
the standard word bigram and trigram language models with modified Kneser-Ney
fixed smoothing are also included for comparison.
the training perplexity of the word bigram language model with modified Kneser-
Ney fixed smoothing and gets close to that of the word trigram language model. This
suggests that the training algorithm can learn parameters associated with latent tags
to fit the training data as well as standard word bigram and trigram models. The
smoothing algorithm makes the POS-based latent language model fit the training
data less well, but as we will show later, it prevents the POS-based latent language
model from over-fitting the training data, and so it performs better on the test set.
Figure 4.3 reports the perplexity of the POS-based latent language model with
and without smoothing on the development set. This model initially has a high
perplexity of around 390 when no POS tags are split. As the split-merge procedure
proceeds, the perplexity of the POS-based latent language model decreases quickly
and eventually becomes lower than that of the word bigram model and gets close
to the word trigram model. It is interesting to note that smoothing hurts the
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Model Dev Test
Word Bigram 178.00 156.20
Word Trigram 149.53 125.29
POS-LLM Initial 388.24 383.97
POS-LLM Final 138.08 120.85
Table 4.1: The perplexity of four language models on the development and test
set: word bigram model, word trigram model, the initial POS-based latent language
model, and the final POS-based latent language model with smoothing
performance of the POS-based latent language model initially because data sparsity
is not a severe issue when there are not many latent tags. However, as the number of
latent tags increases, smoothing becomes important. The performance of the POS-
based latent language model starts to degrade after the 8-th split-merge round when
the model parameters are not smoothed. In contrast, the performance continues
to improve with smoothing and achieves a perplexity that is lower than the word
trigram model at the 8-th split-merge round, with the lowest perplexity obtained
at the 9-th round. Table 4.1 reports the perplexity scores on the development and
test sets. The POS-LLM model after 9-th split-merge training is chosen for the final
results.
4.8 Conclusions
In this chapter, we briefly reviewed the traditional word N -gram models and
class-based language models, discussed their weaknesses, and presented a latent
language model that has the potential to address these issues. We implemented a
POS-based latent language model based on a latent bigram tagger to split POS tags
into fine-grained latent tags to learn contextual dependencies. Experimental results
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showed that the POS-based latent language model performs slightly better than a
word trigram model with modified Kneser-Ney fixed smoothing when measured by
test perplexity. It is significantly better than the previously proposed class-based
language models that do not involve lexical dependencies and has the potential to
be interpolated with a word N -gram model to achieve higher perplexity reduction.
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Chapter 5
Improvement of PCFG Grammars with Latent Annotations
5.1 Overview
There is an extensive research literature on building high quality probabilistic
parsers based on probabilistic context free grammars (PCFGs) by incorporating
lexical features and/or complex dependencies among treebank categories into the
hierarchical generation process for sentences [31, 48, 132]. PCFG grammars with
latent annotations (PCFG-LA) [106, 123, 126] are a recent enhancement that has
raised considerable interest in the research community. In contrast to traditional
models whose parameterization is predefined and fixed, PCFG-LA grammars model
complex syntactic dependencies among units of a parse tree through the use of fine-
grained latent syntactic categories that are automatically induced, and have been
proven to achieve high levels of parsing accuracies.
Since the latent annotations of PCFG-LA grammars are learned automatically
from the training data in a data-driven way, training PCFG-LA grammars is lan-
guage independent and the resulting models can better parse a variety of languages
than the traditional approaches that rely on expert knowledge for building language
specific parsing models [61, 121, 123]. However, several issues need to be carefully
addressed in order to train high quality PCFG-LA parsers, especially for those less
commonly studied languages whose training data is more limited in quantity.
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Over-fitting and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words are two important issues
when training PCFG-LA grammars. In order to address these issues, we investigate
heuristic approaches to handle rare words and OOV words that arise typically when
the amount of training data is limited. Our experiments on English and Chinese
show that the heuristic approaches we developed result in improved parsing perfor-
mance on both languages. In Chapter 7, we will present a principled approach to
address these two issues using a feature-rich log-linear lexical model.
While it is always desirable to have more human annotated treebank data to
train high quality parsing models, such treebank data is often limited in quantity,
especially for less commonly studied languages, because human annotation requires
expert knowledge and is both expensive and time-consuming to produce. Recogniz-
ing that unlabeled data is often ubiquitous and can be obtained in large quantities
at a low cost, we address the data sparsity issue by combining treebank data with
a large amount of automatically labeled training data to train PCFG-LA gram-
mars. Using a comparative study, we find that a PCFG-LA parser benefits much
more from self-training than a state-of-the-art lexicalized parser [31], and achieves
state-of-the-art parsing accuracies for a single parser on both English (91.5 F) and
Chinese (85.2 F). Analysis of results shows that the advantage of PCFG-LA gram-
mars with self-training comes from its flexibility to adjust model complexity based
on the amount and quality of the training data. In Chapter 6, we will also in-
vestigate a more effective self-training method that utilizes the variability among
the PCFG-LA grammars together with greater quantities of automatically labeled
training data.
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The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Parsing is briefly introduced
in Section 5.2, and PCFG-LA grammars are described in Section 5.3. Several is-
sues for PCFG-LA grammars are discussed together with our proposed solutions
in Section 5.4. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section 5.5.
Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.2 Introduction to Parsing
Syntactic parsing is the process of determining the grammatical structure of a
sentence with respect to a given grammar, which can be broadly classified as either
a phrase structure grammar introduced by Chomsky [44] or a dependency grammar
proposed in (Tesnière [146]). Syntactic parsing is helpful for understanding the
meaning of a sentence and has been applied to tasks such as machine translation [56,









Figure 5.1: An example sentence with its syntactic parse tree
Figure 5.1 gives an example syntactic analysis for sentence “She opened the
can .” given a phrase structure grammar. While this simple sentence has only one
unique correct analysis, many sentences are ambiguous. Figure 5.2 gives two mean-
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ingful syntactic analyses of sentence “Salespeople sold the dog biscuits”16, which
can mean the salespeople are selling “dog biscuits” or selling “biscuits to dogs”.
In probabilistic parsing, a grammar assigns probabilities to ambiguous parses, both



















Figure 5.2: Two syntactic analyses for an ambiguous sentence
Probabilistic context-free grammars (PCFG) [12] are the simplest type of
grammar for probabilistic parsing. As formally defined in Section 2.5, a PCFG
grammar assigns a probability, P(r), to each of the grammar rules r, such as phrasal
rule “NP→ DT NN” and lexical rule “PRP→ She”. The probability of generating
a grammar rule at a node is assumed to be independent of everything else given
the label of the node, and the rule probabilities are typically obtained based on rule
frequencies on a treebank, a collection of gold standard parse trees. The probability,
P(T ), of a parse tree, T , is computed as the product of the probabilities of the rules





in which R(T ) denotes the set of grammar rules in parse tree T .
16The example is taken from (Charniak [29]).
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Parsing with PCFG grammars can be done efficiently using the CKY algorithm
[46, 80, 164]. The problem with PCFG grammars is that the context-free assump-
tion is too strong for natural languages, which exhibit strong contextual dependen-
cies [139], and as a result PCFG grammars achieve fairly low parsing accuracies [29].
More accurate parsers model lexical dependencies, as well as dependencies on other
constituents such as parents and grandparents [31, 48]. The model of Charniak [31]
assigns a probability to a parse tree T in a top-down fashion, in which for each
constituent c in T (C(T ) denotes set of constituents in T ) it first generates the head
preterminal t(c), then the lexical head h(c), and finally the sequence of constituents





P(t(c)|l(c), H(c)) · P(h(c)|t(c), l(c), H(c)) · P(e(c)|l(c), t(c), h(c), H(c))
in which l(c) denotes the label of a constituent and H(c) denotes the relevant history
information outside c that is important for determining the probability that is to
be estimated. For example, in order to determine the probability distribution of
preterminals of the head word of constituent c, it might be useful to include the
label, head preterminal, and head of the parent p(c), the label of the grandparent
g(c), as well as the label of c’s left sibling b(c) into H(c), i.e.,
P(t(c)|l(c), H(c)) = P(t(c)|l(c), l(p(c)), t(p(c)), h(p(c)), l(g(c)), l(b(c))) (5.1)
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As more information is included in the conditional history, reliable estimation
of probabilities becomes more difficult. Charniak [31] employed a maximum entropy
inspired approach to deal with data sparsity. Equation 5.1 was approximated by:





P(t|l, lp, tp, lb)
P(t|l, lp, tp)
P(t|l, lp, tp, lg)
P(t|l, lp, tp)
P(t|l, lp, tp, hp)
P(t|l, lp, tp)
(5.2)
where a simplified notation is used for brevity, e.g., l(p(c)) is abbreviated as lp.
Each conditional probability on the right-hand side of the equation is estimated by
deleted interpolation [28].
Lexicalized parsers [31, 48] achieve around 90% parsing F score on English and
have been used as the first-stage generative parsers for the better-performing dis-
criminatively trained reranking parsers [33, 47]. However, these lexicalized parsers
rely on human experts, together with trial and error, to decide which history infor-
mation to condition on as in Equation 5.1, how to factor the conditional probabilities
as in Equation 5.2, and how to smooth probabilities effectively. As a result, a con-
figuration that performs well on one genre, domain, or language may not be optimal
when applied to another. Substantial effort may be required to build a well-oiled
parser model for the new condition.
5.3 PCFG Grammars with Latent Annotations
While lexicalization has proven important for achieving highly accurate parsing
performance, Klein and Manning [82] showed that unlexicalized parsers can achieve
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much higher performance than was previously expected by introducing linguistically
motivated annotations (e.g., parent annotation and tag splitting) to better model lin-
guistic dependencies. Matsuzaki et al. [106] extended this idea and proposed PCFG
grammars with latent annotations (PCFG-LA). PCFG-LA grammars augment the
observed parse trees from a treebank with a latent variable at each tree node. Each
latent variable effectively refines an observed category t into a set of latent subcat-
egories {tx|x = 1, · · · , |t|}, where |t| denotes the number of latent tags split from t.
For example, each syntactic category in the original tree in Figure 5.3(a) is split into
multiple latent subcategories, and that parse tree is decomposed into many deriva-
tion trees whose non-terminals are latent categories; Figure 5.3(b) depicts one such
derivation tree, where each grammar rule expands a latent non-terminal category
























Figure 5.3: (a) original treebank tree, (b) with latent annotations
The objective of PCFG-LA training is to induce a grammar with latent vari-
ables that maximizes the probability of the training trees. Given a binarized PCFG-
LA grammar with model parameter θ, R denotes the set of grammar rules, Z(T ) the
set of derivation trees for parse tree T , and R(T ) and R(Z) the sets of rules com-
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The EM-algorithm can be used to train model parameter θ to maximize the
training likelihood. The E-step computes the expected count er of rule r over the








where δ(·, ·) is an indicator function that returns 1 if the two operands are identi-
cal and 0 otherwise, Pθ′(r
′|T ) is the posterior probability of having (latent) rule r′
in parse tree T and can be computed efficiently based on the inside-outside algo-




er log Pθ(r) (5.4)
Given a binary phrasal rule tpx → tly trz, the EM algorithm updates its expansion
probability θtpx→tly trz = Pθ(t
p
x → tly trz) as:
Pθ(t
p
x → tly trz) =
e(tpx → tly trz)
e(tpx → ·)
(5.5)
where e(tpx → tly trz) denotes the expected count of rule tpx → tly trz and e(tpx → ·)
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denotes the expected count of all rules expanded from tpx. The unary phrasal rule






where etx,w denotes the expected count of lexical rule r = tx → w.
In order to allocate grammar complexity to where it is most needed, Petrov
et al. [126] developed a simple split-merge (SM) procedure. In every split-merge
round, each latent category is first split into two, and the model is re-estimated using
several rounds of EM iterations. A likelihood criterion is then used to merge back
the least useful splits. The result is that categories, such as NP (noun phrase) and
VB (base verb), which occur frequently in different syntactic environments, are split
more heavily than categories such as UH (interjection). This approach also creates
a hierarchy of latent categories that enables efficient coarse-to-fine parsing [36, 123].
We call a grammar trained after n split-merge rounds an SMn grammar.
Given a PCFG-LA grammar with parameter θ and sentence s to be parsed,
the decoding algorithm searches for the best parse tree T̂ such that the product of
posterior probabilities17 of the original grammars rules is maximized, i.e.,





17Finding the most probable parse tree is NP-hard. Petrov and Klein [123] studied several
tractable alternative decoding methods, including the max-rule-product method in Equation 5.7.
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where R̂(T ) denotes the unsplit grammar rules comprising parse tree T and the
posterior rule probability Pθ(r|s) can be computed efficiently using the inside-outside
algorithm. We refer the readers to (Petrov et al. [126]) and (Petrov and Klein [123])
for more details on the learning and inference algorithms.
Note that at each splitting step, some randomness is introduced to break
symmetry to initialize model parameters for EM training, in a way similar to the
splitting operation in Section 2.4.2.3. EM is a local method, making no promises re-
garding the final point of convergence when initialized from different random seeds.
For experiments in this chapter, we always train grammars with multiple random
seeds and use the development set to pick the best grammar for evaluation. Petrov
[122] was able to take advantage of the variability among grammars using a prod-
uct model to achieve improved parsing accuracies. In Chapter 6, we will exploit
this variability among grammars together with self-training to train highly accurate
PCFG-LA grammars.
For this thesis, we implemented our own PCFG-LA parser, borrowing key ideas
from the Berkeley parser [123, 126], an implementation of PCFG-LA grammars. Our
parser implements a novel language-independent rare word smoothing method and
language-dependent OOV word handling methods, which we will describe next in
Section 5.4. Both the training and decoding algorithms are also parallelized to
take advantage of multi-core machines. The parallelization of the EM algorithm
is crucial for training a model with large volumes of data in a reasonable amount
of time, especially for the self-training experiments18 described in Section 5.5. Our
18The parallel version is able to train grammars with automatically labeled training data on
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parser can also parse with a product of PCFG-LA grammars and implements the
feature-rich log-linear lexical model that we will discuss in Chapter 6 and Chapter
7, respectively.
5.4 Improving PCFG-LA Grammars
Previous studies have shown that PCFG-LA grammars outperform the state-
of-the-art lexicalized parsers and can be flexibly applied to a variety of languages [1,
61, 121, 123]; however, parsing accuracies on non-English languages are considerably
lower than for English; they are usually in the range of 80%∼85% compared to over
90% on the English WSJ treebank [121]. Take Chinese for example; there have been
several attempts to develop accurate parsers for Chinese [10, 93, 123], but the best
previously known accuracy, around 83% on Chinese Penn treebank achieved by the
Berkeley parser [123], falls far short of the performance on English. The intrinsic
characteristics of the languages, as well as annotation consistency of the treebanks,
may contribute to the challenge of parsing non-English languages, as discussed in
(Levy and Manning [93]) for Chinese and in (Green and Manning [61]) for Arabic.
Several issues need to be carefully addressed in order to train high quality PCFG-
LA parsers, especially for those less commonly studied languages whose available
treebanked materials are more limited than for English. We will next discuss these
issues and how we choose to address them.




The Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm used for training the PCFG-
LA grammars guarantees that each EM iteration will increase the training likeli-
hood [95]. As the number of latent annotations increases, a PCFG-LA grammar
has increasing power to fit the training data through EM training and eventually
begins to over-fit. For example, when trained on sections 2-21 of the WSJ Penn tree-
bank, the performance of the parser starts to drop after 5 split-merge rounds [126].
In order to counteract this behavior, Petrov et al. [126] introduced a linear smooth-








Pθ(w|tx) ← εP̄ + (1− ε)Pθ(w|tx)
and the unary phrasal rule probabilities (and similarly for binary phrasal rule prob-











x → tcy) ← εP̄ + (1− ε)Pθ(tpx → tcy)
This smoothing procedure allows grammars (trained on sections 2-21 of WSJ
treebank) to go from 5 to 6 split-merge rounds with an increase in parsing accuracy
on a held-out set, due to the combination of more robust parameter estimates and
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the increased expressiveness of the model.
Although the lexical smoothing method is able to make word emission proba-
bilities of the latent tags split from the same POS tag more alike, the EM training
algorithm still strongly discriminates among word identities and can cause unreli-
able probability estimates for rare words. Suppose word tag pairs (w1, t) and (w2, t)
both appear the same number of times in the training data. In a standard PCFG
grammar (without latent annotations), whose parameters are estimated based on
maximum likelihood estimation, the probabilities of emitting these two words given
the tag t would be the same, i.e., Pθ(w1|t) = Pθ(w2|t). After introducing latent
annotation x to tag t, the emission probabilities of these two words given a latent
tag tx may no longer be the same because Pθ(w1|tx) and Pθ(w2|tx) are two different
parameters that are trained independently by the EM algorithm. It is beneficial to
learn subcategories of POS tags to model different types of words, especially for fre-
quent words; however, it is not desirable to strongly discriminate among rare words
because unreliable probability estimates could be produced to distract the model
from learning about common phenomena.
Our solution to this problem is to tie the emission probabilities of rare words
together so that Pθ(w1|tx) = Pθ(w2|tx) for all x if both w1 and w2 are rare words and
Pθ(w1|t) = Pθ(w2|t). In this rare word smoothing method, words with a frequency
less than a threshold τ are considered rare words19 and are mapped to the rare
symbol, and their emission probabilities Pθ(w|tx) are set in proportion to their co-
19τ is tuned on the development set.
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where c·,w and ct,w are the observed counts of the word and word/tag pair, re-
spectively, and Pθ(rare|tx) is a free parameter tuned by the EM algorithm. This
smoothing method greatly reduces the number of free parameters and has been
found to significantly improve parsing accuracies.
5.4.2 OOV Handling
PCFG-LA grammars are trained to optimize likelihood on the training data
and the resulting lexical model Pθ(w|tx) can only generate words observed in the
training data. As typical of generative models, a separate module is needed to
handle the OOV words that can appear in test sentences. A simple approach is
to estimate the emission probability of an OOV word w based on how likely tx is
associated with a rare word in the training data:
Pθ(w|tx) = Pθ(rare|tx)
We call this the simple method. This method is used in the simple lexicon of the
Berkeley parser [126].
A better approach would exploit the morphology of the language. As with
other generative English parsers [31, 48], the Berkeley parser classifies OOV words
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into a set of OOV signatures based on the presence of features such as capital
letters, digits, dashes, as well as a list of indicative suffixes (e.g., -ing, -ion, -er),
and estimates the emission probability of an OOV word w given a tag t as:
Pθ(w|tx) ∝ Pθ(s|tx)
where s is the OOV signature for w and Pθ(s|tx) is computed20 by etx,s/etx,·.
While this approach performs well for English, this English OOV model is
not appropriate for other languages since they have different word formation pro-
cesses [24]. Nevertheless, in the multi-language study of Petrov [121], the above
hand-crafted signature-based rules designed for English OOV words were used for
non-English languages. For non-English languages, this is clearly suboptimal and
further efforts must be expended to build appropriate methods for each language
investigated.
In order to build an effective OOV model for parsing Chinese, it is important
to take the Chinese morphology into account. As discussed in (Packard [120]),
the word formation process for Chinese words can be quite complex. Indeed, the
last characters in a Chinese word are, in some cases, most informative of the POS
type, while for others, it is the characters at the beginning. Furthermore, it is not
uncommon for a character in the middle of a word to provide some evidence for the
POS type of the word. Hence, we developed a character-based OOV model similar
to (Huang et al. [72]) to reflect the fact that characters in any position (prefix, infix,
20etx,s is computed based on the expected counts (i.e., etx,w) of words whose signature is s.
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or suffix) can be predictive of the POS type for Chinese words. In our model, the
word emission probability of an OOV word w given the latent tag tx of POS tag t is
estimated by using the geometric average of the emission probabilities of all of the





where Pθ(chk|tx) is computed in way similar to Pθ(s|tx) in the signature-based model
for English. In case Equation 5.8 cannot be used to compute the emission probability
(i.e., all characters are previously unknown), we back off to use the simple OOV
handling method.
We call this the heuristic method because it is unable to utilize overlapping
features and requires a nontrivial amount of work to develop an OOV handling
method for a new language. In Chapter 7, we will present a more principled approach
that uses a feature-rich log-linear lexical model to better handle OOV words, while
also addressing the over-fitting problem.
5.4.3 Self-Training
Similar to POS tagging as we discussed in Section 3.6, early investigations on
self-training for parsing had mixed results. Charniak [30] reported no improvements
from self-training his lexicalized parser on the standard WSJ training set. Steedman
et al. [143] reported some degradation using a lexicalized tree adjoining grammar
parser and minor improvement using Collins lexicalized PCFG parser; however, this
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gain was obtained only when the parser was trained on a small treebank data set.
Reichart and Rappoport [133] obtained significant gains using Collins lexicalized
parser with a different self-training protocol, but again they only looked at small
treebank data sets. McClosky et al. [107] effectively utilized unlabeled data to
improve parsing accuracy on the standard WSJ training set, but they used a two-
stage parser comprised of Charniak’s lexicalized probabilistic parser with n-best
parsing and a feature-rich discriminative reranking parser [33], both requiring a
significant amount of time for feature engineering in order to work well. It is worth
noting that their attempts at directly self-training Charniak’s lexicalized parser
resulted in no improvement.
Here we provide one possible explanation of the mixed results of self-training
for parser models. As we pointed out in Section 5.2, the parameterization of tra-
ditional models, such as Charniak’s parser, is predetermined and fixed, as shown
in Equation 5.2, and is based on extensive development on a held-out set for mod-
els trained on the WSJ Penn treebank training data. The models are excessively
complex when the amount of training data is small, thus adding more data (even
if automatically labeled) can help alleviate the data sparsity problem and improve
the robustness of parameter estimation. However, as more and more training data
becomes available, those models’ ability to learn from the additional training data
is limited due to the fact that the model parameterization is fixed.
We argue that the parameterization of PCFG-LA grammars can be flexibly
adjusted to accommodate varying amounts of training data. In fact, we will show
that self-training is able to significantly improve the performance of the PCFG-LA
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parser, a single generative parser, using both small and relatively large amounts of
treebank training data, for both English and Chinese. With self-training, a fraction
of the WSJ or CTB6 treebank training data is sufficient to train a PCFG-LA parser
that is able to achieve or even exceed the accuracies obtained using a single parser
trained on the entire treebank without self-training. When self-training using the
full training data, we are able to improve upon state-of-the-art parsing accuracies
for a single grammar parser on both English (91.5%) and Chinese (85.2%).
5.5 Experiments
5.5.1 Setup
For the English experiments, the WSJ Penn treebank [103] is used as the gold
standard data. We use sections 2-21 for training, section 22 for development, and
section 23 for final evaluation. We also use 210k sentences21 of unlabeled news
articles in the BLLIP corpus for self-training the English parsers.
For the Chinese experiments, the Chinese Penn treebank 6.0 (CTB6) [162] is
used as the gold standard data. CTB6 includes both news articles and transcripts
of broadcast news. We partition the news articles into train/development/test sets
in the same way as in the Chinese POS tagging experiments in Section 3.7. The
broadcast news section is also added to the training data because it shares many
of the characteristics of newswire text (e.g., fully punctuated, contains nonverbal
expressions such as numbers and symbols). In addition, 210k sentences of unlabeled
21This amount was constrained based on both CPU and memory.
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Train Dev Test Unlabeled
English
39.8k 1.7k 2.4k 210k
(950.0k) (40.1k) (56.7k) (5,082.1k)
Chinese
24.4k 1.9k 2.0k 210k
(678.8k) (51.2k) (52.9k) (6,254.9k)
Table 5.1: The number of sentences (and tokens in parentheses) in our experiments
Chinese news articles are used for self-training. Since the Chinese parsers in our ex-
periments require word-segmented sentences as input, the unlabeled sentences need
to be word-segmented first. As shown in (Harper and Huang [62]), the accuracy of
automatic word segmentation has a great impact on Chinese parsing performance.
We choose to use the Stanford segmenter [27] in our experiments because it is trained
to be consistent with the treebank segmentation and provides the best performance
among the segmenters tested in (Harper and Huang [62]). To minimize the dis-
crepancy between the self-training data and the treebank data, we normalize both
CTB6 and the self-training data using the UW Decatur text normalization22 [165].
Table 7.1 summarizes the data set sizes used in our experiments. We use
slightly modified versions of the treebanks with empty nodes and nonterminal-yield
unary rules23 (e.g., NP→VP) deleted using tsurgeon [92]. We train parsers on 20%,
40%, 60%, 80%, and 100% of the treebank training data to evaluate the effect of
the amount of treebank training data on parsing performance, as well as to compare
22This normalization largely maps full-width punctuation to half-width, collapsing some of the
punctuation distinctions available in the former representation. Decatur normalization results in
a slight degradation (around 0.1%) in F measure when measured on CTB6. We consider this
acceptable in order to be consistent with the normalization that is applied to the unlabeled data.
23As nonterminal-yield unary rules are less likely to be posited by a statistical parser, it is
common for parsers trained on the standard Chinese treebank to have substantially worse recall
than precision. This gap between bracket recall and precision is alleviated without loss of parse
accuracy by deleting the nonterminal-yield unary rules.
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how self-training impacts models trained with different amounts of treebank data.
This allows us to simulate scenarios where a language has limited gold standard
resources. The development set is used to select the best random seed and split-
merge round for the PCFG-LA parser and to tune the smoothing parameters for
Charniak’s parser.
5.5.2 Rare Word Smoothing and OOV Word Handling
We first study the effect of rare word smoothing and OOV word handling for
the PCFG-LA parsers trained on 100% of the treebank training data. The results
are shown in Table 5.2. The no+heuristic row for WSJ represents the baseline
performance of our parser as a reimplementation of the Berkeley parser. The rare
word smoothing method (the yes+heuristic row) significantly improves the parsing
F score from 90.0 to 90.6 on English. The no+simple row for CTB6 represents the
baseline performance of our Chinese parser. The heuristic OOV word handling and
the rare word smoothing improve the parsing F score of Chinese by 0.5 and 0.6,
respectively, and their combination achieves an even better improvement of 0.9 F.
All the improvements are statistically significant24.
We found in our experiments that the rare word smoothing method is more
effective when more latent annotations are allocated. This is probably because data
sparsity becomes a more severe problem with a larger amount of latent annotations
and so sharing statistics of rare words helps alleviate this problem in order to produce
24We use Bikel’s randomized parsing evaluation comparator to determine the significance (p <
0.05) of the difference between two parsers’ output.
10We do not evaluate the simple OOV handling method on English because it was already shown





no simple n/a 83.2
no heuristic 90.0 83.7
yes simple n/a 83.8
yes heuristic 90.6 84.2
Table 5.2: Effects of rare word smoothing (no vs. yes) and OOV word handling
(simple vs. heuristic)10 on the test set as measured in parsing F score (%)
more robust grammars. For a similar reason, the impact of rare word smoothing is
also more significant when trained on a smaller data set. When trained on 20% of
CTB6, rare word smoothing improves the best performing grammar (SM4 grammar
with heuristic OOV handling) from 78.1 to 79.7, a 1.6 absolute improvement in F
score, in contrast to the smaller improvement of 0.4 when trained on 100% of CTB6
(see Table 5.2).
Similar to rare word smoothing, the OOV word handling method also pro-
vides greater improvements on grammars trained on smaller amounts of training
data, producing a 1.2 absolute improvement in F score for the best performing
grammar (SM4 grammar with rare word smoothing) when trained on 20% of the
CTB6 training data compared to the smaller improvement of 0.3 when trained on
100% of CTB6 (see Table 5.2).
5.5.3 A Case Study: PCFG-LA Parser vs. Charniak’s Parser
We next conduct a series of studies to compare the PCFG-LA parser with
Charniak’s parser on both English and Chinese.
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5.5.3.1 Treebank Data Only
In this section, we compare the performance of the PCFG-LA parser and
Charniak’s parser when trained on treebank data alone. As shown by the dotted
lines in Figure 5.4, it is clear that both parsers perform much better on English
than Chinese when trained on the treebank data alone,. It is true that English
treebank has more trees than the Chinese treebank, however, Chinese appears to
be more challenging than English [93]. In fact, the English parsers trained on 20%
(8.0k trees) of the WSJ training data have much higher parsing accuracies (>87 vs.
<83) than the Chinese parsers trained on 100% (24.4k trees) of the CTB6 training
data. The comparison between the two parsing approaches provides two interesting
insights.
First, the PCFG-LA parser always performs significantly better than Char-
niak’s parser on Chinese, although both model English well. Admittedly, Charniak’s
parser has not been optimized26 on Chinese, but neither has the PCFG-LA parser27.
The parameterization of Charniak’s lexicalized parser was originally optimized for
English and required sophisticated smoothing to deal with data sparsity. In con-
trast, the PCFG-LA parser automatically learns latent annotations from the data
without any specification of what precisely should be modeled and how it should be
modeled. This flexibility may help it to model new languages more effectively than
Charniak’s parser.
26The Chinese port includes modification of the head table, implementation of a Chinese punc-
tuation model, etc.
































Number of Labeled CTB Training Trees
x 24,416
(b) Chinese
Figure 5.4: The performance of the PCFG-LA parser and Charniak’s parser when
trained with different amounts of labeled training data, with and without self-
training (ST), and evaluated on the test set
Second, while both parsers benefit from increased amounts of treebank train-
ing data, the PCFG-LA parser gains more. The PCFG-LA parser is initially poorer
than Charniak’s parser when trained on 20% of the WSJ treebank data. This is prob-
ably because this data is too small for it to learn fine-grained annotations without
over-fitting given that the smoothing method is fairly simple, while the predefined
parameterization of Charniak’s parser is heavily smoothed and so can get by with
less data. As more treebank training data becomes available, the performance of
the PCFG-LA parser improves quickly and it finally outperforms Charniak’s parser
significantly. This is because more latent annotations can be allocated to learn more
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complex dependencies. Moreover, the performance of the PCFG-LA parser contin-
ues to grow as the amount of treebank training data increases, while the performance
of Charniak’s parser levels out at around 80% of the treebank training data. The
PCFG-LA parser improves by 3.5 absolute in F score when moving from 20% to
100% training data, compared to a 2.2 F gain for Charniak’s parser. Similarly for
Chinese, the PCFG-LA parser also gains more than Charniak’s parser (4.5 vs 3.6 F).
It is expected that if more gold training data would become available, the PCFG-LA
parser would be able to continue to benefit from that additional data while the gain
for Charniak’s parser would probably be marginal.
5.5.3.2 Treebank Data and Self-Labeled Data
We next compare the effect of self-training on the performance of the two
parsers. As shown by the solid lines in Figure 5.4, it is also clear that the PCFG-LA
parser is able to benefit more from self-training than Charniak’s parser. On the
English data set, Charniak’s parser benefits from self-training initially when there
is little treebank training data, but the improvement levels out quickly as more
treebank training trees become available. In contrast, the PCFG-LA parser benefits
consistently from self-training28, even when using 100% of the treebank training
data. Similar trends are also found for Chinese.
It should be noted that the PCFG-LA parser trained on a fraction of the
28One may notice that the self-trained PCFG-LA parser with 100% WSJ training data has a
slightly lower test accuracy than the self-trained PCFG-LA parser with 80% WSJ treebank data.
This is due to the variance in parser performance when initialized with different seeds and the
fact that the development set is used to pick the best model for evaluation. In Chapter 6, we
will take advantage of the variability among the random grammars to better self-train PCFG-LA
grammars.
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treebank training data plus a large amount of automatically labeled training data,
which comes at a much lower cost, performs comparably to or even better than
grammars trained with additional treebank training data. For example, the PCFG-
LA parser trained on the automatically labeled training data in addition to 60%
of the treebank training data is able to outperform the grammar trained on 100%
treebank training data alone for both English and Chinese. With self-training, even
40% of the WSJ treebank training data is sufficient to train a PCFG-LA parser that
is comparable to the model trained on the entire WSJ training data alone. This
result is of significant importance, especially for languages with limited human-
labeled resources.
One might conjecture that the PCFG-LA parser benefits more from self-
training than Charniak’s parser because its automatically labeled data has a higher
accuracy. However, as shown in Figure 5.4 (a), the PCFG-LA parser trained on
40% of the WSJ treebank data alone has a much lower performance than Char-
niak’s parser trained on the full WSJ training set (88.6 vs 90.0 F). With the same
amount of automatically labeled training data (labeled by each parser), the result-
ing PCFG-LA parser obtains a much higher F score than the self-trained Charniak’s
parser (90.5 vs 90.2 F). Similar patterns are also found on Chinese.
Table 5.3 reports the final test results when each parser is trained on the en-
tire WSJ or CTB6 training set. For English, self-training contributes a 0.8 absolute
improvement in F score to the PCFG-LA parser, which is comparable to the im-
provement obtained from self-training using the two-stage parser in (McClosky et al.




+ Self-training 91.5 85.2
Table 5.3: Final results on the test set in F score (%)
tion of 2,000k unlabeled sentences using the combination of a generative parser and
a discriminative reranker, compared to using only 210k unlabeled sentences with a
single generative parser in our approach. For Chinese, self-training results in a state-
of-the-art parsing model with 85.2 parsing F score (a 1.0 absolute improvement) on
a representative test set. Both improvements are statistically significant.
5.5.4 Analysis
We next perform a series of analyses to investigate why the PCFG-LA parser
benefits more from additional data, most particularly automatically labeled data,
than Charniak’s parser.
Charniak’s parser is a lexicalized PCFG parser that models lexicalized de-
pendencies explicitly observable in the training data and relies on smoothing to
avoid over-fitting. Although it is able to benefit from more training data because
of broader lexicon and rule coverage and more robust estimation of parameters, its
ability to benefit from the additional data is limited in the sense that it is unable
to automatically update its parameterization to model more complex dependencies.
In contrast to the PCFG-LA model, nontrivial human effort would be required to
improve the model formulation. As shown in figure 5.5(a), the parsing accuracy of
























































(a) Charniak (b) PCFG-LA
Figure 5.5: (a) The training/test accuracy of Charniak’s parser trained on varying
amounts of WSJ treebank training data, with and without self-training (ST). (b)
The training/test accuracy of the PCFG-LA parser trained on varying amount of
WSJ treebank training data, with and without ST; the numbers along the training
curves indicate the split-merge round of the grammars that are selected based on
the performance on the development set.
ing data increases; however, the training accuracy29 degrades as more data is added.
Note that the training accuracy of Charniak’s parser also decreases after the addition
of self-training data30. This is expected for models with a fixed parameterization; it
is harder to model more data with greater diversity. The addition of the automati-
cally labeled training data initially helps to improve the performance of Charniak’s
parser on the test set, but it provides little gain when the treebank training data
becomes relatively large.
Figure 5.5 (b) plots the training and test curves of the English PCFG-LA
parser with varying amounts of treebank training data, with and without self-
training. This figure differs substantially from Figure 5.5 (a) for Charniak’s parser.
29This is the accuracy of the parser when parsing the treebank training data.
30The automatically labeled training trees are combined with the treebank trees in a weighted
manner; otherwise, the training accuracy would be even lower.
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First, as mentioned earlier, the PCFG-LA parser benefits much more from self-
training than Charniak’s parser with moderate to relatively large amounts of tree-
bank training data. Second, in contrast to Charniak’s parser for which training
accuracy degrades consistently as the amount of treebank training data increases,
when trained on more treebank training data, the training accuracy of the PCFG-
LA parser sometimes improves by using more latent annotations (more split-merge
rounds) without over-fitting. For example, the best model trained on 40% treebank
training data alone, i.e., the SM6 grammar, has a higher training accuracy than the
best model (at SM5) trained on 20% treebank training data. Third, the addition of
automatically labeled data supports more accurate PCFG-LA grammars with more
latent annotations than those trained without self-training, as evidenced by scores
on both the training and test data. This suggests that the self-trained grammars
are able to utilize more latent annotations to learn more complex dependencies.
In contrast to Charniak’s parser, the PCFG-LA training algorithm is able to
adapt the granularity of the grammar to the amount of training data available.
Fewer latent annotations are allocated when the training set is small. As the size of
the training data increases, it is able to allocate more latent annotations to better
model the data. As shown in Figure 5.6, for a fixed amount of treebank training
data (20%), the accuracy of the model on the training data (see the red curves)
continues to improve as the number of latent annotation increases. Although it is
important to limit the number of latent annotations to avoid over-fitting, the ability
to accurately model the training data given sufficient latent annotations is desirable










































Figure 5.6: The training/test accuracy of the PCFG-LA grammars when trained on
20% of the WSJ treebank training data, with and without ST, and the number of
nonzero rules.
alone, the SM5 grammar (selected using the development set) achieves its optimal
test set performance and begins to degrade afterwords (see the blue curves). With
the addition of the automatically labeled training data, the SM5 grammar achieves
an greater accuracy on the test set and its performance continues to increase31 with
the increased number of latent annotations of the SM6 an SM7 grammars.
We have also compared the PCFG-LA parser to Charniak’s Parser on Chinese
and observed patterns similar to English. As shown in Figure 5.7, the training
accuracy of Charniak’s parser always decreases when more training data is added,
due to its fixed parameterization. In contrast, the PCFG-LA parser has the potential
to achieve very high training accuracies when using sufficient quantities of latent
annotations, as shown in Figure 5.8. The PCFG-LA training algorithm has the
flexibility to allocate latent annotations sufficient to account for varying amounts of
31Although the 20% self-trained grammar has a higher test accuracy at the 7-th round than the
6-th round, the development accuracy was better at the 6-th round, and thus we report the test
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(a) Charniak (b) PCFG-LA
Figure 5.7: (a) The training/test accuracy of Charniak’s parser trained on varying
amounts of CTB treebank training data, with and without self-training (ST). (b)
The training/test accuracy of the PCFG-LA parser trained on varying amount of
CTB treebank training data, with and without ST; the numbers along the training
curves indicate the split-merge round of the grammars that are selected based on









































Figure 5.8: The training/test accuracy of the PCFG-LA grammars when trained on

















































+Labeled +Unlabled #Brackets+Gold +AutoLabel
Figure 5.9: The relative reduction of bracketing errors for different span lengths,
evaluated on the test set. The baseline model is the PCFG-LA parser trained on
20% of the WSJ training data. The +AutoLabeled curve corresponds to the parser
trained with the additional automatically labeled data, and the +GoldLabeled curve
corresponds to the parser trained with additional 20% treebank training data. The
bracket counts are computed on the gold reference. Span length ‘0’ denotes preter-
minal POS tags to differentiate them from the non-terminal brackets that span only
one word.
training data. When the amount of treebank training data increases from 20% to
40% and then to 80%, the optimal number of split-merge iterations increases from
4 to 5 and then to 6, with increasingly higher accuracies on both the training and
test sets. The addition of automatically labeled data also supports more accurate
PCFG-LA grammars with more latent annotations than those trained without self-
training. For example, compared to the initial grammar that achieves its optimal
performance on the development set at the 4-th split-merge round when trained
on 20% of the CTB treebank training data, the corresponding self-trained grammar
achieves its best performance at the 6-th split-merge round with improved accuracies
on both the training and test data sets.
Figure 5.9 compares the effect of additional treebank and automatically la-
beled data on the relative reduction of bracketing errors for different span lengths
on English. It is clear from the figure that the improvement in parsing accuracy
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from self-training is the result of better bracketing across all span lengths32. How-
ever, even though the larger amount of automatically labeled training data provides
more improvement than the smaller amount of additional treebank data in terms of
parsing accuracy, this data is less effective at improving tagging accuracy (see span
length ‘0’) than the additional treebank training data.
So, why does self-training improve rule estimation when training the PCFG-
LA parser with more latent annotations? One possibility is that the automatically
labeled data smooths the parameter estimates in the EM algorithm, enabling ef-
fective use of more parameters to learn more complex dependencies during model
training. Let P(a→ b|r, T ) be the posterior probability of expanding subcategories
a to b given a expansion rule r on a treebank parse tree T . Tl and Tu are the sets
of gold and automatically labeled parse trees, respectively. The update of the rule




















P(a→ b′|r, T )) (5.9)
Since the automatically labeled data is produced by a grammar with fewer latent
annotations, the expected counts from the automatically labeled data can be thought
of as counts from a lower-order model33 that smooth the higher-order (with more
32There is a slight degradation in bracketing accuracy for some spans longer than 16 words, but
the effect is negligible due to their low counts.
33We also trained models using only the automatically labeled data without combining it with
treebank training data, but they were no more accurate than those trained on the treebank training
data alone without self-training.
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latent annotations) model.
We observe that many of the rule parameters of the grammar trained on WSJ
training data alone have zero probabilities (rules with extremely low probabilities
are also filtered to zero), as was also pointed out in (Petrov et al. [126]). On
the one hand, this is what we want because the grammar should learn to avoid
impossible rule expansions. On the other hand, this might also be a sign of over-
fitting. As shown in Figure 5.6 (see the black curves), the grammar obtained with
the addition of automatically labeled data contains many more non-zero rules, and
its performance continues to improve with more latent annotations. Similar patterns
also appear when using self-training for other amounts of treebank training data. As
is partially reflected by the zero probability rules, the addition of the automatically
labeled data enables the exploration of a broader parameter space with less danger of
over-fitting the data. Also note that the benefit of the automatically labeled data is
less clear in the early training stages (i.e., when there are fewer latent annotations),
as can be seen in Figure 5.6. This is probably because there is a small number
of free parameters and the treebank data is sufficiently large for robust parameter
estimation.
5.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have studied several ways to enhance a state-of-the-art
PCFG-LA parser that are especially useful for less common languages. We presented
a heuristic rare word smoothing method to address data-sparsity and a heuristic
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language-dependent OOV word handling method to better model OOV words in
Chinese. We have also investigated the self-training capability of PCFG-LA parsers
through a comparative study with Charniak’s parser and showed that PCFG-LA
parsers benefit more significantly from self-training than Charniak’s parser, even
when they are trained on relatively large amounts of treebank training data. We
conjecture based on our analyses that the EM training algorithm is able to exploit
the information available in both treebank and automatically labeled data to learn
more complex grammars while being less affected by over-fitting than when training
on the treebank data alone.
We would expect further improvement by combining the PCFG-LA parser
with discriminative reranking approaches [33, 68] for self-training. We also expect
that self-training would benefit discriminatively trained parsers with latent annota-
tions [124], although training would be much slower compared to using generative
models. In the next two chapters, we continue to investigate the issues discussed
in this chapter and present two approaches to obtain further improvements in the
accuracy of the PCFG-LA grammars: one that takes advantage of the variability
among the PCFG-LA grammars to improve model accuracy using multiple gram-
mars together with self-training, and one that is a more principled approach to




Improving PCFG-LA with Self-Training and Product Models
6.1 Overview
The EM algorithm is a local method that may converge to different local
maxima when initialized with different random seeds. Indeed, PCFG-LA grammars
trained with different random seeds perform differently. Petrov [122] took advantage
of this variability among PCFG-LA grammars by parsing with multiple grammars
using a model combination method called product model, which is defined formally
in Section 6.2, and obtained significant improvement in parsing accuracy. As we
discussed in Chapter 5, self-training is an effective method to train accurate parsing
models using automatically labeled training data. The natural question to ask is
whether self-training and product models are complementary to each other and can
be effectively used together.
On the one hand, self-training improves the accuracy of individual grammars,
which can be further combined into a product model to achieve even higher per-
formance. On the other hand, the product model has higher accuracies than in-
dividual grammars and thus can produce more accurately labeled training data to
train more accurate self-trained grammars. In this chapter, we investigate several
different training protocols to exploit the complementary effect of self-training and
product models and find that the following two factors contribute to the significant
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improvements of PCFG-LA grammars:
1. the accuracy of the grammar used to parse the unlabeled data for retraining
(single grammar versus product of grammars)
2. the diversity of the grammars that are being combined (self-trained grammars
trained using the same automatically labeled subset or different subsets)
We conclude from experiments on both English newswire and English broadcast
news that self-training and product models can be effectively combined to create
very high quality parsing models.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. We briefly describe the product
model introduced by Petrov [122] in Section 6.2 and discuss several different training
protocols in Section 6.3. We then present experiments and analysis in Section 6.4.
Section 6.5 concludes this chapter.
6.2 Product Models
As we discussed in Chapter 5, the EM algorithm is guaranteed to increase the
training likelihood at each iteration and can eventually over-fit a PCFG-LA gram-
mar with an increasing number of latent annotations. In addition, the EM algorithm
is a local method that may converge to different local maxima when initialized with
different random seeds. The smoothing methods described in Section 5.4.1 help to
address the over-fitting issue and create models with more robust parameter esti-
mates, but we still observed substantial differences between the learned grammars
in Chapter 5 and had to use a development set to select the “best” performing
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grammar. However, the best-performing grammar on the development set does not
necessarily generate the most accurate parses on the test set [122].
The observation of variation is not surprising; EM’s tendency to get stuck
in local maxima has been studied extensively in the literature, resulting in various
proposals for model selection methods [23]. What is perhaps more surprising is that
PCFG-LA grammars trained only using different random seeds seem to capture
complementary aspects of the data. As shown in (Petrov [122]), some grammars
perform better on some syntactic categories than the other grammars, but there
is not a single grammar that performs consistently better on all categories. Quite
serendipitously, instead of choosing one grammar and decoding with Equation 5.7,
shown below:





these grammars can be combined into an unweighted product model that substan-
tially outperforms the individual grammars:







where G = {G1, · · · , Gn} denotes the set of random grammars. The product model
in Equation 6.1 searches for the parse tree that maximizes the product of the pos-
terior rule probabilities under all of the grammars.
As discussed in Section 5.5.3, self-training of PCFG-LA parsers can mitigate
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the data sparsity issue and significantly improve parsing accuracy, but variability
still remains in self-trained grammars. Hence, we explore the use of product models
together with self-training.
6.3 Training Protocols
In order to investigate the complementary effect of self-training and product
models, we consider four training protocols, as illustrated in Figure 6.1.
Regular Training Train regular grammars on the treebank data alone. See Fig-
ure 6.1 (a).
ST-Reg Training Use a single regular grammar selected based on development
set performance to parse a single subset of the unlabeled data and train n
self-trained grammars using this single set. See Figure 6.1 (b).
ST-Prod Training Use the product of regular grammars to parse a single subset
of the unlabeled data and train n self-trained grammars using this single set.
See Figure 6.1 (c).
ST-Prod-Mult Training Use the product of regular grammars to parse all k sub-
sets of the unlabeled data and train k self-trained grammars, each using a
different subset. See Figure 6.1 (d).
The resulting individual grammars can be either used individually or combined in













































































Figure 6.1: Four training protocols
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These four protocols provide different insights. The first two protocols al-
lows us to investigate the effectiveness of product models for regular and standard
self-trained grammars. The third protocol enables us to quantify how important
the accuracy of the baseline parser is for self-training. Finally, the fourth protocol
provides a method for injecting some additional diversity into the individual gram-
mars to determine whether a product model is more successful when there is greater
variance among the individual models.
6.4 Experiments
6.4.1 Setup
We conduct experiments on two genres: newswire text and broadcast news
transcripts. For the newswire studies, we use the standard setup (sections 02-21 for
training, 22 for development, and 23 for final test) of the WSJ Penn treebank [104]
for supervised training. The BLLIP corpus [35] is used as the source of unlabeled
data for self-training the WSJ grammars. We ignore the parse trees contained in
the BLLIP corpus and retain only the sentences, which are already segmented and
tokenized for parsing (e.g., contractions are split into two tokens and punctuation
is separated from the words). We partition the 1,769,055 BLLIP sentences into 10
equally sized subsets34.
For broadcast news, we utilize the Broadcast News treebank from Ontonotes
34We corrected some of the most egregious sentence segmentation problems in this corpus, and
so the number of sentences is different than if one simply pulled the fringe of the trees. It was not
uncommon for a sentence split to occur on abbreviations, such as Adm.
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[157] together with the WSJ Penn treebank for supervised training because their
combination results in better parser models compared to using the limited-sized
broadcast news corpus alone (86.7 F vs. 85.2 F). The files in the Broadcast News
treebank represent news stories collected during different time periods with a diver-
sity of topics. In order to obtain a representative split of train/development/test
sets, we divide them into blocks of 10 files sorted by alphabetical filename order. We
use the first file in each block for development, the second for test, and the remain-
ing files for training. This training set is then combined with the entire WSJ Penn
treebank. We also use 10 equal size subsets from the Hub4 CSR 1996 utterances [57]
for self-training. The Hub 4 transcripts are markedly noisier than the BLLIP corpus
is, in part because it was produced by human transcription of spoken language, but
also because there is no punctuation indicating sentence boundaries and so sentence
segmentation is less precise.
The treebanks are preprocessed differently for the two genres. For newswire,
we use a slightly modified version of the WSJ treebank: empty nodes and func-
tion labels are deleted and auxiliary verbs are replaced with AUXB, AUXG, AUXZ,
AUXD, or AUXN to represent infinitive, progressive, present, past, or past partici-
ple auxiliaries35. The targeted use of the broadcast models is for parsing broadcast
news transcripts for language models in speech recognition systems [53]. Therefore,
in addition to applying the transformations used for newswire, we also replace sym-
bolic expressions with verbal forms (e.g., $5 is replaced with five dollars) and remove
35Parsing accuracy is marginally affected. The average over 10 SM6 grammars with the trans-
formation is 90.5 compared to 90.4 F without it, a 0.1 F average improvement.
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Genre Stats Train Dev Test Unlabeled
Newswire
# sentences 45.1k 1.7k 2.4k 1769.1k
# words 1149.8k 40.1k 56.7k 43057.0k
Length Avg./Std. 25.5/12.2 25.1/11.8 25.1/12.0 24.3/10.9
Broadcast
News
# sentences 59.0k 986 1.1k 4386.5k
# words 1281.1k 17.1k 19.4k 77687.9k
Length Avg./Std. 17.3/11.3 17.4/11.3 17.7/11.4 17.7/12.8
Table 6.1: The number of words and sentences, together with average (Avg.) sen-
tence length and its standard deviation (Std.) in our experiments
punctuation and case. The Hub4 data is segmented into utterances, punctuation
is removed, words are down-cased, and contractions are tokenized for parsing. Ta-
ble 7.1 summarizes the data set sizes used in our experiments, together with average
sentence length and its standard deviation.
Parses from all models are compared with respective gold standard parses us-
ing SParseval bracket scoring [134]. This scoring tool produces scores that are
identical to those produced by EVALB for WSJ. For broadcast news, SParseval
applies Charniak and Johnson’s scoring method [32] for EDITED nodes36. Using
this method, broadcast news scores were slightly (.05-.1) lower than if EDITED
constituents were treated like any other, as in EVALB. We use Dan Bikel’s random-
ized parsing evaluation comparator to determine the significance (p < 0.05) of the
difference between two parsers’ outputs.
Our initial set of experiments and analysis will focus on the development set
of WSJ. We will then follow up with an analysis of broadcast news to determine
whether the findings generalize to a second, less structured type of data. It is
36Non-terminal subconstituents of EDITED nodes are removed so that the terminal constituents
become immediate children of a single EDITED node, adjacent EDITED nodes are merged, and
they are ignored for span calculations of the other constituents.
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Regular Best Average Product
SM6 90.8 90.5 92.0
SM7 90.4 90.1 92.2
Table 6.2: Performance of the regular grammars and their products on the WSJ
development set in F score (%)
important to construct grammars capable of parsing this type of data accurately
and consistently in order to support structured language modeling [53, 155].
6.4.2 Newswire Results
We compare single grammars and their products that are trained in the stan-
dard way on the WSJ treebank training data, as well as the three self-training
protocols discussed in Section 6.3. We report the F scores of both SM6 and SM7
grammars on the development set in order to observe the effect of model complex-
ity on the performance of the self-trained and product models. Note that we use
6th round grammars to produce the automatic parse trees for the self-training ex-
periments. Parsing with the product of the SM7 grammars is slow and requires a
large amount of memory (32GB). Since we have limited access to machines with
this amount of memory, it was infeasible to parse all of the unlabeled data with the
product of SM7 grammars.
6.4.2.1 Regular Training
We begin by training ten PCFG-LA grammars initialized with different ran-
dom seeds using the WSJ treebank training data. Results are presented in Table 6.2.
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ST-Reg Best Average Product
SM6 91.5 91.2 92.0
SM7 91.6 91.5 92.4
Table 6.3: Performance of the ST-Reg grammars and their products on the WSJ
development set in F score (%)
The best F score attained by the individual SM6 grammars on the development set
is 90.8 F, with an average score of 90.5 F. The product of grammars achieves a
significantly improved accuracy at 92.0 F. Note that the individual SM7 grammars
perform worse on average (90.1 vs. 90.5 F) due to over-fitting, but their product
achieves higher accuracy than the product of the SM6 grammars (92.2 vs. 92.0 F).
We will further investigate the causes for this effect in Section 6.4.3. Given the
ten SM6 grammars from this experiment, we next investigate the three self-training
protocols.
6.4.2.2 ST-Reg Training
In the first self-training regime (ST-Reg), we use the best single grammar
(90.8 F) chosen based on the development set to parse a single subset of the BLLIP
data. We then train ten grammars from different random seeds, using an equally
weighted combination of the WSJ training set with this single set. These self-trained
grammars are then combined into a product model. As reported in Table 6.3, the
use of additional automatically labeled training data enables the individual SM6 ST-
Reg grammars to perform significantly better than the individual SM6 grammars
(91.2 vs. 90.5 F on average), and the individual SM7 ST-Reg grammars to perform
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ST-Prod Best Average Product
SM6 91.7 91.4 92.2
SM7 91.9 91.7 92.4
Table 6.4: Performance of the ST-Prod grammars and their products on the WSJ
development set in F score (%)
even better, achieving an average F score of 91.5.
The product of ST-Reg grammars performs significantly better than the in-
dividual grammars; however, the improvement is much smaller than that obtained
by the product of regular grammars. In fact, the product of ST-Reg grammars
performs quite similarly to the product of regular grammars despite the higher av-
erage accuracy of the individual grammars. This is probably caused by the fact that
self-training on the same data tends to reduce the variability among the self-trained
grammars, as we will confirm in Section 6.4.3. The diversity among the individual
grammars is an important contributor to the improvements attained by product
models.
6.4.2.3 ST-Prod Training
Since products of PCFG-LA grammars perform significantly better than indi-
vidual PCFG-LA grammars, it is natural to utilize the product model for parsing
the unlabeled data. To investigate whether the higher accuracy of the automatically
labeled data translates into a higher accuracy of the self-trained grammars, we used
the product of SM6 grammars to parse the same subset of the unlabeled data as in
the previous experiment. We then trained ten self-trained grammars, which we call
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ST-Prod-Mult Best Average Product
SM6 91.7 91.4 92.5
SM7 91.8 91.7 92.8
Table 6.5: Performance of the ST-Prod-Mult grammars and their products on the
WSJ development set in F score (%)
ST-Prod grammars. As can be seen in Table 6.4, using the product of the regular
grammars for labeling the self-training data results in improved individual ST-Prod
grammars when compared with the ST-Reg grammars, with 0.2 and 0.3 improve-
ments for the best SM6 and SM7 grammars, respectively. Interestingly, the best
individual SM7 ST-Prod grammar (91.9 F) performs comparably to the product of
the regular grammars (92.0 F) that was used to label the BLLIP subset used for
self-training. This is very useful for practical reasons because a single grammar is
faster to parse with and requires less memory than the product model.
The product of the SM6 ST-Prod grammars also achieves a 0.2 higher F score
compared to the product of the SM6 ST-Reg grammars, but the product of the SM7
ST-Prod grammars has the same performance as the product of the SM7 ST-Reg
grammars. This could be partially due to the fact that the ST-Prod grammars are
no more diverse than the ST-Reg grammars, as we will confirm in Section 6.4.3.
6.4.2.4 ST-Prod-Mult Training
When creating a product model of regular grammars, Petrov [122] used a dif-
ferent random seed for each model and conjectured that the effectiveness of the
product grammars stems from the resulting diversity of the individual grammars.
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Two ways to systematically introduce bias into individual models are to either mod-
ify the feature sets [3, 140] or to change the training distributions of the individual
models [16]. Petrov [122] attempted to use the second method to train individual
grammars on either disjoint or overlapping subsets of the treebank, but observed a
performance drop in individual grammars resulting from training on less data, as
well as in the performance of the product model. Rather than reducing the amount
of gold training data (or having treebank experts annotate more data to support
the diversity), we employ the self-training paradigm to train models using a combi-
nation of the same gold training data with different sets of the self-labeled training
data, each of which has the same size of the single set used in the other self-training
protocols. This approach also allows us to utilize a much larger amount of low-cost
automatically labeled data than can be used to train one model37 by partitioning
the data into smaller subsets and then training models with individual subsets.
Hence, in the fourth training protocol, we use the product of the regular grammars
to parse all ten subsets of the unlabeled data and train ten grammars, which we call
ST-Prod-Mult grammars, each using a different subset.
As shown in Table 6.5, the individual ST-Prod-Mult grammars perform sim-
ilarly to the individual ST-Prod grammars. However, the product of the ST-Prod-
Mult grammars achieves significantly higher accuracies than the product of the
ST-Prod grammars, with 0.3 and 0.4 improvements in F score for SM6 and SM7
grammars, respectively, suggesting that the use of multiple self-training subsets
37The amount of automatically labeled training data used to self-train a PCFG-LA grammar is
constrained by CPU and memory because self-training PCFG-LA grammars on large quantities of
automatically labeled training data can be very slow and would require a lot of memory.
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plays an important role in model combination.
6.4.3 Analysis
We conducted a series of analyses to develop an understanding of the factors
affecting the effectiveness of combining self-training with product models.
6.4.3.1 What Has Improved?
Figure 6.2 (a) depicts the difference between the product and the individual
SM6 regular grammars on overall F score, as well as individual constituent F scores.
As can be observed, there is significant variation among the individual grammars,
and the product of the regular grammars improves almost all categories, with a few
exceptions (some individual grammars do better on QP and WHNP constituents).
Figure 6.2 (b) depicts the difference between the product of the SM6 regular
grammars and the individual SM7 ST-Prod-Mult grammars. Self-training dramat-
ically improves the quality of the single SM7 ST-Prod-Mult grammars. In most
of the categories, some individual ST-Prod-Mult grammars perform comparably or
slightly better than the product of SM6 regular grammars used to automatically
label the unlabeled training set.
6.4.3.2 Over-Fitting vs. Smoothing
Figure 6.3 (a) and 6.3 (b) depict the learning curves of the regular and the ST-





































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 6.3: Learning curves of (a) the individual regular and (b) ST-Prod-Mult
grammars (average performance, with minimum and maximum values indicated by
bars) and their products before and after self-training on the WSJ development
set. The relative error reductions of the products are also reported. The measured
average empirical variance among the grammars trained on WSJ is reported in (c).
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split-merge training algorithm, the modeling capacity of the grammars increases,
leading to improved performance. However, the performance of the regular gram-
mars drops after 6 split-merge rounds, as was also previously observed in (Huang and
Harper [71], Petrov [121]), suggesting that the regular SM7 grammars have over-fit
the treebank training data. In contrast, the performance of the self-trained gram-
mars continues to improve on the 7th split-merge round. As discussed in Chapter 5,
this improvement may be due to the fact that the additional self-labeled training
data adds a smoothing effect to the grammars, supporting an increase in model
complexity without over-fitting.
Although the product model consistently helps both regular and self-trained
grammars, there is a non-negligible difference between the improvement achieved
by the product model over its component grammars. The regular product model
improves upon its individual grammars more than the ST-Prod-Mult product does
in the later split-merge rounds, as illustrated by the relative error reduction curves
in Figures 6.3 (a) and (b). In particular, the product of the SM7 regular grammars
gains a remarkable 2.1 absolute improvement in F over the average performance of
the individual regular SM7 grammars and a 0.2 absolute improvement in F over the
product of the regular SM6 grammars, despite the fact that the individual regular
SM7 grammars perform less accurately than the SM6 grammars. This suggests that
the product model is able to effectively exploit less smooth, over-fit grammars. We
will further examine this issue next.
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6.4.3.3 Diversity
For effectiveness of Products of Experts [67] or Logarithmic Opinion Pools [141],
it is important that each individual expert learns complementary aspects of the
training data. The product model [122] enforces that the joint prediction of their
product has to be licensed by all individual experts. One possible explanation of the
high accuracy achieved by a product of over-fit grammars is that with the addition
of more latent annotations, the individual grammars become more deeply special-
ized on certain aspects of the training data. This specialization leads to greater
diversity in their prediction preferences, especially in the presence of a small train-
ing set. On the other hand, the self-labeled training set size is much larger, and so
the specialization process is therefore slowed down.
Petrov [122] showed that the individually learned grammars are indeed very
diverse by looking at the distribution of latent annotations across the treebank
categories, as well as the variation in overall and individual category F scores (e.g.,
see Figure 6.2). However, these measures do not directly relate to the diversity of
the prediction preferences of the grammars, as we have observed similar patterns in
the regular and self-trained models.
Given a sentence s and a set of grammars G = {G1, · · · , Gn}, recall that
parsing with a product model searches for the best tree T such that the following







where log P(r|s,G) is the log posterior probability of rule r given sentence s and
grammar G. The power of the product model comes directly from the diversity in
log P(r|s,G) among individual grammars. If there is little diversity, the individual
grammars would make similar predictions and there would be little or no benefit
from using a product model. We use the average empirical variance of the log
posterior probabilities of the rules among the learned grammars on a held-out set S














where R̂(G, s) represents the set of rules extracted from the chart when parsing sen-
tence s with grammar G, and VAR(log(P(r|s,G))) is the variance of log(P(r|s,G))
among all grammars G ∈ G.
Note that the average empirical variance is only an approximate of the diver-
sity among grammars. It tends to be biased to produce larger numbers when the
posterior probabilities of rules are smaller because small differences in probability
produce large changes in the log scale. This happens for coarser grammars produced
in early split-merge stages because there is more uncertainty about what rules to
apply and thus many low probability rules remain in the parsing chart.
As shown in Figure 6.3 (c), the average variances all start at a high value
and then drop, probably due to the aforementioned bias. However, as the split-
merge iterations continue, the average variances increase despite the bias. More
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interestingly, the variance among the regular grammars grows at a much faster
rate and is consistently greater when compared to the self-trained grammars. This
suggests that there is greater diversity among the regular grammars than among the
self-trained grammars, and it explains the larger absolute improvement obtained by
the regular product model. It is also important to note that there is more variance
among the ST-Prod-Mult grammars, which were trained on disjoint self-labeled
training data, and a greater improvement in their product model relative to the ST-
Reg and ST-Prod grammars, further supporting the diversity hypothesis. Finally,
the trend seems to indicate that the variance of the self-trained grammars would
continue increasing if EM training was extended by a few more split-merge rounds,
potentially resulting in even better product models. It is currently impractical to
test this due to the dramatic increase in computational requirements for an SM8
product model, and so we leave it for future work.
6.4.4 Broadcast News Results
We conducted a similar set of experiments on the broadcast news data set38.
While the development set results in Table 6.6 show trends similar to the WSJ
results, the benefit from the combination of self-training and product models is
more pronounced in this domain. The best single ST-Prod-Mult grammar (89.2
F) alone is able to outperform the product of SM7 regular grammars (88.9 F), and
38We chose to not run the full ST-Reg experiment on broadcast news in order to focus our
computing resources on the ST-Prod and ST-Prod-Mult experiments for achieving high-quality
parsing models on broadcast news. As a result, we do not report the ST-Reg results. However,
our preliminary experiments showed that the broadcast news ST-Reg grammars are indeed more
accurate than the regular grammars but less accurate than the ST-Prod grammars, similar to the
observation on the newswire data set.
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Table 6.6: F scores (%) for various models on the broadcast news development set
their product achieves another 0.7 absolute improvement, resulting in a significantly
better accuracy of 89.9 F.
Figure 6.4 shows again that the benefits of self-training and product mod-
els are complementary and can be stacked. As can be observed, the self-trained
grammars have increasing F scores as the split-merge rounds increase, while the
regular grammars have a slight decrease in F score after round 6. In contrast to the
newswire models, it appears that the individual ST-Prod-Mult grammars trained on
broadcast news always perform comparably to the product of the regular grammars
at all split-merge rounds, including the product of SM7 regular grammars. This is
noteworthy, given that the ST-Prod-Mult grammars are trained on the output of
the product of the SM6 regular grammars, which are less accurate than the product
of SM7 regular grammars. Although we used more treebank trees for training the
initial broadcast news grammars, the greatest number of trees are taken from the
WSJ treebank, which is different in many ways than broadcast news. It is possible
that the addition of the genre-matched automatically labeled broadcast news data















































































Figure 6.4: Learning curves of (a) the individual regular and (b) ST-Prod-Mult
grammars (average performance, with minimum and maximum values indicated
by bars) and their products before and after self-training on the broadcast news
development set. The relative error reductions of the products are also reported.
The measured average empirical variance among the grammars trained on broadcast
news is reported in (c).
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hanced grammars for broadcast news. The product of the ST-Prod-Mult grammars
also provides a further and significant improvement in F score.
6.4.5 Final Results
We evaluated the best single self-trained grammar (SM7 ST-Prod), as well as
the product of the SM7 ST-Prod-Mult grammars on the WSJ test set. Table 6.7
compares these two grammars to a large body of related parsing results grouped into
single parsers (SINGLE), discriminative reranking approaches (RE), self-training
(SELF), and system combinations (COMBO).
Our best single grammar achieves an accuracy that is only slightly worse (91.6
vs. 91.8 in F score) than the product model in (Petrov [122]). This is made possible
by self-training using the output of a high quality product model. The higher quality
of the automatically parsed data results in a 0.3 point higher final F score (91.6 vs.
91.3) over the self-training results in (Huang and Harper [71]), which used a single
regular grammar for parsing the unlabeled data. The product of the self-trained
ST-Prod-Mult grammars achieves significantly higher accuracies with an F score of
92.5, a 0.7 improvement over the product model in (Petrov [122]).
Although our models are based on purely generative PCFG grammars, our
best product model performs competitively to the self-trained two-step discrimina-
tive reranking parser of McClosky et al. [107], which makes use of many non-local
reranking features. Our parser also performs comparably to other system combina-
8Our ST-Reg grammars are trained in the same way as in (Huang and Harper [71]) and Chap-
ter 5 except that we keep all unary rules. The reported numbers are from the best single ST-Reg
grammar in this work.
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E Charniak [31] 89.9 89.5 37.2
Petrov and Klein [123] 90.2 90.1 36.7
Carreras et al. [26] 91.4 90.7 -
R
E Charniak and Johnson [33] 91.8 91.2 44.8




F 8Huang and Harper [71] 91.6 91.1 40.4





O Petrov [122] 92.0 91.7 41.9
Sagae and Lavie [136] 93.2 91.0 -
Fossum and Knight [55] 93.2 91.7 -
Zhang et al. [167] 93.3 92.0 -
ST-Prod-Mult
Single Grammar 91.8 91.4 40.3
Product Model 92.7 92.2 43.1
Table 6.7: Final test set accuracies on WSJ
tion approaches [55, 136, 167] with a higher recall and a lower precision, but again
without using a discriminative reranking step. We expect that replacing the first-
step generative parsing model in (McClosky et al. [107]) with a product of latent
variable grammars would produce even higher parsing accuracies.
On the broadcast news test set, our best performing single and product gram-
mars (bolded in Table 6.6) obtained F scores of 88.7 and 89.6, respectively. While
there is no prior work using our setup, we expect these numbers to set a high base-
line.
6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, we extended the self-training approach described in Chapter 5
to build high accuracy products of PCFG-LA grammars with large amounts of genre-
matched data. We demonstrated empirically on newswire and broadcast news genres
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that very high accuracies can be achieved by self-training products of PCFG-LA
grammars on disjoint sets of automatically labeled data. Two factors appear to play
an important role. First, the accuracy of the model used for parsing the unlabeled
data contributes directly to the accuracy of the resulting individual self-trained
grammars. Second, the diversity of the individual grammars affects the gains that
can be obtained when combining multiple grammars into a product model. Our most
accurate single grammar achieves an F score of 91.6 on the WSJ test set, rivaling
discriminative reranking approaches [33] and products of latent variable grammars
[122], despite being a single generative PCFG. Our most accurate product model
achieves an F score of 92.5 without the use of discriminative reranking and comes
close to the best known numbers on this test set [167].
While self-training allows more training data to be exploited during grammar
training, it does not change the way a grammar learns from the training data. In the
next chapter, we will present a feature-rich log-linear lexical model for PCFG-LA
grammars that not only provides a principled solution to address data sparsity and
OOV words, but also a means to learn from arbitrary local features that are helpful
for further improving parsing performance.
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Chapter 7
Improving PCFG-LA with Log-Linear Lexical Models
7.1 Overview
Context-free grammars with latent annotations (PCFG-LA) are effective for
parsing a variety of languages; however, as we discussed in Chapter 5, their lexical
model may be subject to over-fitting and requires language engineering to handle
OOV words. The rare word smoothing and OOV word handling methods stud-
ied in Chapter 5 were effective at improving parsing performance; however, both
approaches may be suboptimal due to fact that they are based on heuristics, and
expert tailoring of a language-specific OOV module may also be unavailable for new
languages.
Inspired by the previous studies [8, 37] that have incorporated rich features into
generative models, we have developed a feature-rich log-linear lexical model that can
be easily adapted to new languages. Our lexical model has three advantages: over-
fitting is alleviated via regularization, OOV words are modeled using rich features,
and lexical features are exploited during grammar induction. Our approach results in
significantly more accurate PCFG-LA grammars that are easy to apply to different
languages and achieve significant absolute improvements of 1%, 1.7%, and 2.7% in
F score on English, Chinese, and Arabic, respectively.
The rest of this chapter is structured as follows. We first review the related lit-
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erature and motivate the use of feature rich models in Section 7.2. We then describe
our proposed feature rich log-linear lexical model in Section 7.3 and the training
algorithm in Section 7.4. Experiments are presented in Section 7.5. Section 7.6
concludes this chapter.
7.2 Motivation for Using Feature Rich Models
The lexical model of a standard PCFG-LA grammar is represented as a gen-
erative multinomial distribution Pθ(w|tx) that only models the word identity itself,
and so is incapable of taking advantage of the rich morphological features of the
word. Moreover, it is not explicitly regularized and may be subject to over-fitting.
The rare word smoothing method and OOV handling method introduced in Chap-
ter 5 partially address these problems to improve parsing performance; however,
both are heuristic and are likely to be suboptimal. A more principled model should
be able to learn in a data-driven fashion from over-lapping rich features in order to
handle data sparsity and model OOV words.
Some previous research [54, 124] addressed this problem by completely re-
placing the generative models with a discriminative model, so that overlapping
features can be incorporated. For discriminative log-linear grammars with latent
variables [124, 125], the conditional probability of a parse tree T given a input












where Z(T ) is the set of derivation trees of T , f(T ′) is a feature vector extracted
from the derivation tree T ′, λ is the vector of feature weights, 〈·, ·〉 represents the
dot product of two vectors, and Z(λ, s) is the partition function that ensures that
Pλ(T |s) is a proper distribution over all derivation trees for sentence s. In the lexical
part of the discriminative grammar, Petrov and Klein [124] used simple prefixes and
suffixes of up to length 3 in addition to universal features such as the presence
of digits and dashes to handle OOV words. An advantage of applying this type
of model to new languages is that the focus is on feature-engineering rather than
how to develop a heuristic method that is appropriate for the language. On the
other hand, discriminative training is much slower than generative training because
the partition function Z(λ, s) requires an expensive summation over all possible
derivations trees of all possible parse trees over a sentence. Moreover, as shown in
(Petrov and Klein [124]), a discriminatively trained parser is less accurate than its
strong generative counterpart on WSJ. Nevertheless, it does perform better on some
other languages, possibly due to the use of regularization and multi-scale grammars
to alleviate data sparsity and rich features to improve OOV word handling.
Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. [8] recently demonstrated that log-linear models with
rich features can be successfully applied to unsupervised learning of generative mod-
els such as HMM POS taggers. In an unsupervised generative learning task, the
joint probability of a sequence of observed random variables Y are computed with
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reference to a sequence of hidden random variables Z,
P(Y = y) =
∑
z∈Z(y)
P(Z = z,Y = y) (7.2)
Let X = (Z,Y). The joint probability of P(X) can be factored into the product of
conditional probabilities:
P(X = x) =
∏
i∈I
Pλ(Xi = xi|Xπ(i) = xπ(i)) (7.3)
where Xπ(i) denotes the parents of Xi and I is the set of indexes of the variables in X.
In an HMM-based unsupervised POS tag learning task, if xi represents a word, then
xπ(i) represents the hidden POS tag that generates the word. Instead of modeling the
conditional probability Pλ(Xi = xi|Xπ(i) = xπ(i)) using a multinomial distribution,
as is commonly done in natural language processing tasks, Berg-Kirkpatrick et al.
[8] treated the distribution as the output of a local log-linear model:
Pλ(Xi = d|Xπ(i) = c) = Pλ(d|c) =
exp〈λ, f(d, c)〉∑
d′ exp〈λ, f(d′, c)〉
(7.4)
and integrated rich features into the model learning process by optimizing on the
regularized likelihood of the training data:
L(λ) = log Pλ(Y = y)− κ||λ||2
This approach was found to significantly outperform the traditional generative mod-
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els on several unsupervised learning tasks.
Inspired by the work of Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. [8], we propose a locally nor-
malized log-linear lexical model for generative PCFG-LA grammars. Our log-linear
lexical model maintains the advantages of generative models, while providing a prin-
cipled way to: 1) alleviate over-fitting via regularization, 2) handle OOV words using
rich features, and 3) incorporate lexical features into grammar induction.
7.3 Design of the Log-Linear Lexical Model
When designing a log-linear lexical model based on the work of Berg-Kirkpatrick
et al. [8], someone might try to model Pθ(w|tx), where θ is the full grammar param-
eter, directly using a log-linear model:
Pφ(w|tx) =
exp〈φ, f(tx, w)〉∑
w′ exp〈φ, f(tx, w′)〉
(7.5)
where f(tx, w) represents the feature vector extracted from the pair (tx, w), φ rep-
resents the feature weight vector, and the denominator sums over all words that
appear on the training data. Note that θ is the parameter set presenting all of
the free parameters of the grammar that must be tuned, but as a convention that
we will apply throughout this chapter, we replace the subscript θ in Pθ(w|tx) with
φ in Pφ(w|tx) to emphasize that the parameter φ in θ fully controls the emission
probability of word w given latent tag tx.
The model formulation in Equation 7.5 does not have the ability to estimate
the probability of OOV words given a latent tag; however, for parsing, we must
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model OOV words that will undoubtedly appear in new sentences. One might
compute the numerator for an OOV word based on its features and divide it by
a denominator approximated using the words in the training data, but such an
estimate did not perform well in our preliminary experiments.





x′ exp〈φ, f(t′x′ , w)〉
and compute Pθ(w|tx) via Bayes’ rule. However, such a model cannot guarantee
that the probability Pθ(t|w) computed by
∑
x Pθ(tx|w) is equal to the maximum
likelihood estimate, which is a reasonable constraint. Moreover, it is difficult to
initialize the feature weights to reflect the prior knowledge that each word has its
own preferences for POS tags. Simply setting the initial weights to zero is not a
good choice because it forces the conditional distribution of latent tags to be uniform
across the POS tags.
Hence, we choose to model Pθ(w|tx) in multiple steps. We first model the
conditional probability of latent tag tx given the surface POS tag t and word w
using a log-linear model:
Pφ(tx|t, w) =
exp〈φ, f(tx, w)〉∑
x′ exp〈φ, f(tx′ , w)〉
(7.6)
where f(tx, w) represents the feature vector extracted from the pair (tx, w), φ is the
feature weight vector, and the denominator sums over all latent tags for POS tag t.
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This model is applicable to both known and OOV words as long as there are active
features; otherwise, a uniform latent tag distribution is assumed. We call Pφ(tx|t, w)
of Equation 7.6 the latent lexical model because it models the distribution of latent
tags.
The conditional probability of tx given word w is expressed as:
Pθ(tx|w) = Pθ(tx, t|w) = Pφ(tx|t, w)P(t|w)





Our new lexical model Pθ(w|tx) shown in Equation 7.7 is composed of the latent
lexical model Pφ(tx|t, w) and two other terms: P(t|w) and P(w), which are computed
differently for known and OOV words.
For words observed in the training data, both P(t|w) and P(w) are computed
using the maximum-likelihood estimation (based on the observed training trees)
so that Pθ(w|tx) forms a proper distribution of observed words during grammar
induction.






where g(t, w) represents the feature vector extracted from the pair (t, w), γ is the
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feature weight vector, and the denominator sums over all POS tags with active
features. The simple approach (described in Section 5.4.2) is used when no feature
is active. P(w) is approximated by one over the number of training tokens. It should
be noted that Pγ(t|w) may use different features than Pφ(tx|t, w).
Compared with modeling Pθ(w|tx) directly as a multinomial distribution, the
new lexical model separates P(t|w) and Pφ(tx|t, w), offering three important advan-
tages:
• The parameter φ of the latent lexical model Pφ(tx|t, w) can be smoothed
through regularization to address data sparsity.
• Rich features can be utilized in the OOV model Pγ(t|w) to estimate POS
tag distributions for OOV words. This is important when working on new
languages as it provides a rich and unified model to address OOV words.
• Rich features can also be utilized in the latent lexical model Pφ(tx|t, w) to
guide the induction of latent POS tags.
7.4 Model Training
The parameter θ for our parser model is a tuple consisting of φ for the log-
linear latent lexical model, γ for the log-linear OOV model, and ψ for the phrasal
rule expansion probabilities. The other parameters (e.g., P(t|w) and P(w) for known
words and P(rare|tx)) can be computed based on observable or fractional counts once
θ is determined.
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Because the parameter γ of the OOV model is independent of the latent cat-





ct,w log Pγ(t|w)− κ′||γ||2
where ct,w is the count of the pair (t, w) in the training data, and κ
′ is the regular-
ization weight.
For parameters ψ and φ, we apply the split-merge training procedure in (Petrov
et al. [126]) to induce latent categories. Given a set of latent categories, the goal is




log Pθ(T )− κ||φ||2 (7.9)
where κ||φ||2 is the regularization term40 for the feature weights of the latent lexical
model.
The two optimization approaches described in (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. [8])
can be extended naturally to our problem. The first approach is EM-based with
an E-step identical to Equation 5.3 in Section 5.3. The objective of the M-step
40Both κ′ and κ are tuned on the development set. We could have also used L1 regularization,











where we separate the set of rules R into lexical rules Rl and phrasal rules Rp.
Note that we replace the subscript θ in Pθ(w|tx) (Equation 7.7) with φ in Pφ(w|tx)
because φ fully controls the emission probability of words on the training data. The
phrasal rule parameter ψ is updated as before by normalizing the expected rule
counts and is smoothed in the same way as in (Petrov et al. [126]). Let l(φ) be the




etx,w log Pφ(w|tx)− κ||φ||2 (7.10)
The gradient of l(φ) with respect to φ can be computed as follows. We first compute







x′ exp〈φ, f(tx′ , w)〉
=
exp〈φ, f(tx, w)〉fi(tx, w)∑
x′ exp〈φ, f(tx′ , w)〉
− exp〈φ, f(tx, w)〉∑
x′ exp〈φ, f(tx′ , w)〉
∑
x′ exp〈φ, f(tx′ , w)〉fi(tx′ , w)∑
x′ exp〈φ, f(tx′ , w)〉
= Pφ(tx|t, w)(fi(tx, w)−
∑
x′
Pφ(tx′|t, w)fi(tx′ , w)) (7.11)
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Pφ(tx′ |t, w′)fi(tx′ , w′))− 2κφi
Now take a look at the underlined term on the right hand side of the above











Pφ(tx′ |t, w′)fi(tx′ , w′))
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Second, since Pφ(w
′|tx) forms a proper conditional distribution of words in the
training data that co-occur with POS tag t, Pφ(w






w′ can be merged into
∑
w′→tx∈Rl and this term can







Pφ(tx′ |t, w′)fi(tx′ , w′))
Hence, ∂
∂φi






(etx,w − etx,·Pφ(w|tx))(fi(tx, w)−
∑
x′







Pφ(tx′ |t, w)fi(tx′ , w))− 2κφi (7.12)
where e∗tx,w = etx,w − etx,·Pφ(w|tx).




e∗tx,w∆tx,w(φ)− 2κ · φ
∆tx,w(φ) = f(tx, w)−
∑
x′
Pφ(tx′ |t, w)f(tx′ , w)
and l(φ) can be optimized by a gradient descent optimization algorithm, such as
LBFGS [97] that we use in our experiments.
It can be shown that l(φ) is not a concave function with respect to φ, but
this created no problems in our experiments. It should be noted that if we set the
regularization weight κ to 0, the maximum of l(φ) is achieved when Pφ(w|tx) is set
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to etx,w/etx,·, which is identical to the update formula in Equation 5.6, and would
thus be unable to use rich features. This is less of an issue when regularization takes
effect, as it favors common discriminative features to reduce the penalty term.
The second approach, which was found to outperform the EM-based approach
in (Berg-Kirkpatrick et al. [8]), optimizes on the regularized log-likelihood (Equa-
tion 7.9) directly by updating both ψ and φ using a gradient descent approach. This
is a constrained optimization problem because the elements of ψ are constrained to
form proper probability distributions. In order to convert this to an unconstrained
optimization problem, we set each phrasal rule expansion probability ψi as the out-
put of a log-linear model, i.e., ψi = exp(ψ
′
i)/Z with Z being the normalization factor,
and treat ψ′ as the parameter for the phrasal rules to be optimized. The gradient
of L(θ) with respect to φ turns out to be the same as in the first approach [137].
The gradient of L(θ) with respect to ψ′ can be derived similarly.
In the original EM-based training approach [126], many of the rule expansion
probabilities become very small and are pruned to dramatically reduce the gram-
mar size. The phrasal rule probabilities computed from the log-linear model with
parameter ψ′ are not usually low enough to be pruned, due to the fact that a large
decrease in ψ′i results in a much smaller change in ψi when ψi is already relatively
small. In order to address this problem, we combine the two optimization approaches
together: we first run rounds of EM-based optimization to initialize the grammar
parameters and prune many of the useless phrasal rules, and then switch to the di-
rect gradient descent optimization approach. This combined approach outperforms
the standalone EM-based approach in our study and is used in the experiments
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reported in this chapter.
7.5 Experiments
7.5.1 Setup
We experiment with three different languages: English, Chinese, and Arabic.
For English, we use the WSJ Penn treebank [104] and the commonly used data
splits [31], i.e., sections 02-21 for training, 22 for development, and 23 for final test.
For Chinese, we use the Penn Chinese treebank 6.0 (CTB6) [162] and the preparation
steps and data splits in Section 5.5. For Arabic, we use the Penn Arabic treebank
(ATB) [100] and the preparation steps and data splits41 in (Chiang et al. [42], Green
and Manning [61]).
Table 7.1 provides gross statistics for each treebank. As can be seen, CTB6
and ATB both have a higher OOV rate than WSJ, and hence have greater need for
effective OOV handling.
Due to the variability (caused by random initialization) among the gram-
mars [122], we train 10 grammars with different seeds in each experiment and report
their average F score on the development set. The best grammar selected using the
development set is used for evaluation on the test set.
41The ATB corpus is split into 80% for training, 10% for development, and the remaining 10% for
evaluation. The preprocessing steps include: removing function tags, traces, and trees dominated
by X, collapsing unary chains that expand non-terminals to themselves, mapping preterminal
morphological analyses to “Bies” tags, adding “DT” to the tags for definite nouns and adjectives,
and performing orthographic normalization. We did not remove clitic marks, which results in
about 0.3 degradation in F score.
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Statistics Train Dev Test
English
(WSJ)
#sents 39832 1700 2416
#tokens 950.0k 40.1k 56.7k
%oov types - 12.8% 13.2%
%oov tokens - 2.8% 2.5%
Chinese
(CTB6)
#sents 24416 1904 1975
#tokens 678.8k 51.2k 52.9k
%oov types - 20.6% 20.9%
%oov tokens - 5.0% 5.3%
Arabic
(ATB)
#sents 18818 2318 2313
#tokens 597.9k 70.7k 70.1k
%oov types - 15.6% 16.7%
%oov tokens - 3.2% 3.4%
Table 7.1: Gross statistics of the treebanks
7.5.2 Standard PCFG-LA Grammars
In Section 5.5.2, we investigated the effect of heuristic rare word smoothing
(see Section 5.4.1) and OOV handling (see Section 5.4.2) for the standard PCFG-LA
grammars on English and Chinese. In order to establish baselines for the feature
rich log-linear model, we re-evaluate these methods in a more detailed manner for
all the three languages studied in this chapter.
The results are presented in Table 7.2. The no+simple row represents the
baseline, for which the grammars are trained without rare word smoothing and
OOV words are handled by the simple method. Each language-dependent heuristic-
based OOV word handling method improves parsing accuracies, and the rare word
smoothing method provides even greater improvement across the languages. Their
combination results in further improvement. This reconfirms that both over-fitting
and OOV words are issues to consider for training accurate PCFG-LA grammars.
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Rare Word
OOV WSJ CTB6 ATB
Smoothing
no simple 89.9 82.5 79.1
no heuristic 90.1 83.0 79.4
yes simple 90.5 83.3 80.3
yes heuristic 90.7 83.7 80.6
Table 7.2: The effect of rare word smoothing and OOV handling on parsing F scores
evaluated on the respective development set
Predicate Explanation
δ(w = ·) word identity (wid)
δ(hasDigit(w) = ·) contains a digit?
δ(hasHyphen(w) = ·) contains a hyphen?
δ(initCap(w) = ·) first letter capitalized?
δ(prefixk(w) = ·) prefix of length k ≤ 3
δ(suffixk(w) = ·) suffix of length k ≤ 3
Table 7.3: Predicate templates on word w
7.5.3 Log-Linear Lexical Models
A core set of features that have proven effective for POS tagging will be applied
to demonstrate the effectiveness of our model and its robustness across languages.
Table 7.3 lists the templates we use to extract predicates on words. For the log-
linear OOV model, we use the full feature set, i.e., (t, pred) pairs extracted using all
of the predicates. For the log-linear latent lexical model, we experiment with two
feature sets: 1) the word identity (wid) feature set containing only (tx,wid) pairs,
which are the same as those used in the standard PCFG-LA grammars, 2) the full
feature set using all of the predicates.
We first evaluate the effectiveness of regularization and the log-linear OOV
model by training the latent lexical model using the wid feature set with regulariza-
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Latent
OOV WSJ CTB6 ATB
Lexical
wid simple 90.5 83.2 80.3
wid heuristic 90.7 83.6 80.7
wid full 90.8 83.9 81.4
full full 90.9 84.2 81.8
Table 7.4: The effect of features (wid vs. full) for training the latent lexical model
and the OOV handling methods (simple, heuristic, or the log-linear model using the
full feature set) on parsing performance on the development set
tion and examining different OOV handling methods. As shown in Table 7.4, the
wid+simple and wid+heuristic approaches42 produce results comparable to the cor-
responding PCFG-LA grammars trained with rare word smoothing and respective
OOV handling. This suggests that regularizing the latent lexical model alleviates
data sparsity, however, we will illustrate in Subsection 7.5.4 that this is achieved in
a different way than rare word smoothing.
The log-linear OOV model using the full feature set results in improved parsing
performance over all languages, with the greatest improvement seen on Arabic (0.7
F), followed by Chinese (0.3 F), confirming that the log-linear OOV model is more
accurate than the heuristic approach, and can be flexibly used for different languages.
The improvement on English is marginal possibly because our simple features are not
significantly better than the signature-based OOV features that are quite effective
at handling English unknown words after years of expert crafting.
We next investigate the effect of training the latent lexical model using the full
feature set. Compared with the wid+full model, the full+full model improves 0.4
42Training the latent lexical model using the wid feature set and handling OOV words using the
simple or heuristic approach.
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F on Arabic and 0.3 F on Chinese, despite the fact that the additional features are
very simple, mostly prefixes and suffixes of words. The improvement on English is
again marginal possibly because the features do not provide insight on fine-grained
syntactic subcategories (e.g., suffix -ed is indicative of past tense verbs, but not
their sub-categories). Admittedly, many of the features are noisy, but as we will
show in Subsection 7.5.4, some of the features are able to guide the learning of the
latent categories to reflect the similarity among syntactically similar words of the
same POS type.
Compared with the baseline (no+simple in Table 7.2), the feature-rich full+full
model significantly improves parsing F scores by 1, 1.7, and 2.7 absolute on English,
Chinese, and Arabic, respectively.
Table 7.5 compares the final test results of our best grammars (the full+full
approach) with the literature43. Our PCFG-LA grammars with a feature-rich lexical
model significantly outperform the standard PCFG-LA grammars of Petrov and
Klein [123] for all of the three languages, especially on Chinese (+1.6 F) and Arabic
(+2.2 F). Compared to the discriminatively trained PCFG-LA grammar of Petrov
and Klein [124], which is 0.7 F worse than its generative counterpart on English
(89.4 vs. 90.1 F), our grammar achieves a significantly higher accuracy of 90.5 and
improves upon the standard PCFG-LA grammar of Petrov and Klein [123] by 0.4
F.
43All of the parsers from the referenced papers are trained and evaluated using the data splits
in our experiments.
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Charniak [31] 89.9 89.5 89.7
Petrov and Klein [123] 90.2 90.1 90.1
Petrov and Klein [124] - - 89.4
Huang and Harper [71] 90.4 89.9 90.1




6 Charniak [31] 80.5 79.5 80.0
Petrov and Klein [123] 84.0 82.9 83.4
Huang and Harper [71] 85.1 83.2 84.1
PCFG-LA with Feature Rich Lexical Model 85.9 84.2 85.0
A
T
B Petrov and Klein [123] 80.5 78.9 79.7
PCFG-LA with Feature Rich Lexical Model 82.7 81.2 81.9
Table 7.5: Final test set accuracies
7.5.4 Analysis
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once 10 times most frequent
Figure 7.1: The conditional distribution P(tx|t, w) of latent tags for selected cardinal
numbers (e.g., 0.26, million) that appear only once, 10 times, or more frequently
for standard PCFG-LA grammars trained with (labeled rare) or without (labeled
baseline) rare word smoothing, as well as for PCFG-LA grammars with regularized
feature-rich lexical model using the wid feature set (labeled wid). The distribution
is represented by the four bars separated by dotted vertical lines, and each bar
represents the conditional probability of a latent tag.
Figure 7.1 shows the effect of regularization and rare word smoothing on the
learned rules by depicting the distribution P(tx|t, w) for PCFG-LA grammars trained
in three different ways45. For standard PCFG-LA grammars trained without rare
word smoothing (labeled baseline), rare words have sparse distributions of latent
45For standard PCFG-LA grammars, P(tx|t, w) is simply computed by etx,w/et,w; whereas, for
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Figure 7.2: The conditional distribution P(tx|t, w) of latent tags for selected country
names (proper nouns) that are listed in order of decreasing frequency from the
Chinese treebank (The English translation and word frequency are provided under
each Chinese name), based on training using the wid or the full feature set. The
distribution is represented by the four bars separated by dotted vertical lines, and
each bar represents the conditional probability of a latent tag. The preferred latent
tag for country names is highlighted in black.
tags, which are determined by the EM algorithm solely based on limited contexts
and are thus unreliable. The rare word smoothing approach (labeled rare) collapses
all rare words into a single token so that P(tx|t, w) = P(tx|t, rare) is identical for
any rare word w. This constraint greatly reduces data sparsity; however, treating
all rare words as one token could eliminate too much lexical information (e.g., the
distribution of latent tags is the same for all rare cardinal numbers no matter whether
they appear only once or 10 times). Regularization of the log-linear latent lexical
model (labeled wid) favors a uniform distribution (zero penalty when all feature
weights are zero). There is not much evidence to skew the distribution from uniform
for rare words. However, when more evidence is available, the distribution becomes
smoothly skewed to reflect the different syntactic preferences of the individual words,
and it can eventually become as spiky as in the other approaches given sufficient
evidence.
In order to provide some insight into why parsing accuracies are improved for
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Chinese by using the full feature set when training the latent lexical model, we
look at the country names that end with the character 国 (country) in the Chinese
treebank. These names appear in similar contexts in the treebank and would be
expected to favor a certain latent tag or tags (which are highlighted in black in
Figure 7.2 for illustration purposes). When training using the wid feature set,
however, this is only true for the frequent names as shown in Figure 7.2. For the
rare names, since each word is modeled independently from others, they are unable
to share any statistics with each other and thus there is not much evidence to divert
the distribution away from uniform. When training with the full feature set, the
suffix1=国 predicate is active for all country names and has a large feature weight
associated with the preferred latent tag. As a result, the distribution of latent tags
for the rare names is skewed more toward the preferred latent tag due to strong
evidence from that suffix feature.
7.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a feature-rich lexical model for PCFG-LA
grammars to: 1) alleviate over-fitting via regularization, 2) handle OOV words using
rich features, and 3) exploit lexical features for grammar induction. Experiments
show that this approach allows us to train more effective PCFG-LA grammars for
more accurate and robust parsing of three different languages.
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Chapter 8
Machine Translation with Latent Variables
8.1 Overview
Syntax-based translation models have recently shown promising progress at
improving translation quality, thanks to the incorporation of phrasal translation
adopted from the widely used phrase-based models to handle local fluency and
the engagement of synchronous context-free grammars (SCFG) to handle non-local
phrase reordering. Approaches to syntax-based translation models can largely be
categorized into linguistic syntax-based models that utilize structures defined based
on linguistic theory and human annotation (e.g., Penn treebank) to guide the deriva-
tion of SCFG rules with explicit parsing on at least one side of the parallel corpus,
and formal syntax-based models that extract synchronous grammars from paral-
lel corpora based on the hierarchical structure of natural language pairs without
any explicit linguistic knowledge or annotation. In this chapter, we aim to bring
the advantages of both types of models together and focus on learning a set of
linguistically-guided latent syntactic categories to enrich hierarchical phrase-based
models, a type of formal syntax-based model.
We augment rules in hierarchical phrase-based translation models with novel
syntactic features. Unlike previous studies that directly use explicit treebank cate-
gories such as NP, NP/PP (NP missing a PP on the right) to annotate phrase pairs,
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we induce a set of latent categories to capture the syntactic dependencies inherent
in the hierarchy of phrase pairs, and derive a real-valued feature vector for each
X nonterminal of an SCFG rule based on the distribution of the latent categories.
Moreover, we replace the equality test of two sequences of syntactic categories, which
are either identical or different, with a similarity score between their correspond-
ing feature vectors. In our model, two symbolically different sequences of syntactic
categories could have a high similarity score in the feature vector representation if
they are syntactically similar, and a low score otherwise. In decoding, these feature
vectors are utilized to measure the similarity between the syntactic analysis of the
source side and the syntax of the SCFG rules that are applied to derive translations.
Our approach maintains the advantages of hierarchical phrase-based translation sys-
tems, while at the same time incorporating soft syntactic constraints. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first use of real-valued syntactic feature vectors for
machine translation.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 8.2 briefly reviews
hierarchical phrase-based translation models and motivates our proposed approach,
which is summarized in Section 8.3. Section 8.4 describes the hierarchy of aligned
phrase pairs, and Section 8.5 describes how to induce latent syntactic categories.
Experimental results are reported in Section 8.6. Section 8.7 concludes the chapter.
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8.2 Introduction to Hierarchical Phrase-Based Translation
An SCFG is a synchronous rewriting system that generates source and target
side string pairs simultaneously based on a context-free grammar. Each synchronous
production (i.e., rule) rewrites a nonterminal into a pair of strings, γ and α, where
γ (or α) contains terminal and nonterminal symbols from the source (or target)
language, and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the nonterminal symbols
on both sides. The hierarchical model of Chiang [40] explores hierarchical structures
of natural language and utilizes only a single nonterminal symbol X in the grammar,
X → 〈γ, α,∼〉
where ∼ is the one-to-one correspondence between X’s in γ and α, which is indi-
cated by subscript co-indexes. Two example English-to-Chinese translation rules
are represented as follows:
X → 〈give the pen to me,钢笔 给 我〉 (8.1)
X → 〈giveX1 to me, X1给 我〉 (8.2)
The SCFG rules of hierarchical phrase-based models are extracted automat-
ically from corpora of word-aligned parallel sentence pairs [22, 118]. An aligned
sentence pair is a tuple (E,F,A), where E = e1 · · · en can be interpreted as an En-
glish sentence of length n, F = f1 · · · fm is its translation of length m in a foreign
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Figure 8.1: An example of a word-aligned sentence pair in (a) with tight phrase
pairs marked (in black) in a matrix representation shown in (b)
(a) shows an example of an aligned English-to-Chinese sentence pair. As is widely
adopted in phrase-based models [119], a pair of consecutive sequences of words from
E and F is a phrase pair if all words are aligned only within the sequences and not
to any word outside of them. We call a sequence of words a phrase if it corresponds
to either side of a phrase pair, and a non-phrase otherwise. Note that the boundary
words of a phrase pair may not be aligned to any other word. We call the phrase
pairs with all boundary words aligned tight phrase pairs [166]. A tight phrase pair is
the minimal phrase pair among all phrase pairs that share the same set of alignment
links. Figure 8.1 (b) highlights the tight phrase pairs in the example sentence pair.
The extraction of SCFG rules proceeds as follows. In the first step, all phrase
pairs below a maximum length are extracted as phrasal rules. In the second step46,
abstract rules are extracted from tight phrase pairs that contain other tight phrase
pairs by replacing the sub-phrase pairs with co-indexed X-nonterminals. In our
earlier example, rule (8.2) can be extracted from rule (8.1) with the following sub-
46Chiang [40] also introduced several requirements (e.g., there are at most two nonterminals on




X → 〈the pen,钢笔〉
Each SCFG rule is associated with a set of features such as rule and lexicalized
rule translation probabilities [40] that describe the quality of the rule. When trans-
lating an input foreign sentence F using an SCFG, the goal is to find the English
sentence E with derivation D such that the following objective is maximized:





λiφi(X → 〈γ, α,∼〉) (8.3)
where fLM(E) is the language model score, each φi is a feature defined on an SCFG
rule, and the λ’s are the feature weights, which can be optimized on a development
set using, for example, minimum-error-rate training [117].
Despite the complete lack of linguistic guidance, the performance of hier-
archical phrase-based models is competitive with linguistic syntax-based models,
which are unavoidably affected by errors in syntactic annotations. As shown in
(Mi and Huang [110]), hierarchical phrase-based models significantly outperform
tree-to-string models [70, 99], even when attempts are made to alleviate parsing
errors using either forest-based decoding [111] or forest-based rule extraction [110].
However, when properly used, syntactic constraints can provide invaluable guidance
to improve translation quality. The tree-to-string models of Mi and Huang [110]
significantly outperforms hierarchical phrase-based models when using forest-based
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rule extraction together with forest-based decoding. Chiang [41] also obtained a
significant improvement over his hierarchical baseline by inducing fuzzy (inexact)
tree-to-tree rules based on syntactic parse trees on both source and target sides and
by allowing syntactically mismatched substitutions.
The use of a single X nonterminal makes hierarchical phrase-based models
flexible at capturing non-local reordering of phrases. However, such flexibility also
comes at the cost that it is unable to differentiate between different syntactic usages
of phrases. Suppose rule X → 〈give the pen toX1, · · · 〉 is extracted from a phrase
pair with “give the pen to me” on the source side where X1 is abstracted from the
pronoun phrase pair. If this rule is used to translate “give the pen to the boy over
there”, it would be better to apply it over the entire string or the sub-string “give
the pen to the boy” than other sub-strings such as “give the pen to the boy over”.
This is because the nonterminal X1 in the rule was abstracted from a pronoun on
the source side of the training data and would thus be better (more informative) if
it were applied to phrases of similar type, e.g., a noun phrase. However, hierarchical
phrase-based models are unable to distinguish syntactic differences like this.
Zollmann and Venugopal [169] attempted to address this problem by anno-
tating phrase pairs with treebank categories based on automatic parse trees. They
introduced an extended set of categories (e.g., NP+V for “she went” and DT\NP
for “great wall”, a noun phrase with a missing determiner on the left) to annotate
phrase pairs that do not align with syntactic constituents. Their hard syntactic
constraint requires that the nonterminals should match exactly to rewrite a nonter-
minal. As a result, potentially correct derivations could be ruled out due to data
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sparsity and errors in the parse trees. For example, NP cannot be instantiated with
phrase pairs of type DT+NN, despite their syntactic similarity. Venugopal et al.
[152] addressed this problem by directly introducing soft syntactic preferences into
SCFG rules using a preference grammar, but this came with the computational
challenge of processing large preference vectors. Chiang [41] also avoided hard con-
straints by taking a soft alternative that directly models the cost of mismatched
rule substitutions. This solution, however, requires a large number of parameters
to be tuned on a generally small-size held-out set, and it could thus suffer from
over-tuning.
8.3 Our Approach
We take a different approach to improve a hierarchical phrase-based translation
system by introducing linguistic syntax to SCFG rules and using soft syntactic
constraints between derivation rules and the parse tree of the source side at decoding
time. In this section, we describe how to enrich each X nonterminal of an SCFG rule
with a feature vector computed based on a given set of latent syntactic categories
and how to impose soft syntactic constraints. The set of latent syntactic categories
are automatically induced from a source-side parsed, word-aligned parallel corpus
based on the syntax-enriched hierarchy among phrase pairs. We defer the details
on how to obtain latent syntactic categories until Sections 8.4 and 8.5.
For each phrase pair extracted from a sentence pair of a source-side parsed
parallel corpus, we represent its syntax using a tag sequence, which is the sequence
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give the pen to me .
Figure 8.2: A source side parse tree
of highest syntactic categories of the source-side parse tree that exactly dominates
the source-side phrase47. Figure 8.2 shows the source-side parse tree of a sentence
pair. The tag sequences for “the pen” and “give the pen” are “NP” and “VBP
NP”, respectively, because the former is simply a noun phrase while the latter is
dominated by a verb followed by a noun phrase. Let TS = {ts1, · · · , tsm} be the
set of all tag sequences extracted from a parallel corpus. The syntax of each X
nonterminal48 in an SCFG rule can then be characterized by the distribution of
tag sequences ~PX(TS) = (pX(ts1), · · · , pX(tsm)), based on the phrase pairs it is
abstracted from. Table 8.1 shows an example distribution of tag sequences for X1
in X → 〈give the pen to X1, · · · 〉.
Instead of directly using tag sequences, given the disadvantages discussed in
Section 8.2, we represent each of them by a real-valued feature vector. Suppose49 we
have a collection of n latent syntactic categories C = {c1, · · · , cn}, and we know how
they are distributed for each tag sequence ts, i.e., ~Pts(C) = (pts(c1), · · · , pts(cn)).
For example, ~P“NP VP”(C) = {0.5, 0.2, 0.3} means that the latent syntactic categories
47In case of a non-tight phrase pair, we only consider its largest tight part.
48There are three X nonterminals (one on the left and two on the right) for binary abstract
rules, two for unary abstract rules, and one for phrasal rules.
49Details about how the latent syntactic categories are induced and how they are distributed for






Table 8.1: The distribution of tag sequences for X1 in X →
〈give the pen to X1, · · · 〉
c1, c2, and c3 are distributed as p(c1) = 0.5, p(c2) = 0.2, and p(c3) = 0.3 for tag
sequence “NP VP”. We convert each distribution ~Pts(C) to a normalized feature
vector ~F (ts):
~F (ts) = (f1(ts), · · · , fn(ts))
=
(pts(c1), · · · , pts(cn))
‖(pts(c1), · · · , pts(cn))‖
The degree of similarity between any pair of tag sequences ts and ts′ in the space of
the latent syntactic categories C can then be computed as a dot-product50 of their
feature vectors:





which ranges between 0 (totally syntactically different) and 1 (completely syntacti-
cally identical).
Similarly, we can represent the syntax of each X nonterminal of a rule by a
50Other measures such as KL-divergence in the probability space would also be feasible.
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Now we can impose soft syntactic constraints using these feature vectors when
an SCFG rule is used to translate a parsed source sentence. We compute the follow-
ing syntactic similarity score on the fly when an X nonterminal of a rule is applied to
a span whose tag sequence is ts as determined by parse tree of the source sentence51:
SynSim(X, ts) = − log(~F (X) · ~F (ts)) (8.4)
We denote φSYN(X → 〈γ, α,∼〉) as the sum of the above syntactic similarity score
(Equation 8.4) for all of the nonterminals in rule X → 〈γ, α,∼〉 and add it to the
decoding objective l(D) of Equation 8.3, which now becomes:









λSYNφSYN(X → 〈γ, α,∼〉)
Even though the feature φSYN is computed on the fly, it can be used in the same
way as the standard features in a hierarchical translation system to determine the
best translation, and its feature weight λSYN can be tuned together with the other
feature weights on a held-out data set.
51A normalized uniform feature vector is used for tag sequences (of parsed test sentences) that
are not seen in the training corpus.
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In what follows, we will describe the two central aspects of our approach to
obtain the latent syntactic categories, i.e., 1) how to construct the syntax-enriched
hierarchy among all phrase pairs in a source-side parsed sentence pair, and 2) how
to induce the latent syntactic categories from the hierarchy to capture the syntactic
dependencies among the phrase pairs.
8.4 Alignment-based Hierarchy
Given two non-disjoint tight phrase pairs that share at least one common
alignment link, there are only two relationships: either one completely includes the
other or they do not include one another but have a non-empty overlap, which
we call a non-trivial overlap. In the second case, the intersection, differences, and
union of the two phrase pairs are also tight phrase pairs (see Figure 8.1 (b) for an
example), and the two phrase pairs, as well as their intersection and differences, are
all sub-phrase pairs of their union. This property implies that there is a hierarchy of
phrase pairs. We next describe how to identify the hierarchy of phrase pairs and how
to annotate the hierarchy with linguistic information that is necessary for inducing
latent syntactic categories, which we will describe in Section 8.5.
Our hierarchy construction algorithm follows Heber and Stoye [64]. Let P be
the set of tight phrase pairs extracted from a sentence pair. We call a sequentially-
ordered list52 L = (p1, · · · , pk) of unique phrase pairs pi ∈ P a chain if every two
successive phrase pairs in L have a non-trivial overlap. A chain is maximal if it
52The phrase pairs are sequentially ordered first by the boundary positions of the source-side
phrase and then by the boundary positions of the target-side phrase.
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cannot be extended to its left or right with other phrase pairs. Note that any sub-
sequence of phrase pairs in a chain generates a tight phrase pair. In particular,
chain L generates a tight phrase pair that corresponds exactly to the union of the
alignment links in p ∈ L. We call the phrase pairs generated by maximal chains
maximal phrase pairs and call the other phrase pairs non-maximal. Non-maximal
phrase pairs have non-trivial overlaps with some other phrase pairs while maximal
phrase pairs do not, and it can be shown that any non-maximal phrase pair can
be generated by a sequence of maximal phrase pairs. Note that the largest tight
phrase pair that includes all alignment links in A is also a maximal phrase pair.
Lemma 8.4.1 follows directly from the definition of maximal phrase pairs.
Lemma 8.4.1 Given two different maximal phrase pairs p1 and p2, exactly one of
the following alternatives is true: p1 and p2 are disjoint, p1 is a sub-phrase pair of
p2, or p2 is a sub phrase pair of p1.
According to Lemma 8.4.1, there is a unique decomposition tree T = (N,E)
that covers all of the tight phrase pairs of a sentence pair, where N is the set of
maximal phrase pairs and E is the set of edges that connect pairs of maximal phrase
pairs if one is a sub-phrase pair of another. All of the tight phrase pairs of a sentence
pair can be either extracted directly from the nodes of the decomposition tree (these
phrase pairs are maximal) or generated by a sequence of consecutive sibling nodes53
(these phrase pairs are non-maximal). Figure 8.3 shows the decomposition tree as
well as all of the tight phrase pairs that can be extracted from the example sentence












give the pen to me .
钢笔 给 我 。
Maximal phrase paris:
!give the pen to me . , 钢笔 给 我 。"
!give the pen , 钢笔 给"
!give , 给"
!the pen , 钢笔"
!me ,  我"
!. , 。"
Non-maximal phrase paris:
!give the pen to me , 钢笔 给 我"
!me . , 我 。"
Figure 8.3: A decomposition tree of tight phrase pairs with all tight phrase pairs
listed on the right. As highlighted by the dotted curves, the two non-maximal phrase
pairs are generated by consecutive sibling nodes.
pair in Figure 8.1.
In our current approach, we only consider the syntactic constraints on the
source side and thus focus on the source side of the decomposition tree54. In order
to include all of the source words into the decomposition tree, we attach each non-
phrase single word as a child of the lowest node of the decomposition tree that
contains the word. Now there are two types of nodes in the parse tree. We abstract
them with two symbols, X for phrases and B for non-phrases, and call the result the
decomposition tree of the source side phrases. Figure 8.4 (a) depicts such a tree for
the English side of our example sentence pair in Figure 8.1. We further recursively
binarize the decomposition tree into a binarized decomposition forest such that each
phrase is directly represented as a node in the forest55. Figure 8.4 (c) shows two of
the many binarized decomposition trees in the forest. The binarized decomposition
forest compactly encodes the hierarchy among phrases and non-phrases. The coarse
54We leave it to future work to consider syntactic constraints on both sides.
55The intermediate binarization nodes are also labeled as either X or B based on whether they
exactly cover a phrase or not.
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give the pen to me .
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Figure 8.4: (a) decomposition tree for the English side of the example sentence pair
with all phrases underlined, (b) automatic parse tree of the English side, (c) two
example binarized decomposition trees with syntactic emissions depicted in (d).
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abstraction of phrases with X and non-phrases with B provides little information
on the constraints of the hierarchy. In order to bring in syntactic constraints, we
annotate each node in the decomposition forest with a syntactic observation based
on the automatic parse tree of the source side. If a node aligns with a constituent
in the parse tree, we add the syntactic category (e.g., NP) of the constituent as an
emitted observation of the node; otherwise, it crosses constituent boundaries, and we
add a designated crossing category CR as its observation. We call the resulting forest
a syntactic decomposition forest. Figure 8.4 (d) shows two syntactic decomposition
trees of the forest based on the parse tree in Figure 8.4 (b).
In summary, we have constructed a syntax-enriched hierarchy that describes
how longer phrases are composed of shorter phrases and non-phrases using the
following steps:
1. Construct the decomposition tree of phrase pairs based on word alignment
(see Figure 8.3).
2. Take the source side of the decomposition tree, attach the non-phrase single
words, abstract the tree nodes with X for phrases and B for non-phrases (see
Figure 8.4 (a)), and binarize the decomposition tree to obtain the binarized
decomposition forest (see Figure 8.4 (c)).
3. Annotate each node of the binarized decomposition forest with a syntactic
observation based on the source-side parse tree (see Figure 8.4 (d)).
We will next describe how to induce latent syntactic categories to capture the hier-
archical syntactic constraints among phrases.
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8.5 Inducing Latent Syntactic Categories
If we designate a unique symbol S as the new root of the syntactic decomposi-
tion forests introduced in the previous section, it can be shown that these forests can
be generated by a probabilistic context-free grammar G = (V,Σ, S,R,Pφ), where
• V = {S,X,B} is the set of nonterminals,
• Σ is the set of terminals comprising treebank categories plus the CR tag (the
crossing category),
• S ∈ V is the unique start symbol,
• R is the union of the set of product rules each rewriting a nonterminal to
a sequence of nonterminals and the set of emission rules each generating a
terminal from a nonterminal,
• Pφ assigns a probability score to each rule r ∈ R.
In contrast to the grammars for syntactic parsing described in Chapter 5, where ter-
minals are only generated by preterminals, each internal nonterminal of our grammar
also emits a terminal. Such a grammar can be derived from the set of syntactic de-
composition forests extracted from a source-side parsed parallel corpus, with rule
probabilities estimated as the relative frequencies of the product and emission rules.
The X and B nonterminals in the grammar are coarse representations of
phrases and non-phrases and do not carry any syntactic information at all. In
an attempt to introduce syntax to these nonterminals, we incrementally split each
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of them into a set of latent categories ({X1, · · · , Xn} for X and {B1, · · · , Bn} for
B) and then learn a set of rule probabilities56 Pφ on the latent categories so that the
likelihood of the training forests is maximized. As we will describe next, the latent
categories are induced in a similar way to the fine-grained syntactic categories for
the latent bigram tagger in Chapter 3 and for the PCFG-LA grammar in Chap-
ter 5. The motivation is to allow the latent categories to learn different preferences
of (emitted) syntactic categories as well as structural dependencies along the hier-
archy so that they can carry syntactic information. We call these latent syntactic
categories. The induced latent categories for the X nonterminal, i.e., the Xi’s, rep-
resent syntax-enriched fine-grained categories of phrases and correspond to the set
of latent syntactic categories C in Section 8.3. In this study, we induce 16 latent
categories for both X and B nonterminals57.
We use a variant of Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to optimize
the likelihood of the training forests. Our EM algorithm is similar to the inside-
outside algorithm [126] for training PCFG-LA grammars in Chapter 5 (and also
the forward-backward algorithm for training latent bigram taggers in Chapter 3),
except that we work with forests instead of trees and each internal nonterminal also
emits a terminal in addition to expanding to a sequence of nonterminals.
Recall that our decomposition forests are fully binarized (except for the root).
In the hypergraph representation [69], the hyperedges of our forests all have the
56Each binary production rule is now associated with a 3-dimensional matrix of probabilities,
and each emission rule is associated with a 1-dimensional array of probabilities.
57We incrementally split each nonterminal to 2, 4, 8, and finally 16 categories, with each splitting
followed by several EM iterations to tune model parameters. Based on our preliminary experiments,
we choose to use 16 latent categories, not too few so that they can differentiate among different
syntactic uses and not so many that computational and storage costs become exorbitant.
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same format58 〈(V,W ), U〉, meaning that node U expands to nodes V and W with
production rule U → VW . Given a forest F with root node R, we denote e(U) as
the emitted syntactic category at node U and LR(U) (or PL(W ), or PR(V ))59 as the
set of node pairs (V,W ) (or (U, V ), or (U,W )) such that 〈(V,W ), U〉 is a hyperedge
of the forest. Now consider node U , which is either S, X, or B in the forest. Let
Ux be the latent syntactic category
60 of node U . We define I(Ux) as the part of the
forest (includes e(U) but not Ux) inside U , and O(Ux) as the other part of the forest
(includes Ux but not e(U)) outside U , as illustrated in Figure 8.5. Given this, the
inside-outside probabilities are defined as:
PIN(Ux) = P(I(Ux)|Ux)
POUT(Ux) = P(O(Ux)|S)


















Pφ(Vy → e(V ))Pφ(Vy → UxWz)POUT(Vy)PIN(Wz)
58The hyperedge corresponding to the root node has a different format because it is unary, but
it can be handled similarly. When clear from context, we use the same variable to present both a
node and its label.
59LR stands for the left and right children, PL for the parent and left children, and PR for the
parent and right children.





























Figure 8.5: An example of I(·) and O(·) that separate the forest into two parts
In the E-step, the posterior probability of the occurrence of production rule61 Ux →
VyWz is computed as:
P(Ux → VyWz|F ) =
Pφ(Ux → e(U))Pφ(Ux → VyWz)POUT(Ux)PIN(Vy)PIN(Ww)
PIN(R)
and it is accumulated into the expected count c(Ux → VyWz).
In the M-step, the probability estimation of Pφ(Ux → VyWz) is updated by normal-
izing the expected count:






Recall that each node U labeled as X in a forest is associated with a phrase
whose syntax is represented by a tag sequence ts. Once a grammar is learned, we
61The emission rules can be handled similarly.
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and add this probability to the expected count c(Xi, ts) that the tag sequence ts
belongs to latent category Xi. The probability that the latent category of ts is Xi




As described in Section 8.3, the distributions of latent categories for tag sequences




We conduct experiments on two tasks, English-to-German and English-to-
Chinese, both involving speech-to-speech translation. The training data for the
English-to-German task is a filtered subset of the Europarl corpus [85], containing
∼300K parallel bitext with ∼4.5M tokens on each side. The development and test
sets both contain 1K sentences with one reference for each. The training data for
the English-to-Chinese task is collected from transcription and human translation
of conversations in travel domain. It consists of ∼500K parallel bitext with ∼3M
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tokens62 on each side. Both development and test sets contain ∼1.3K sentences, each
with two references. Both corpora are also preprocessed with punctuation removed
and words down-cased to make them suitable for speech translation.
The baseline system is our implementation of the hierarchical phrase-based
model of Chiang [40], and it includes basic features such as rule and lexicalized rule
translation probabilities, language model scores, rule counts, etc. We use 4-gram
language models in both tasks, and conduct minimum-error-rate training [117] to
optimize feature weights on the development set. Our baseline hierarchical model
has 8.3M and 9.7M rules for the English-to-German and English-to-Chinese tasks,
respectively.
The English side of the parallel data is parsed using our PCFG-LA parser
trained on the combination of Broadcast News treebank from Ontonotes [157] and
a speechified63 version of the WSJ treebank [104] to achieve higher parsing accu-
racy [73].
8.6.2 Results
Our algorithm identifies ∼180K unique tag sequences for the English side
of phrase pairs in both tasks. Table 8.2 shows examples for which our syntactic
feature vector representation is able to identify similar and dissimilar tag sequences.
For instance, it determines that the sequence “DT JJ NN” is syntactically very
similar to “DT ADJP NN” and very dissimilar to “NN CD VP”. Note that our
62The Chinese sentences are automatically segmented into words. However, BLEU scores are
computed at character level for tuning and evaluation.
63Symbolic expressions are replaced with verbal forms (e.g., $5 was replaced with five dollars),
and punctuation and case are removed.
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Very similar Not so similar Very dissimilar
~F (ts) · ~F (ts′) > 0.9 0.4 ≤ ~F (ts) · ~F (ts′) ≤ 0.6 ~F (ts) · ~F (ts′) < 0.1
DT JJ NN
DT NN DT JJ JJ NML NN PP NP NN
DT JJ JJ NN DT JJ CC INTJ VB NN CD VP
DT ADJP NN DT NN NN JJ RB NP IN CD
VP
VB VP PP JJ NN JJ NN TO VP
VB RB VB PP VB NN NN VB JJ WHNP DT NN
VB DT DT NN VB RB IN JJ IN INTJ NP
ADJP
JJ ADJP JJ JJ CC ADJP IN NP JJ
PDT JJ ADJP VB JJ JJ AUX RB ADJP
RB JJ ADVP WHNP JJ ADJP VP
Table 8.2: Examples of similar and dissimilar tag sequences
latent categories are learned automatically to maximize the likelihood of the training
forests extracted based on alignment and are not explicitly instructed to discriminate
between syntactically different tag sequences. Our approach is not guaranteed to
always assign similar feature vectors to syntactically similar tag sequences; however,
as shown in Table 8.3 for the English-to-German task and in Table 8.4 for the
English-to-Chinese task, the latent categories are able to capture some similarities
among tag sequences that are beneficial for translation. The addition of the syntactic
feature achieves a statistically significant improvement of 0.6 (p ≤ 0.01) in BLEU on
the test set of the English-to-German task. This improvement is substantial given
that only one reference is used for each test sentence. On the English-to-Chinese
task, the syntax feature achieves a smaller improvement of 0.41 BLEU on the test
set. One potential explanation for the smaller improvement is that the sentences
on the English-to-Chinese task are much shorter, with an average of only 6 words
per sentence, compared to 15 words in the English-to-German task. The hypothesis
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Baseline +Syntax ∆
Dev 16.26 17.06 0.80
Test 16.41 17.01 0.60
Table 8.3: BLEU scores of the English-to-German task (one reference)
Baseline +Syntax ∆
Dev 46.47 47.39 0.92
Test 45.45 45.86 0.41
Table 8.4: BLEU scores of the English-to-Chinese task (two references)
space of translating a longer sentence is much larger than that of a shorter sentence;
therefore, there is more potential gain from using syntactic features to rule out
unlikely derivations of longer sentences. On the other hand, phrasal rules may be
adequate for shorter sentences, leaving less room for syntax to help in the case of
the English-to-Chinese task.
8.6.3 Discussion
The incorporation of the syntactic feature into the hierarchical phrase-based
translation system increases the memory load and computational cost. In the worst
case, our algorithm must store one feature vector for each tag sequence and one
feature vector for each nonterminal of an SCFG rule, with the latter using the
majority of the extra memory storage. We observed that about 90% of the X
nonterminals in the rules have only one tag sequence, and thus the required memory
space can be significantly reduced by only storing a pointer to the feature vector
of the tag sequence for these nonterminals. Our algorithm also requires computing
one dot-product of two feature vectors for each nonterminal when an SCFG rule
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is applied to a source span. This cost can be reduced, however, by caching the
dot-products of the tag sequences that are frequently accessed.
There have been other successful approaches that impose soft syntactic con-
straints to hierarchical phrase-based models by either introducing syntax-based rule
features such as the prior derivation model of Zhou et al. [168] or by imposing con-
straints on translation spans at decoding time, e.g., (Marton and Resnik [105], Xiong
et al. [159, 160]). These approaches are all orthogonal to ours, and it is expected
that they could be combined with our approach to achieve greater improvement.
8.7 Conclusions
We have presented a novel method to enhance hierarchical phrase-based ma-
chine translation systems with real-valued linguistically motivated feature vectors.
Our method maintains the advantages of hierarchical phrase-based translation sys-
tems, while at the same time naturally incorporating soft syntactic constraints.
Experimental results show that this approach improves the baseline hierarchical




Contributions and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarize our contributions and outline directions for
future work.
9.1 Contributions
We have discussed the strong independence assumptions made by traditional
models for natural language processing and discussed how these independence as-
sumptions can be corrected at least in part by introducing latent variables. In
contrast to traditional models that often have a fixed parameterization, latent vari-
able models are able to automatically learn complex dependencies in a data-driven
way and have the flexibility to adjust the number of parameters based on the type
and the amount of training data available to learn the most important dependencies.
We have created several different types of latent variable models to capture depen-
dencies that otherwise could not be captured using the conventional Markov, hidden
Markov, context-free, and synchronous context-free assumptions, and applied these
models to a diverse set of natural language processing applications, including POS
tagging, language modeling, parsing, and machine translation.
POS Tagging: We have created a latent bigram POS tagger that significantly out-
performs conventional bigram and trigram HMM taggers when evaluated on
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both the Chinese Penn treebank and the English WSJ Penn treebank.
Language Modeling: We have created a latent language model that achieves a lower
perplexity than a strong trigram word language model when evaluated on the
English WSJ Penn treebank.
Parsing: We have improved a state-of-the-art PCFG-LA parser by developing a
language-independent rare word smoothing method and a heuristic Chinese
OOV word handling method.
Machine Translation: We have created a novel approach to induce latent syntactic
categories to capture the syntactic dependencies inherent in the hierarchi-
cal structure of phrase pairs. We have also developed an effective method
to improve hierarchical phrase-based translation models using soft syntactic
constraints based on the latent syntactic categories.
To further improve our models, we have also created and evaluated three
different methods for improving the performance of latent variable models. Although
our experiments focused on parsing with PCFG-LA grammars, these methods can
be applied to any of the other applications of latent variable modeling.
• We have investigated self-training for our latent bigram taggers and PCFG-
LA grammars and found that these models benefit more significantly from
self-training than conventional models whose parameterization is fixed. We
conclude that the success of latent variable models with self-training is due
to their flexibility to adjust their model parameterization to learn more accu-
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rate models from the additional automatically labeled training data. Using
self-training, we have obtained state-of-the-art parsing accuracies for a single
parser on the English WSJ treebank (91.5% F) and the Chinese Penn treebank
(85.2% F).
• We have created methods to effectively combine product models, which take
advantage of the variability among latent variable models, and self-training
to further improve parsing accuracy. We have found that the combination of
these two approaches provides an effective avenue to utilize large quantities
of automatically labeled data to train very high quality parsing models with
accuracies of 92.5% F on the English WSJ treebank and 89.6% F on the English
Broadcast News treebank.
• We have created a feature-rich log-linear lexical model for PCFG-LA gram-
mars to provide a principled solution to address data sparsity, handle out-
of-vocabulary (OOV) words, and exploit overlapping features during model
induction. With this additional method, we found the resulting PCFG-LA
grammars have the flexibility to incorporate overlapping features and are able
to more accurately model different languages, achieving significant absolute
improvements of 1%, 1.7%, and 2.7% in F score on English, Chinese, and
Arabic, respectively.
9.2 Future Work
There are several possible directions for future research based on this thesis.
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• Given that self-training is effective for training more accurate individual PCFG-
LA grammars and the product model is able to exploit the variability among
individual grammars for enhanced performance, it should be possible to iter-
ate the process of self-training new PCFG-LA grammars based on the output
of the product model of the self-trained grammars trained at the current itera-
tion . We attempted this using the full WSJ Penn treebank training data and
a large amount of unlabeled data and found that the second iteration does not
provide further improvement. However, we observed that the second iteration
does provide a significant improvement in a preliminary experiment that uses
a much smaller set of gold standard training data (i.e., sections 2 and 3 of the
WSJ Penn treebank). This bootstrapping training method is worth further
investigation, especially for low-resource languages.
• The feature-rich log-linear lexical model for PCFG-LA grammars supports any
local features that can be extracted from the pair (tx, w). In addition to the
basic features that we studied, language-dependent features studied in [1] and
features related to word semantics (e.g., using WordNet [52]) or word clusters
(e.g., using unsupervised clustering [21, 59, 86]) might also be beneficial for
improving performance. Features extracted from (t, w) could also provide
smoothing across the latent tags. Moreover, it might be beneficial to perform
feature selection prior to training. It is also expected that even more accurate
parsers can be produced by using this approach together with self-training
and/or product models.
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• The methods for improving the PCFG-LA parser can also be applied to im-
prove the other latent variable models that we have developed. The latent
bigram tagger, which has been found to benefit from self-training like the
PCFG-LA parser, can also directly benefit from both product models and the
feature-rich log-linear lexical model. While the latent language model uses
POS tags as the initial classes for learning fine-grained tags, the training sen-
tences do not have to be manually labeled. Indeed, automatically induced
word clusters can also be used as the initial classes. This would make it pos-
sible to train a latent language model on a large amount of training data for
different languages. These methods can also be applied to other latent variable
models, e.g., in speech recognition [78, 127].
• While our PCFG-LA grammars are able to achieve very high parsing accuracies
for a variety of languages, the performance levels do not come without a cost.
Despite the fact that we have already parallelized both the training and parsing
algorithms using multi-threading, the self-trained product models require a
significant amount of memory and time to train and to parse larger data sets.
On the one hand, cloud computing techniques could be utilized to speed up
training and decoding. On the other hand, it is also possible to exploit methods
to reduce the size of the grammars with minimal loss in parsing accuracy. This
could be potentially achieved by using the multi-scale approach [124] to tie
rule parameters during grammar induction or by merging similar latent tags
after a grammar is trained.
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• Our work on using latent syntactic categories to enhance hierarchical phrase-
based translation models can be continued in many directions. First, while the
current approach imposes soft syntactic constraints between the parse struc-
ture of the source sentence and the SCFG rules used to derive the translation,
the real-valued syntactic feature vectors can also be used to impose soft con-
straints between SCFG rules during rule rewrite. In this case, target side
parse trees could also be used alone or together with the source side parse
trees to induce the latent syntactic categories. Second, instead of using single
parse trees during both training and decoding, our approach is likely to ben-
efit from utilizing parse forests as in [110]. Third, in addition to the treebank
categories obtained by syntactic parsing, lexical cues [170] directly available in
sentence pairs could also be exploited using the feature-rich approach to guide
the learning of latent categories. Last but not the least, it would be interest-
ing to investigate discriminative training approaches to learn latent categories
that directly optimize on translation quality.
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